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Preface

Historically, removal of paint from aircraft hus boon achieved using chemical paint stripping metthods. 7'hese procedures have
utilized toxic components which generate considerable quantities of hazardous waste requiring expensive disposal procedures.
Alternate methods for aircraft paint removal are now being investigated within the NATO nations. Thea. procewsso include:
- Plustic Media Blasting
- Laser Paint Stripping
- Carbon Dioxide Pellet Blasting
- Sodium Bicarbonate Blasting
- Cryogenic Paint Removal,

The SIP. held a workshop on Environmentally Safe and Effective Processes for Paint Removal from aircraft. The purpose of the
workshop was to review the matateof-the-art of the now technologies for paint removal and their effects on th. properties of
aircraft structural materials, The practicality of operation, environmental effects, costs and process controls were also discussed
In that these factors strongly influence the implementation of alternate paint removal processes,

The workshop format consisted of reviews of alternate paint removal activities in several NATO countries. These were followed
by presentations of work on Plastic Media Blasting and other advanced methods of alternate paint removal.

On behalf of the Structures and Materials Panel, I would like to thank the authors whose participation made possible the success
of the workshop.

Priface

Dens Ie pussE, In peinture des adronef.% dtAlt enlevde mu moyen do produits chimiques dE&,apants. Coin mdthodes falsalent appall i
des ingr~dients toxiques qul ongendralent des quandtits considt~rablos do ddchets dangoraux, dont lUvacuatlon s'avr&rat
co~teuse, Des mdthodes nouvelles pour lenl~vemunt do certe peinturo sont actuell( nent h l'dwde au jein des pays do I'OTAN.
Cos mdthodos comprennent:
- Ie d~capage mu jet do matibres plustiques
- Ie ddcapale mu laser
- Ie ddcapage par projection do particules do glace irarbonique
- Is grenaillage au bicarbonate do sodium
- to ddcapage cryoginique.

Le Panel dos Structures et Matdriaux a organlad un atelier sur les procddds efficaces d'onl~vement de Ia peinture dos adronefs,
mans danger pour l'environnement. L'ateller a eu pour objet do faire Ie point des nouvelles technologies pour l'enlivemnent do Is
peinture et do lours effets sur lea caractdristiques des matdrinux attucturaux des adronefa. Lea modalitis pratiques do
l'appllcatlon, lea effets sur lonvironnoment, lts coats at lea contr6los do processus ont Egalement fait l'objet do discussions, 4tant
donn6 quo ces 6l6ments ant une forte Influence sur la misc en oeuvre Eventuelle des mdthodes nouvelles do ddcapage.

L'ateller a consistd en une sder d'examens sur l'utlllsation des procidda nouveaux dana diffdrents pays do I'OPAN, sulv. par des
prdsentations sur Is ddcapago mu jet do matibres plastiques et d'autres indthodes alternatives avancdes pour Venl~vement do Is
peinture.

Au nom du Panel des Structures et Matdriaux, Jis dens h remercier lea auteurs dont Ia participation a assurE Is rdussite do cette
manifostatlon.

Jeffrey Waidman
Chairman, Sub-Commlttuo on
Environmentally Safe and Effective

a cesses for Paint Removal
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PAINT REMOVAL ACTIVITIES IN THE U.S. NAVY

Joseph Kozol
Naval Air Warfare Center

Aircraft Division Warminster
P.O. Box 5152

Warminster, Pa. 18974-0591
U.S.A.

Summary (NADEPS) involve in excess of
1000 fixed wing and rotary

Use of =ethylene chloride and wing aircraft per year, along
phenol based chemical with large numbers of
strippers for aircraft paint components. Toxic and
removal generates large hazardous chemicals such as
quantities of hazardous waste methylene chloride and phenol
and creates health and safety have been used historically
problems for operating for paint removal from
personnel. This paper presents aircraft and aircraft
an overview of the U.S. Navy's components. Recently,
activities in the investi- methylene chloride has been
gation and implementation of classified as a suspected
alternate paint stripping human carcinogen by the
methods which will minimize or American Conference of
eliminate hazardous waste and Governmental Industrial
provide a safe operating Hygienists (Ref. 1). It is
environment. Alternate paint listed am a toxic organic
removal methods under compound which adds to the
investigation by the Navy at total toxic organic (TTO)
the present time include use level in maintenance activity
of non-hazardous chemical waste streams and the EPA has
paint removers, xenon now classified it a hazardous
flashlamp/C02 pellets, lasers air pollutant (AAP).
and plastic media. Plastic
media blasting represents a The large quantities of
mature technology in current hazardous waste generated by
usage for aircraft paint the chemical stripping process
stripping and is being require increasingly expensive
investigated for determination disposal procedures. Disposal
of its effects on Navy of certain solvents in
compositt aircraft landfills in the U.S. has been
configurations. prohibited and incineration of

these solvents can cost as
Introduction much as $1000 for a 55 gallon

drum. Disposal of the
Paint stripping and recoating contaminated rinse water,
of the exterior surfaces of sludge and paint residues
Navy aircraft are periodically comprising the hazardous waste
required during the operating generated by paint stripping
lifetime of the aircraft, at the Navy's depots could
Current stripping requirements cost up to a million dollars
at the Naval Aviation Depots per year. There are therefore
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major environmental and Turco 6776, but also lower
economic benefits to be corrosivity.
obtained by the utilization of
environmentally safe and Xenon Flashlamp/Carbon Dioxide
effective paint removal Pellet Blasting
methods. In addition to the
minimization of hazardous In an effort to increase the
waste, the creation of a safe low paint removal rate
operating environment offers associated with CO2 pellet
attendant improvements in blasting, Warner Robins Air
employee morale. Reduction in Logistics Center (WR-ALC)
the turnaround time necessary contracted with the McDonnell
to strip an aircraft provides Douglas Aircraft Company
increased readiness for (MoAIR), St. Louis, Missouri,
military aircraft. for development of a combined

xenon arc flashlamp/C02 pellet
Non-Hazardous Chemical Paint blasting system. By this
Removers method, an energized quartz

tube filled with xenon gas
The traditional use of emits sufficient light energy
methylene chloride for removal to ash the paint coating and a
of aircraft epoxy/polyurethane high pressure blast of CO2
paint systems is attributable removes the residue, leaving a
to the relatively rapid paint clean and dry surface. McAIR
removal rates achievable with is developing the prototype
this solvent. Several non- equipment. A subcontractor,
chlorinated paint removers Cold Jet, Inc., Loveland,
have been developed recently Ohio, will provide a CO2
which show some potential for pellet blasting nozzle for
chemical paint stripping. A attachment to a xenon arc
formic acid activated water- flash lamp. Process
based product (Turco 6776) is optimization and stripping
an effective paint stripper trials were initiated by
for epoxy/polyurethane paint another subcontractor, Maxwell
systems and is currently being Laboratories, San Diego,
used on commercial airliners. California.
However, acid activated paint
removers are corrosive to A joint Air Force/ Navy
magnesium and are potential program for evaluation of the
sources of hydrogen effects of this stripping
embrittlement of the high process on materials is
strength steels used as underway. The Navy portion of
fastenerk and in landing gear the test program will
and arresting hook determine the effscts of this
applimations. Two alkaline stripping method on specific
water-base strippers 'iluminuni alloys and graphite
formulated for the aerospace epoxy composite substrates.
industry are currently Included in the test plan are
undergoing tests at NAWC, fatigue life, crack growth
Warminster (Turco 6813 and rate and adhesive bond tests
McGean Rohco 1092). Initial of metallic substrates and
test results indicate much composite degradation tests of
slower strip rates than the tensile, compressive,

interlaminar Ihear and
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flexural strength. Cost kW output power laser system
benefit analysis, an compared and Grumman Aircraft Systems
to chemical stripping and Division (GASD) will perform
plastic media blasting, will an evaluation of th. effects
also be performed. This will of this stripping ithod on
include costs of initial metallic and comp, -.te
equipment and facilities, substrate material6,.. Initial
maintenance, operation, and feasibility studies have been
cost of removal per square conducted and the program has
foot of coating for a given progressed into the design
coating thickness. phase. Completed systems are

to be installed at both the
Initial trials have Norfolk and North Island (San
demonstrated feasibility of Diego) NADEPS. Details of the
the system and a paint removal ALPS program will be presented
rate for epoxy pzimer/ at this conference.
polyurethane topcoat paint of
approximately I square foot Plastic Media Blanting (PMB)
per minute. The xenon
flashlamp/C0 2 system will be PMB is a production ready
demonstrated with robotic process for economical and
controls. The Navy has environmentally advantageous
requested conceptual design paint removal in place of
review of a non-robotic, air chemical stripping. It is
assisted manipulator arm considerably faster than
system for fighter sized chemical stripping and reduces
aircraft. The Air Force test operator exposure to health
program is underway and the hazards. There is however a
Navy portion of the test potential for damage to
program is expected to begin sensitive substrate surfaces,
in the Fall of 1992. so that well trained and

skilled operators or robotic
Automated Laser Paint controls are required.
Stripping (ALPS) Hazardous waste, while

considerably reduced, is not
Under the Navy's ALPS program, yet minimized or eliminated.
International Technical
Associates of Santa Clara, PMB is currently in use for
California, is developing a aircraft paint stripping of
robotic aircraft paint metallic surfaces at the
stripping system utiliZing a NADEPS and is being set up for
pulsed CO2 laser with a component stripping at some
spectral camera system, which intermediate levels of
will remove coatings maintenance. The Navy has
selectively, based on the issued a military
identification of individual specification for "Plastic
surface areas by color. The Media, For Removal Of Organic
laser pattern is rastered to Coatings", MIL--P-85891A. This
minimize heat build-up at the specification classifies six
surface. Vadeko International, ty'pes of media as follows:
Inc., Ontario, Canada, will
supply robotics, United Type I - Polyester
Technologies Industrial Laser (Thermoset)
Division (UTIL) will build a 6
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Type II - Urea ultrasonic C-scan and by
Formaldehyde (Thermoset) microstructural examination of

Type III - Melamine cross-sections, revealed no
Formaldehyde (Thermoset) evidence of sub-surface damage

Type IV - Phenol or delamination.
Formaldehyde (Thermoset)

Type V - Acrylic PMB studies have also been
(Thermoplastic) conducted with thin section

Type VI - Poly (allyl Gr/Ep composite aircraft
diglycol carbonate) structural laminates (Ref. 3).
(Thermoset) Both Type I and Type II, non-

recycled media were used for
PMB on Metallic Surfaces paint removal at 35 psi nozzle

pressure, through a 0.5 inch
The Navy has approved PMB of diameter Venturi nozzle at 700
aluminum (and other alloy) lb/hr media flow &-ate. Tension
airframes and components of and compression tests were
0.016 inches and greater performed in the chordwise
thickness, with a maximum laminate configuration to
allowable heavy particle media reveal ariy effects of fiber
contemination level of 0.02% damage at the surface and
by weight. A-4 and F-4 four-point flexural tests were
aircraft, as well as H-46, H- performed in both the
60, H-53 and H-3 helicopters chordwise and spanwise
and numerous components are configurations to reveal any
being stripped at the NADEPS matrix or fiber degradation.
with Type V media. No significant losses were

observed in mechanical
PMB on Composite Surfaces properties.

The Naval Air Warfare Center, Type V media has a lower
Aircraft Division Warminster specifiu gravity (1.20) than
(formerly Naval Air Type II media (1.50) and has
Development Center) conducted been found to be less
studies to assess PMB as a aggressivn on composite
paint removal method for surfaces, although equivalent
AS4/3501-6 and IM6/3501-6 paint removal rates of 1-2
graphite epoxy (Gr/Ep) sq.ft./min have been ubtained.
composite materials. The Type V media is in use at the
process variables of media NADEPS and is being used in
type, media particle size, the Navy's test program of PMB
nozzle pressure, angle of on composite surfaces. For the
attack and stand-off distance initial phases of the test
for a fixed nozzle size and program, Gr/Ep panels were
media flow rate were laminated with an orientation
investigated. Microstructural of (02,+/-45,0,+/-45)s, to
examination by optical provide a flexure sensitive
microscopy and scanning "let ply failure" configur-
electron microscopy showed ation. Type V recycled media
that the mechanism of damage was used to remove epoxy
was one of surface ablation primer/polyurethane top coat
(Ref. 2). Investigation after paint under the following
4 repeat paint and blast conditions:
cycles, by pulse echo

I0 M M' MI "1 =I = I
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Media Flow Rate: 500 lb/hr removal applications.
Nozzle Diameter: 5/8" ID Increased operating efficiency
Nozzle Pressure: 30 psi and additional hazardous waste
Stand-off Distance 6", 12" reduction may be provided by
Angle of Attack: 450 and 900 newer technologies.
U.S. Sieve size: 30-40

With the goal of environmental
Blasting was performed both and safety improvements,
parallel and perpendicular to reduction in operating costs,
the 0 degree surface ply fiber and improvements in
direction. Extended dwell productivity, the Navy will
times were multiples continue to evaluate the
(5X,10X,15X,20X and 25X) of benefits and determine the
the time required to remove applicability of emerging
the top coat and primer paint removal technologies to
completely from the composite meet Navy needs.
surface. Fiber damage was
found to initiate after 10-20 References
blast cycles, confirming the
reduced aggressiveness of the 1. "Threshold Limit Values for
Type V media as compared to Chemical Substances and
Type II (Ref.4). Four-point Physical Agents", American
flexural testing was performed Conference of Government
for each of the above blasting Industrial Hygienists,
parameters for 1, 10, and 20 1991-1992
simulated paint strip cycles.
No reduction in strength was 2. J. Kozol, S. Thoman and K.
observed for any of the Clark, "The Effects of Plastic
blasting parameter Media Blasting Paint
combinaticns at any of the Removal on The Microstructure
dwell times. Statistically of Graphite/Epoxy Composite
significant increases in Materials", NADC 88109-60,
flexural strength were found Oct, 1988
for 75% of the blasted panels.
This increase may arise from 3. S. Thoman and J. Kozol,
erosion of the non-structaral, "The Effects of Plastic Media
resin rich surface, which Blasting Paint Removal on
allows a reduced cross-section the Mechanical Properties of
to take the same loading as Graphite/Epoxy Composite
the unblasted control Materials", NADC 89036-60,
specimen; therefore the load April, 1989
is divided by a smaller cross-
section thickness and the 4. G. Neumeister and J. Kozol,
measured strength of the "The Effects of Plastic Media
blasted specimens is greater. Blasting with Type V Media

on the Microstructure and
Conclusions Flexural Strength of

Graphite/Epoxy Composite
PMB is a production ready Materials", To Be Published
process, well-suited for
aircraft and component paint
rtripping. It does not,
however, provide the ideal
solution for all coating
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PAINT REMOVAL ACTIVITIES IN CANADA

Terry Poster
Defence Research Establishment Pacific

PMO Victoria
Victoria, BC, Canada, VO IBO

U BIURY the CAP. DRIP is Investigating the possible use of TYlE VI
(ailyl diglycol carbonate) and whaet starh to replaoethe Type

Paint removal activities currently under way in Canada V platic media, Before any new media are acceped for us.
includez research and development of laer paint sppin by the CAP, rearch into the stripping rate, blastingdevelopment and dommevelalltion of a new blaint medu parameters, possibility ofaubstrat damage, and reeldual str•sbaede on whea stad h; oommeri a llzation of new blas ting mosuronots using the slmen are procedure will be carried
medium and process using crystalline ice blasting for paint out
removal and surfore cleaning;2 And the development of
automated and roboto systems for paint stripping applications, The effects of different blasting media and the choice of

blasting parameters on the detection of surface and fatigue
A specification for plastic media blasting (PMB) of aircraft cracks using the fluorescent penetrnt (LPI) detection method
and aircraft components is currently being drafted by NDHQ have been invedtated. Research has shown that the Type V
for use by the Canadian Armed Porce (CAP) and oontracton platiM media can be used successfully on forged, aluminum
involved in coating removal for the CAP., Defnce Research components u long as the flow rate of the media ie controlled
Emblishment Pacific (DREP) Is studyingl the effw8 of to reduce the surface residual strms produced from media

various blast modia on coating removal rate, and minimizing blating, Crack ar,,arinj is not, a problem on bre 70754
the possibility of damage to substrates other than aluminum plat* using either Type 11 or Type V plastic media. On olad
such as graphite epoxy composite and Keviar, The effects of 7075-'6 plate crack detection Is diffioult after one or two blast
plastio media blasting on liquid penetrant detection of fatigue cycles due to smearing of the cladding which prevents

rdetection of cracks by the LP method,:cracks Is also under invesptigton,

1. DEVELOPMENT OF A MILITARY STANDARD 2. LASRR PAINTSTIPIN

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAP) is preparing a In Canata, the use of continuous wave (CW) and pulsed COg
specification for paint removal from aircraft and arcaft laser for do-painting has been investigated by Merchant and
components using plastic media blasting (PMd). 1riis Bonkowski at The Laser Institute,4 They found that paint
specification will include prameten i to control media flow removal using laser radiation is dependent on both the power
rates, standoff distaoe, blest angle end media type for a per unit area (intensity (kW/cm')) and energy per unit arom
variety of substrates including forged, anodized and clad (fluency (JRoml)) of the laser beam and the type of substrate
aluminumbg'aphite• % ld composites, an sd inage oiu alloys, to which the paint has boon applied. The authors concluded

aluminum, graphite epoxy composites, and magnium alloys, that there are effective parameters for each substrate including
laser power and energy, focal distance, And laser mode, that

The CAP is preparing to remove the coatings from CF-18 leads to effective laser stripping of coatings.
aircraft during complete overhaul, This will be the first time
the coatings on these aircraft have been completely removed,
The plan is to use Type V (acryllo) plastic media starting in Paint removal by laser radiation Is by one or both of two
1993. A dedicated PMB fecliy is under construction by at mechanisms, vaporization and combustion, For example, If
contractor, Canedair, and all CF-11 aircraft will be stripped a stream of air is directed at the painted surface during laser
at this facility, Other aircraft type will be stripped by other stripping the paint removal is more efficient than if a stream
contractors and the fctllUes will vary with the contractor. of inert ga, which prevents combustion, is directed at the

paint surface, The stream of air allows the paint to combust
Type V plastic media will also be deopted this year as the as well as vaporize wherea the stream of inert Sex only
medium for use in the PMD booths for depot level elows the paint to vaporize,
maintenance of components, Aluminum, olad and bare,
graphite epxy composite and other metal components wi be Care must be taken when using laser stripping because the
stripped in PMe booths. substrate suraes can reflect or absorb the laser radiation, and

the nature of the surface also affects the rAto of paint removal,
Other blasting media are also under consideration for use by On an anodized aluminum surface the Laser radittion from a
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C02 laser is absorbed by the oxide layer and the parameters the spent media from plastic media blasting or traditional grit
required to strip paint must be more closely controlled than on blasting eould lead to more serious consideration of ice
a reflective surface such as aluminum meal, After laser paint blasting for the stripping and clening of entire aircraft or
removal there is no residual paint film left on the anodized other equipment.
surface wherea there ia always a residual paint film left on
the aluminum surface, On a reflecting surface, as the paint
film is reduced in thickness during laser stripping, the amount 4. WHEAT STARCH BIASTING MEDIA
of laser energy absorbed by the thin paint film is reduced as
more of the radiation is reflected from the substrate surface, Wheat starch blasting media wig also be discussed in more
At some point vaporization of the thin paint film no longer detail in a subsequent paper' and only a brief summary will
occurs, be included here, Wheat starch was developed by Ogilvie

Mills Ltd 1, Montreal Canada as a biodegradable, non-toxic,

Laser stripping of a coated carbon steel, which also Is a non-petroleum, natural polymer abrasive grit for paint

reflecting surface for CO, laser radiation, resulted in visual removal
damage to the steel surface, Microscopic examination of the
steel surface revealed a change in microstructure to a depth of Wheat starch has several advantages over conventional plastic
150 Am at 800 J/em2 and 100 kW/cm2 of laser energy and media, This medium is softer than Type If or Type V media
power. At lower energy and power, 40 3/cm2 and 60 kW/cm3  and thus the possibility of damage to delicate substrts is
respectively, no damage was observed but, as with the reduced, It Is much easier to remove one coating layer at a
rofleutlvw aluminum, a thin layer of paint remained on the time with wheat starch than with other plastic media, Wheat
surface, starch Is a natural material and there are minimal disposal

problems,

In practice laser stripping would require a robotic system to
ensure the partially do-focused laser beam was moved across Wheat starch is under consideration by the CAP ats a possible
the surface in a controlled manner to prevent surface damage blasting mdia, Research Is currently underway to investigate
ard to maintain paint removal efficiency, Laser stripping is the parameters necessary fbr efficient paint removal and to
less costly than chemical stripping. determine the benefits of wheat starch over Types V and VI

plastic media, Wheat starch Is also under consideration for

special applications such as stripping decals and removing
paint rrom sensitive substrates, such as Kevlar.

Ice blasting will be discussed in more detail In a subsequent Economic and environmental concerns about the disposal or
paper,2 Ice blasting was developed by RETECHI, under used media could also bring wheat starch into more serious
contract to DREP, as a dust free blasting technique for consideration in the future,
confined spaces such as ship bilges and machinery spaces,
More recently It has been shown to have fUrther application in S. ROBOTIC PAINT STRIPPING
paint removal from delicate substratas that can be damaged by
c•onventional blasting techniques and as a cleaning technique
for soiled or contaminated surfaces, A robotic paint stripping system has been developed by

Compustrip Systems,' This system has been demonstrated
Ice particles offer several advantages as A blasting medium, successfully on large transport and passenger type aircraft.
Ice particles are ott abrasive and fracture under a high load
such as Impact witlh a substrate, limiting the impact force and The robotic system has sensors to prevent damage to the
thereby preventing damage to delioate substrates, Ice Is also aircraft from movement of the robotic arm and blast head.
a dust free media that melts to water. The spent medium, The blasting parameters such as media flow rate And blastwater, can be easily removed from the coating debris and can Th lsigprmt suhsmea owIit nblt
waterbe disposed y oflemving the coating debris t handle Cas a pressure and the movement of the blast head are controlled
be disposed of leaving the coating debris to be handled its A from one main control centre. The Compustrip robotie system
known hazardous waste disposal problem, useis a vacuum recovery system around the blast head, which

incorporates two blast nozzles, to capture and recycle the used
The use of Ice blasting Is also being considered by the CAP as blast media. The air cleaning, media recycling and high
a method for cleaning soiled Aircraft coatings, removing decals pressure systems Are identical to those found with the normal,
from aircraft, removing paint from delicate surfaces such as commercially available plastic media blasting equipment.
Keviar and graphite epoxy composites, and as a possible
method to clean Aircraft components such as gas turbine The size of the blast head makes it difficult to envision Its use

on small fighter Aircraft. This typo of blast a-d recovery
system is much more efficient if the blast head can travel over

Concerns about the environmental aspects of the disposal of long, straight distances. The blast system can use any of the
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plastic media and is currently operating with Type V blasting blasting has the advantages of being non-abrasive, dust freo
media, and the spent media and cating debris can be easUy sparated

for disposal, The advantage of wheat starch is that it is

The Compustrip system does not require an area dedicated to biodegradable and not as aureasive as plastic media,

paint stripping, This Is becauseall of the spent blast media is
recovered at the blast head and recycled In the recovery Over the next few years automated methods of paint removal
system, leaving the Area where the aircraft s being stripped will have to be considered especially for laser stripping
free of contamination from dust and blast media. The technology. Automation provide the advantage of giving
advantage of this system is that it can be used in areas not some assurance of meeting environmental protection
traditionally used for paint stripping. regulations when removing coatings.

Vadeko International Inc.' initially developed robotic paint 7.. REERENCil
Application systems for the aerospace and transportation
industries, The development of automated paint removal
systems was a natural next step. The automation of the 1. Dr. VB. Merchant, The Laser Institute, 9924.-45 Avenue,
following paint removal techniques has been investigated: Edmonton Alta,, Canada, T6B SJI,

1) plastic media blasting for space flight hardware, 2 Foster, T., and S. Visalsouk, "Point Removal Using Ice
2) laser paint stripping for aircraft skins, AND Particles", in "Environmentally Safe and Effective Processes
3) dry Ice blasting for transit car and aircraft skins, for Paint Removal", AOARD , October 1992, Paper 14,

The automation of paint memoval techniques has several
advantages over manual removal techniques. The automated 3. T, Foster, unpublished results,
process is repeatable and controllable, especially for laser
paint stripping where dwell time and standoff dlstnce can be
readily controlled to prevent damage to the substrate. 4, Bonkowski, R., and V,E. Merchant, "CW Laser Paint

Stripping", The Laser Institute Technical Report, August

For durable surfaces much as steel, automation offers high 1991.

quality process control, For example, on the re-usble space
rocket booster, automation combines a high degree of process 5, Dr. S, Visaisouk, Ice Blast International Corp., 627 John
control, standoff distance and media flow, with the ability to St,, Victoria, BC, Canada VET ITS
record process parameters to establish a performance log.

6. Oeatrelch, J,, and T. Poster, "Paint Removal Using Wheat
Environmental concerns are an impetus ror the automation of Starch Blasting Media", In "EnvironmentUlly Safe and
aggressive media blasting (eg, sand, grit, and alundum). Effective Processes for Paint Removal", AOARD , October
Closed circuit blasting tools that include a blast nozzle and 1992, Paper 15,
vacuum and media return lines and require that close attention
be paid to standoff distance to effectively contain the blast 7, Mr. J, Ocatrich, Ogilvic Mills Ltd., 995 Mill Stret,
spray am more reliable if operated by automatic means, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 113C IY5.

6. CONCLUSIONS 8, Mr. P, Dicaire, Compustrip Systems Ltd., 480 Toronto-

Montreal Blvd,, Lachine, Quebec, Canada, H8S lBS.

The CAP is develophig a specification for the introduction of
plastic media blasting as the approved method of paint 9, Mr, J.P, Boucher, Vadeko International Inc., 2600
removal oit aircraft to replace the current chemical stripping Argentia Road, Missisauga, Ont, Canada, LSN 5V4.
methods.

Two new blasting materials and processes, Ice particles and
wheat starch, have been developed in Canada over the last few
years and am being considered for use by the CAP. Ice
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PROCEDES SANS DANGER POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT ET EFFICACES (PSDEE)
POUR LIENLEVEMENT DES PEINTURES

POINT SUR LES ACTIVITES FRANCAISLI CONCERNANT LIENLEVEMENT DES PEINTURES

Pierre OrAtbier1
Ddldgation Gindr ale pour l'Annernern

CH.AT' /CFMSO"
23, avenue Henri Cluillaumet

31 056 - Toulouse cedex
France

Ddflnltlon dui proc"d: onl~veament mkcanlq des
Rdsumd : Le toice suivant proisente do manibre syn- peinturea par projection amn falbile prossion do par-
thdtique Its acdvivt~si eat aIesojts d'intd6ats fran~als ticules abrasives ( famill. des thermodurciusable.)
pour lea nouvellos techniques d'onlbvemont des pein- clusados en diffdrentes cat~gories:
twoes dana It sectour adronautique civil et militaire. yeIPletr
1 ODJECTIFS - typo 2:, lird Formalddhyde,

- type 3: M6larnine Forinalci6lyda,
Mise au point at miss en oeuvro do solutions non - type 4: Phdnol Formalddhyde,
foxiquca pour It ddcapago des pointures, on rempla- - typo 5: Acrylique,
cement du d~capage chimique. Cci mrddia-plastlques, qui so palsmntent sous form.e do
Principaux inconv~nionts prisentds par It ddcapago fins granulds, sont disponibies avec des granulomd-
chimique: tries, des masssatc des duretds difftrentes,

-non sdlectivitE dana le d~capage des difrrdwntes Mist an oeuvre du proc"d:
couches, constitutives des gammas, -solt par projection on jet libre, an cabine ou

-non compaitibilitil avec lea dldments en Corn- en salle Spdcifique, ae itlto ubn
posites. ' Soilt an cruttmd vcpsoa utt

"- non respect des rdgles d'hygibne ct s~curitE, do projection, systbme do ricup~ration, at dispouitif
"- non respect do 1'onvironnaecnt. dvitiant lea projections extdrioures,

Objectifa rechorch~s avec los nouvolles techniques do 2.1.2 -Lose P M.P dans Its APPLICATIONS
d~capage: AVQN ARROSPlALlI~

- ddcapago sdletjf des diff~rentes couches do 19R7/89:
peintures, :Essais do faisabliltd, on cabin. do projection,

.utilisation possible k la fois sur surfaces mE- sur tous lea supports (cf. planche AS n01).
Wiliques at aur composi tea, - assais do caracthrisation m~canique des sup-

- aucun endommagement des structures, ni des ports aprfs dkcaag,
utratments do surfaces, -otmsto e wnmd ~aae

- possibilit do rem ise direct. en pointure, tyed ~i~yea dcipawtraiEte do bumangle:d
- no toiciA, d faon saisfare ux xi-projection, distance, pression. ddbit, dur~o (cf. plancho

gencom concornunt la satE, In sdcuritd at l'environ. AS n*2),
noment, -Etude d'un systhm. de vision pour Is contr6le

- mist en Qeuvia simple et 6conornique. do loanlbvoment do Is pointuro, (camdra CCD coulsu .+

2 . POINT SUR LES 'PSDEE" POUR traitement d'images, -cf. planche AS n93).
LIENLEVEMENT DES PEINTUREIj 18 iI Q:

2.1 rojctin d M~ia-Paatque au lo Etude do lI'nfluence de ci~capages succealsif2.1 Prjecion e I~dde-PasliuesSurItssubstrata,
(P.M.P) - caractdrisation at qualification des M6dia

Plutiques (cf. planches AS nO4 et1005),
2. 1,1 - CAnMrl Ith: misc au point des gammes do pr~paration do

surface pour los parties mdialliquesaet composites.

'CEA7: Centre drEssais Adronautique do Toulouse
"*CTrMS : Centre Technique des Matdriaux et Structures
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VIA:
1991/92
-Contribution au d6volopponiont do 2 systmems - Misc en service, en 1987, d'une salle do ddca-

do d6capago PM.? rboilsds (COMPUSTRIP ot page (dim. 6 x 4 x 3 mn) pour le traitement des pi~cos
SCHLICK) an vue d'essais comparatifa k rdalisor cou. do grandes dimensions metalliquos ct non m6talliques,
rant 1992 sur tine coclule d'avion TRANSALL pointe A loexception des composites vner / dpoxy (inhtalla-
avec In garame Airbus. don non robotisde, 2 buses do projection, m~la type

2).
2.1.3 - Los P.M.P. dans les APPLICATIONS

HELCOPERE (UROOPTR)- Partcipation aui groupe do travail IATA IV~.
capago d&s pointuies",

-Misc en oeuvre d'un systhme automatlad do
d6capago P.M.? (SCHLICK)F powr los pales d'hdlico-
pzbres on motdriaux composites (silo do LA COUR. -E~quipCI11Oft do decajpage P.M.P. (5 canons,
NEUVE) =* gain do temps do 70% pour une palo type non robotisd, capable do utriter un Boeing 737) on
PUMA, service depuis mal 1991 h l'adroport do RODEZ-

MARCILLAC (installation PAUL[ & GRIFFIN).

- Misc cn oeuvro do doux installationq do ddcu. 2.1.5 - Los P.M.P. h AIRBUS INDUSTRIE
page P.M.P, cii cabine (MATRASUR ct SCHLICK)
pour l'onl~vormont des peinturos sur las 616ments md- Ril~ant suite h uno dtudo sur las P.M.P. lancdo fin
caziiquos (site do MARIGNANE) =* capacitd do iral. 1987, tine spcificatlun do pr ddwv Airbus Industrie
tement : 1500 kg do pibccs par jour. (AlPS 02-100) relative au ddcapage P.M.P. des pain-

turos ost disponible dopuis lo ddbut 1990.
I=22 (on projct);
- Salle do ddcapago PM.. pour l'enlbvemoent Cotte AlPS, applicable aux avions A300i, A300-600,

des peintures stir los collutes d'Mllcopt~ro (site do A3 10 ct A320, ddfinit los conditions do travail at les
MARIGNANE) rccommaridations qui doivcnt Wte rigoureusomnent

rospcctdes, anin d'dvitar un endomimagomont imporant
2.1.4 - Los PM.P. dans les COMRPAGIES do In protection par anodisation ou placage sur los

EEANCISESpartics aidalliquos, ou des couches do fibres sur los
partics on composites.

AIR FRANCE: 2.1.6.- Los E.Md.P. dang VARMEE do l'AIR

- Essais do ddcapage P.MP. mbotisd (on lubo- ERANAISE
ratoire) sur des parties ddrnontablos (non structuralos) DcagoPMPncbns(ARSUNT -

indwliquosci coposits. BLAST, SCH-LICK) stir los parties domontables,

- Participation A Ia misc aui point d'une instal- mdtailiqucs (blocs do freinage, roues-) oti composites
laton dc ddcapage P.M.P1. robotisdc assistdo par un (di3dmentS non structuiaux).
systdmo do vision bas6 sur l'analysc d'imagos (cn co En projet: installation do ddcapage P.M.P,, en cabine,

opdrt~in aoc 'AEOSPTIAE o d'u~rs).pour l'oni~vement des pointures stir rad6me~s suite aux
- Participation h un programme doessais concer- conclusions doessals rdalisds dans le cadre d'un groupo

nant l'intluence d'o~falons succossives do d~capage do ravail crdd pour lIvalWUi~on technique ci dcono-
PM.P, (on coopdraticrn avoc BOEING ot d'autres), miquc du poc~dd6 (site do CUERS.P1ERREFEU),

- Participation aui groupe do travail IATA Essal do ddcapage P.M.P. stir collulo MYSTERE 20
"Ddcapage des pointures', crdd en 1990 at ayant pour (Installatdon INTERBLAST non robotisdo),

O*etis t'Idcntification des solutions do rem- En projct: Installation do ddcapage P.M.P. robotis6c
placement los plus prometwuses, po ur locnlbvement sdlectlf oti total dos peintures str

- Ia prdparation d'un document dovant avions nillitaires (site do CLERMONT FERRAND).
contenir les exigen~ces techniques pour la qualification 2.1.7 - Jae P.M.P. et In NORM I A T-M
des pmcddds do remplaconiont,

- Ie ddvoloppciencn d'dchanges entic cher-
cheurs, constructeurs d'avions, compagnios adrienmes, Un groupe do travail (OIT 10/2) du BNAti (Bureau do
fournis~sows do I1ointuros et do produits do cddcupage. Norinalisation do l'Adrunautique ot do l'Espaco) oat

actuelloment on train duiablir los spdcifications h
-Etude do fa~sabilite ci d'approche du syst~mo do 'attontion des fournisseurs do Mddla-Plastilquoa, do

ddeapage robotisd C(. MPUSTR IP rdalisdc en juillot 92 faqon A salisfairo aux exigences des conwtruceurs
sur tin B3OEING 727, (cf~projot do nornie Pr.L06 - 850 intitul6 "Produits do

projetage - Particules plastiques - Spdcifications
techniques").
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2.2.5 - Le proc&I DUPLEX
Piarall~lement I'AEROSPATIALE -Direction Gdnd&
rale do la Qualii6 - a MW~t une Instruction O6n6rale do Cc proc~dW, ddeapage do Is Peinture per alawnvt dfune
Contr6le indtulec'Produits do projotage -Particules irrdiation h haute tcmpfrture pW une lampe XMnon do
plastiques 'Whrdb eai 10CI 04-7 1-125. chauffage ot d'une projection do C02, eat lob*e d'une

2.1.8 - LIMITATIONS I)IM~PL01 des P.M.R ele a.olgq
2.2.6 - Lag autrei Tochnqe Jauaik

L'uillisotlon du proc~dd P.M.P. est d6conscillde darts
los Cas sulvants -Aucuno actlvltd do normalimatlon, A theme actualle,

dama cc socicur.
-mr les t6los do laible dpaisseur =*risque do

d~fonnaton lorsque l'6paisseur estinfdrioure h 1,2 mm, 3 - TENDAN4CES ACTUR.LLES
-susr lea pikes devant faire lobjet d'une rechot-

cho do fissure: LIABROSPATIALE et AMR FRANCE, lea 2 chefs do
mo risque de colmatage pa les d~bris file faincals dons le domulne do Penlvoamnt dos pain.
no risque de ropoussage mdcaique des wures, do memo quo DASSAULT AVIATION at lea

lbvres des fissures (star pitces en ailliages do magn~si- Centres do Rdvision des avions militaires, pensent quo
umn et, dana tine moindre mesure, en ailliages d'alumi. l'avenlr proche rdside dana lea couches intenndla=e
Mlum). (conches "banriro" ota d'avortssernoni") do mnantik I

erndliorer In pmoductivltd du ddcapngo par PM.P. (Cr
- sur les matiriaux contenant des silicones AEROSPATIALE), ota cello dos auu'es techniques (ef

risque do contamnatlan des m~dla-plastiques. AIR FRANCE),

11 est h noter qu'AIRBUS INDUSTRIE a 03~ rcit=.2.2 -Lem nnuvelleis Tgebhngue ment (mai 1992) donn6 son agrdment pour uno gamme
2.2. - LAQUATRIPINGdo peinture 6 coucite Interniddalare (gamme MAP).

Participation do In, Compagnie AIR FRANCE aua pro-
gramtme LUFTHANS A deassals do ddcapago Il'eau
sous haute prosslon ( procdid6 duplex utilisan t tan pro-
dull chimique 'Idger" pour rnrnollir In pointure avant
l'opdratioti do ddcapago par projection d'eau sous pros.
sion (300/500 bars).

2.2.2 - La proc~d CRXQC1 -IN

Ce procW d6,dcapage par projection do particulcs do
glace aprts rmiollissoemnt prdalable de la peinture, cat
actuellemant dtudid star dprouvettes deossas it AIR
FRANCE ot UTA,
Des essais positifs ont dgalenient did rdtalisds sur aubos
do turbines, Jarutes do roucs ct pikes do trains d'atter-
rissage.

2.2.3 - Le procddE COIDIET

Co pracWd, ddcapage par projection do particules do
Sinco carbonique aprts mmn'ollisscmont prdalable do la
peinture, a fait l'objet d'essals star dprouveucs ainsi quo
sur pikces, 11 pamaltralt, At Ihuro actuolle, plus intd-
ressant pour le nettoyage quo pour le ddcapage,

2.2.4 - Le rocdit.LASER

Ce precdEd (d~capage do la peinture pa technique Laser
C02 ota Excimore), mis eta point pour l'industric nudE6.
aimo ci caractdrlad par uno Ltbs raible productivitd, est
l'objet d'une veille technologique.
Quolques essnis sur dprouvettes ont did rOaN&~ ht cc
jour, en particullor per AIRFRANCE cL UTA.
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(process feasibility)

Representative specimens

metallic specimens composite specimens
2024 PL T3 carbon/epory
CMA (conversion coating) priner PUS425
priner PAC,13 top coat PU)6
top coat PU66 ageing 750 h/98% Hr/50 IC
ageing 750 h/98% Hi/50 IC

stopping criteria selective stripping- wnll the primer coat appear p
total st~rippirg (metalllc speciriens)a tinl the CAA Appears

no damage on substrate

repeatability / homogeneity on stripped surfaces

type II : urea formaldehyde Girade B sizc 30/40

CT optimisation of the process parameters

influence on the substrate after one stripping

influence ol the substrate after repetitive strippings

Planche AS No, I

(proccss characterization results

Optimisation of the process parameters

metallic specimens composite specimens

- 2%.t-3 in /hI 9 m /h

l Ra u6,5 Lm Ra w6,54m

a w 30°
di 250 nim
p 2 bar = 0,2 MPa
q 2,3 Kg/min

Damage on substrates : metallic and composite specimens

after one stripping -:> no damage

alter 3 (stripping + repainting) => first approach = damage

Planche AS No, 2
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( process control by vision systemn7

Cwhy to control ?

thickness of paint layers (+/- 25 •Lm) not foreseeable

weathering of paints

Cho tw~o oontrol ?

infrared sensors and signal processing

color CCD camera and image processing

SAeroupattale Joint Research Center activities

feasibility demonstration with a CCD color camera

* recognition of the painto on representntive mipecimens

* measurements and localization of the unstripped surfaces

* time for image processing compatible with a real time control

Planche AS No, 3

C media characterization

7Spectflcation)

definition of requirements : in relation with a repetitive and not damaging procese

definition of quality criteria

definition of associated test methods

definition of data sheets for each media

QStandardization
with agreement of suppliers / purchasers

Aerospatiale standardization w IGC

french standardization = BNAE/AFNOR NIF

european or worldwide stsndardibation w AECMA prEN /180 standard?

Planche AS No. 4
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E=campi-e of da-ta sheet)

DisIgnation UP LJ~jJ U (voir j 3)
Miat*rlau URtEE FORMALDEHYDE ____ Farn(ill* thermodurclosable ___________

NO CONTROE CXIGE NC Wd

Aspc!Formet el dimnensions rejlid r'es .caowce ce wrps atranger et

4 rnlmleCnom 4 gr~inulometrie e3xigee 0 13 comnianae,
01-1- 4 eýpHý

5 Duvees garcol 54 !ý elarcol ir 62
Masse PiCrnI 1 p Si

To au mass@ ¶
reneur en

9 omlposes %en 0
organo- masse

10 TenLu en par. a n 0 01
_1_ICUleS Iourrdes MaSge

P'lanche AS No. 5



Paint Removal Activities In Germany

Dr. R. Hollbein
Dr. 0. Arnolds. Mayer
Dorniler Luftfahrt GmbH

P.O. Box 1303
7990 Priedrichshafen I

Germany

1. SUMIMARY 3. AQUA JET STRIPPING
To replace paint removing chemicals containing chlo- High pressure cold and warm water Is used world wide
rinated hydrocarbons several alternative point for cleaning. At Lufthansa (Ret' 1, Ret 3) this tech.
stripping methods have been developed or are under nique has been adapted for paint stripping. For this
study in Germany purpose a special nozzle hus been developed spraying
- high presusure water stripping 38 I/min of water on the surface under a certain angle,
- inetlo media t'!atinfi The pressure or the water Sc. up to 500 bars, By the
use of 6Wa1ai and a~cid activated sorteners recoil of' the waler jet ithe nozzle is turning with

*CCN pellet blasting fiequencies between I50 and 200 Hz, Due to tOils
-laser application, pressure variation points are removed from the suiface

In a combination of crooking and peeling off,
2. INTRODUCTION The effectivity or aqua jetting is highly depending on
Palnt removal totivities In Germany are forced by the condition of the points p.c. thickness and ageing
laws whisih will rOrbide in near future chemicals conditions, To guaratee a high effectivity surfaces Mr
containing chlorinated hydrocarbonts because of their pretreated with alcohol based softening agents reecting
environmental pollotion and toxicity in near future, 2 - 4 ht with the points before the water jet is applied,
It is clear that conventional chemicals are vcry eftere To dote a semi robotiiu system is installed with one
tive and with more and more resistant paint systems manipulator containing 6 nozzles, Fully equipped the
point removal will become more difficult. Therefore aqua jet stripping system will work with 4 or these
In Germany various attemps have been made in manipulators allowing to remove the Paint from a
developing: alternative paint removal methods, Boeing 747 in only one 8 ht shirt. About 200 m3 of
Table I gives an overview on these methods indi- water will be used and recycled by 97 %. 2.5 1 of
catins also their state and applicability. Paint removal lormerly used chemicals containig chlorinated hyde>-
by high pressure water and plastic media blasting will curbons will be replaced by 2 t or biodegradable
be reviewed only very mhort because on these items soltening agents.
special paper. ami presented (Ref 1, Ret 2).

Table 1: Ov~erview on alternative paint stripping methmda

methods :dditlonallN state appilcated on developed at

Aqua Jet softeners large scale civil alrorafte Lufthansa

Plastic media l arge scale military airorafte ewe, MBS

non sold large scale Lufthansa
and aold heat medium scale CIMIA¶llitary DA, Dornior
softesneres _____ experimental

cog pellets softeners experimental alvll/mil~lary DA, Dornler

C02 pellets Iflashlamp experimental olv~i/mllitary DA, Dornler
Laerexperimental Dornier, BRITE
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'1. PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING Fig. 1: Reaction time until blistering as a WunCtion of'
Plastic media blasting is up to now used for military temperature for 1270/5 (Rd '5) with two
uircrafts only. The "DRY STRIPPING" process (Ref paint systems
4) (controled plastic media blasting) was developed 1000". ImI,.in WdntI4I melto WiiIMP"e*

by the DASA engineering maintenance group as an

metal and fiber composite structures. After runningdatntohegntipprtsofmltr al
voluminous testing program whic'h covered aill00
Influences of the blasting process to substrates a flow
DRY STRIPPING facility has been built In 199)1 at
Manching military maintenance plant. Environme~ntal
problems caused by chromate containing dusts were
solved by the use or local evacuation systems with a ~-
rollowing filter battery. The process hits bcen
approved by the GA, Up to now 75 a/c have been
stipped successfully.I

1To date german MoD is ex~periencing plastic modiatmlu ~.C
blasting at 'Wehlrwissonschuftllchus Institut flit At roorn temiperature the acid tawtlvatd soltioncrs react
Mvltetialuntcrsuchungen" (WIM) at Erding (eRol 2) faster with paints thanl the alvalic one, But with
Alter promlilsing results obtained (in aircraft com ra-g eprtre ifrncsi ecto ie
portents it is planned to install a large facility at Jcver mccro~nm e maf ruuo dfleence inra)in.ie
airbase. eoerulo Fg )

5. SOFTENERS F-ig. 2: Reaction timeo as function of temperatlure
'n) avoid chlorinated hydrocrbons in the fast years rucdndn aisoles R i
al tcrnatlvc paint removing chemicals -so called Hot'- lipe e CO nii @i1ehll1I0 l

tenets - have been developed, In several cases they aro *40 tit#* . .-' ##4 .e.

bivicd on alcohols. Soltenerm Lite assumed to be le~sst
po~lluting and they are biodegradable. They are already 1000
applied pie. at Luf'thansa as a treatment prior to aqua 10
Jet 'etrlpplng, ooSol'teners are available as alcalic or acid activated
pastes or liquids. Generally acid activated sot teners atc
assumed ito be more el'ifectiveto
At Dornier several studies have been perf'ormed.-.--.1..
concerning the effectivity and the influen(ce to the 00 00 31 0 10t
base materialsol)tthese chemicals. tomperaiurs 'r Ideg. Wt

.;.I Errectivity 5.2 Reactions with aluminiumi
Because of thclre different addltivcs and cross linkages Prom safety reasons paint stipping ilgents are not
paints of a certain group - pofyurethans p~c. -react allowed to attack base materials4. Bare find chromic
very diffecrent with sof'toners. While a prod~uct A avid anodiz~ed 3.1354 and 3. 3t3 have been treated
shows blistering over the whole surface already al'tcr
30 min, a produet S reaches the ameM surface Hutate with sot'teners at 40 oC Cor 8 h to Study the

afte 10h Lt 4 11, ad a rocuctC i blsteing influence. In the case o1 acid activated softeners a loss
afte 10h at4()0C, nd prouctC isbliterig ~ weight was obsen-vd (Fi$. 3).

only partially alter 24 hf at 40 0C,
"T'ic easiest way to remove piants is by wiping. This Fig. 3: Loss of weight due to sof'tener application
is possible only ailter complete blistering. Blistering Lose of %wilght(%
is due to sal'I'icnt diffusion of' agents into the paint
and reacting at interfaLces or special paints tinter. F.. -~~

mediate coatings), rhe difl'usion is of course time @AL4. PWsp

dependent, but diff'usion aflso depends (in ,emputmture .N

tBolti,munn's law). From this, with inrcrsinp tcm-
peratures diff'usion velocities increase and reaction -times decrease. Fig. I shows this Cor the reaction oft'
a non acid woftener with two paint systems. 'Il 10
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By scanning electron and optical microscopy the To avoid electrical charging, copper meshes are often

removal of the oxide layers and beginning corrosion laminated into the surface of composite materials.
was detected. In contrary to this no changes of the For example 70 % of the surface of the European
surfaces have been seen after the 1270/5 treatment, Fighter Aircraft consist or such material. Using the
Within measurement errors no reduction of fatigue non acid softener no influences neither on the copper
behaviour (Fig, 4) or strength (Fig, 5) was found nor on the surrounding material are to be seen. Using

after the 8 h 40 °C softener treatment in both cases. acid activated softeners, we rind a strong attack on thW
copper, as well on filaments at the surface as on

Fig. 4: Fatigue measurements of 3.1354 before and filaments covered by resin material with

after softener treatment accumulation of decomposition products in small
cavities and ruptures of these cavities to the surface,

Aamp*We INI-Wl

too- Gm IM6 5.4 Conclusion
- --c.m To conclude, on aluminium acid containing softeners

may lead to surface damage and corrosion, while non

S."acid cotaining do not. No reduction of mechanical
too- strength was observed for both kinds of products.

On composite materials, both kinds of softeners are
Il applicable to duroplasts: no important reduction of

fIexural strength and interlaminar shear strength have
100 been observed. In the case of thermoplasts; all

Setwingspilzah#•l fl Jbenzyialcohol based paint softeners reduced the
interlaminar shear strength to an intolerable level.

Fig, 5: Strength of 3,1354 before anti af'tor softener The use of acid containing softeners is forbidden on
treatmncrt composite materials with laminated copper meshes

because ofcopper corrosion.
•. ( J I .J., ,tam•A, rtj

•n.. 0o UNDER STUDY

280 20an+SOA •s alternatives to conventional chemicals and
46 t"0ý alternative methods described above following paint

0 0• 'tripping methods are in an experimental state in
ecrmany:

CAp..C1__10.2 0 A,1,, 0 $.b1-- CO 2 - pellet blasting

- laser application.
The common aim of both methods is to leave no

5.3 Reaction with compqsIte materials debris other than paint residues,
Applicated on fiber composite materials flexural
strcn8ths of 3 duroplasLs and one thcrmopl•sl arc not 6.1 C0 2 -pellet blasting

or tolerable effected by an 8 h treatment at 40 "C Application of Co 2 pellets has the advantage,
either wi'h non acid activated nor with acid activated compared to other blasting media, that no blasting
softener (Fiy,6), But in the case of' the thermoplast substances are rcmaining because of the CO 2
the interlaminar shear strength is markedly reduced by
all softeners .. even after a recovery phase ofl tt evaporation. CO2 is a - not wellco)ed - byproduct of
days. chemical processes or may even be gained from

environment. CO 2 blasting facilities are available

Fig. 6: Flexural strength of composites and a series of experimental work was performed in a
before and after :toftener trcamnent cooperation of Deutsche Airbus, Domier, and

Measer Griesheim Company providing the CO 2

LJ0 bo , 0I0 , blasting facility, The scheme of the facility is shown
loow " ,, in Fig,7.

800, o

Ciba Ilexcel Tencate Krempel
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Fig. 7; Scheme Of C02 pellet blasting Ifacility 6.1.3 Influence on bas maueriaks

(from Ref 6) Due to the impact of the C02 particles damaging of
surfaces has been observed,

*Al sheet material with thicknesses below .8 mm
seems to be "hammered" after C02 pellet blasti ng.

*Anodizing layers on clad aluminium show micro-
W1* 0 ruptures and -fissures.

. On composites microlissureR can Wxcure, upper,
most layers can be delaminated, and copper filaments
can be cdcstroyd.

Coatings on backside of samples amre mov64.
h ~Thmeffel cts may be excluded by a variation of the
I stripping parameters especially by reducing t'ie

pressure,

6.1.1 Paint reinoving 6.1.4 I&coeomnv
From our experiments (in more than ton paint bcueo'teivrcpootoaiyo tipn
systems we learnit that ofrective paint remov'al is only Beatse of the conveseportnaiyfsrpig
posqsible after a proper pretreatment of the paints with uminrmoaraeatls
chemicals, For example: a PUR-paint systemn with than 4 m2/h seem not acceptable from economical
an intermediate layer showed after a softener treat- reasons,
ment of 17 h at room temperature only partial On the other hand CO2 pcllct blasting may be, a
blistering, Moving the CO2 beam of' 5 cm width powerf'ul tool because of its wide applicability also
with a velocity of' 24 in/h over thc sample - this for cleaning purposes.
would be a maximum stripping rate of 1,2 m2/h
only the blistered parts were removed properly. With 6.2 C0 2 pellet blasting in combination
typical machine parameters ot' 2( bars pressure and a with flashlanip
feeder rate or 30) 1,cie a Co, consumption of O(X) Alternative to a pretreatment with chemicals radiation
kg/h - we typically reached following remov'al rates: by flash lamps raises the etf'fetvit'ly of C02-pellet

less than I m2/h for untreated paints and morc than blasting, First expenrnicriL have been performed with
i5 M21h for well prepared paint systems. Of course a flashlamp / CO.. facility at Maxwell Company
times for proper reaction were depending strongly on (Rot 7) on 4 paint systems. While thuse paint
paint systems used. s:ystems needed v'ery different reaction times with

softeners, with the flashlamp/C0 2 combination same
6. 1.2 Mecluudkval tuid 1/wrnna kxad effectivitiL's and stnipping rates of about 1.6m 2)h
T'o study mechanical load and vi brautons sensors were have been reached for these paint systems. At other
fixed on the backside of samples. With a low "speed atsyeminxiu.4pigrtsol-5 2/
corresponldingi) sripng efienyoI i h te have been obtained,
mechanical loyAd wis 6,.5 MI'a. Stress rtvcrsals of' 10
for this low efficency are orders ol magnitude lower 6.3 Laser application'
ti-an allowed. Laser paint stripping allows a high degree of auta-
With at C0 2 particle temperatture of1'40*C it is mation and is applicable for paint schemes and
important to know temperatures reached on ý.arplc& materials used In the aircraft industry. Reduction in
To measure this a thermocouple was fixed on the maintenance time, minimum effort concerning
back side or a 1 .1 mm thick aluminium sheet (size: material and manpower will result in evonomic
30 cm x 24 cmi). In the static case with spraying the advantage. Paint removal experiments have been
particle beam for 50 von the back side a lowest performed at Dormier with different types of lasers
kemperuture, of -200C was measured. Moving the (Excimer, CO,, C02-TEA) concerning parameter
beam with a low v-clocitY of 17 ni/h (rnia~x 'li5 nO variation, removal rates, influence to base materials.
maxintuin stripping rate) above, across, and below Lind gaseousi waste analysiN. This work will be
the mecasuring Point, lowest temnperaturctiof about continued in an 13R11E-EURAM program with
-1.50C were found. partners from 6 European countries, starting in 1Q93.

Therefore low temperatures und mechanical loads Lio Main tasks, studies and aims of this programme are
not contradictory to ('02-pellet application. overviewed in table 2.

Mehi work was supported by the German MoD (BMVg) under contract No, EIE331EILO'113/LS104
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Table 2: Overview on BRITE-EURAM laser paint stripping program

Main teake Studies

p Metel, lllusne to be studled sem er: optime.td laser and Its parameters
material o d oIfent lasers xolmer-, 0O0 ., Yag.Laser

strtpping of real components dIfferent paint systems paint removal studlee, e0ftclency

concept of automation Robot sImulation, online
and real time monitoring, Integration of leasr and robot system
imae prosselng

"maslon ipealroeopy,Waste tusnekly maos pl~reoopy. wMast disposal concept

filter conoepts

Feasibility study computer simulation:
,pplloltlon to large plant layout,
G.dim pWis plant slmulatlon

renrtorianoe analysis

7. CONCLUSION 8. REFERENCES
Comparing the pkint removal methods described I Volkmar, ',, "Aquastrip, an innovative paint
above we come to following result, Paint removal removal technology", this workshop,
methods leaving only paints or their decomposition 2 Stcermer, MK, "Gorman Air Force introduces dry
constituents are laster and Ilashlamp/CO2 pellet stripping for paint removal", this workshop,
application. Both are still in their infancy - at least in 3 Mecham, M, "Lui'thansa cuts Use of chemicals
Germany. Application of' softeners may bring with w~uastrip water spray system", Aviation Week
problems if acid activated agents are used or high and Space Technology, Nov. 25, 1991, pp 73,74.
investments are needed to speed up non acid activated 4 Dtrig, E.D., DASA Werk Manching, priv, comm,,
softeners by means of increased temperatures. Aqua 5 Product from Turco Comtpany
jet and CO 2 pellet paint stripping need a chemical 6 Messer Oriesheim Gmbl-l, 14150 Krefeld,
pretreatment of the paints with softeners with the Publication 95,302 le,
implication given above, Plastic media stripping is 7 Maxwell Company, San Diego, CA 92123, USA,
up to now applicable for military aircrafts only.
Therefore more developments - also with respect to
paint composition - and comparative situdies are
necesary,
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THE DhVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE PAINT REMOVAL TECINIOgUES IN THE RAI

M Hartley
M Weeding

8urface Finish Support Authority
Ministry of Defence SM(Con)(RAP)

Harrogate, N Yorkshire, HG2 9DB, UK

SSto instill confidence in the new
process at every stage of development.

Personnel safety and environmental Thus over the past 6 years, in
legislation is forcing the removal of addition to verifying the mechanico
chemical removers. The RAF chose the and structural integrity aspects of
Plastic Hedia Stripping process as the process, the trial period was also
their alternative. During testing of used as an important public relations
the process a number of problem areas exercises to ensure that all aircraft
and additional advantages were and design authorities were kept
highlighted. Solution to the problems updated at all stages.
are discussed and the advantages
quantified. TRIAL PROgRAM

SThe first trials were set up at RAF
St Athan in 1987 to assess the

The RAP has been actively pursuing performance of PHS when removing
alternatives to chemical and laborious selected surface finishes from a range
hand abrading paint stripping methods of pro-prepared test panels and actual
for the last 6 years. Over the latter aircraft components. The effects of
3 years legislation of the Health and various medias, various media sizes
Safety at Work Act and the and different operating pressures were
Environmental Protection Act has put measured. The trials were carried out
added impetus into this work. Several in closed circuit cabinets and at the
alternative processes were evaluated mame time the opportunity was taken to
but after due consideration of the compare the performance of 4 different
size of the RAF's problem, the cabinets including both wet and dry

PMS systems.
development potential and likely cost
of the various processes, the Plastic HAT.R S a:
Media Stripping (FMS) vas selected as
the process best suited to the RAF's a. Aluminium alloy (LI56-T4).
needs and budget.

b. Alclad aluminium alloy
Although the PMS process offered (L163-T3).
elimination of chemical and vapour
hasards and a significant reduction in c. Anodised 1.56 and 1U63.
the volume of toxic waste there were,
in the early days, many reservations d. Cadmium plated steel.
that the process would cause damage to
sensitive aerospace substrate Prior to stripping all the test panels
materials. To overcome these doubts were prepared to DTD 5580A
the RAF placed great emphasis on this specification (matt polyurethane)
aspect and involved the Defence followed by age hardening in an oven
Research Agencies at Farnborough and at 75-80 degrees celsius. On
Woclwich in all stages of tl'e trials, completion of the paint stripping of
it was also recognised that any damage each test panel, the structural
to substrate materials in a production effects were then studied by RAE
environment would most certaii. cause Farnborough to determine:
a serious set-back to full scale
introduction of the process, thus
great emphasis was placed on the weed



a. Effects of PMS on the The results of these extenb.Lve trials,
fatigue strength of various which took some 9 months to complete,
aluminium alloys. The effect on provided the necessary confidence to
the fatigue properties were found invest in the PHS dry stripping
to be negligible. In fact the process, and to adopt it as an
cold working of the clad acceptable replacement for chemical
materials caused by the plastic stripping. HWivever, it was
media stripping produced an recognised that actual stripping
actual improvement in the fatigue parameters would have to be clearly
properties, established and strictly adhered to

for each type of material and when
scaled up to whole aircraft stripping,

b. PhysicAl effects of PHS on the a complete skin map for each

substrates of the different materials, individual aircraft would be essential
Following PMS stripping, various prior to commencing any stripping,
degrees of disruption of the ALCLAD The decision was made at this time to
surface was found, however it was not adopt the dry rather than wet PMS
removed and the clad layer still process. The trials had shown that
retained its protective properties. advantages offered by the cushioning
In practice the disruption caused is effect of the water was outweighed by
much less than that found on aircraft the much higher operating pressures
which have been stripped previously which restricted stripping to
with chemicals. The damage to unclad relatively thick substrates. The wet
anodised test panels, were found to system had also demonstrated the
vary according to the method of accelerated corrosion problem.
anodising. There was for example no However more suitable applications
noticeable effect on sulphuric acid have since been recognised for the vet
anodising surfaces, but chromic acid process. Wet cabinets are now being
anodise was shown to be susceptible to successfully employed for the paint
chipping, with the severity of stripping of aircraft wheels and
chipping being related directly to the mechanical components, where water
coarseness of the plastic media acts as a de-groaiing additive,
particles and to pressure used. allowing both degreasing and stripping
However, damage caused by 40/60 grade to be a.hieved at the same time; lower
media at 15 psi being negligible, operating pressures permit degreasing

alone.

c. The effect on the anti- EQUIPMENT TYPES
corrosive groosrties of anodined
n cadmi ated corrosion The need was also recognised for a

resistant finishes for aluminium number of different forms of P1S
id milLtati. Accelerated facilities to cope with the various

corrosion tests to assess any types and sizes of equipments
degradation of protection was requiring to be stripped. The decision
achieved by immersing the was therefore made to provide the
stripped test panels for 21 days following systems:
in a sodium chloride solution and
a neutral salt fog test as set a. Closed Cir,1.• . Of
out in British Standard 5466, a size approximately 1 cubic
The results showed that the dry metre suitable to take the
stripped panels retained their smaller aircraft. structural
excellent corrosion performance, components. The main features
but in contrast those stripped by being:
the wet pricesu showed signs ofa
plating breakdown and corrosion. (1) Loading platform with
This was particularly severe on rotary table,
the cadmium plated steel.

(2) Automatic media
recovery and reclamation.

S" '" " " """'" " i" " ' -- i .. ..II _ .. .[ ...
II I I "" I " ' .... " I I I i .. . .i. . .. I I
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(3) Air blast to remove configuration enables the normal
media from workpiece. engineering activities to continue on

the aircraft whilst the stripping
(4) No personal protection process is operating within the tented
equipment required for the area.
operator.

olaete Aircraft Facility
23 of these cabinets are now in
operation at RAF units throughout Being realistic it has always been
the UK and Germany. accepted that the RAF complete

aircraft stripping facility would most
b. Ao=h Booths can be of any certainly be restricted to the fixed
nine to suit the task. Ours have wing fighter and certain rotary wing
been designed to take the larger size aircraft. Tn this context a twin
type aircraft structural fighter sized Plastic Media Stripping
components. The main features facility is planned to be operational
incorporating: within the next 2 years. To date we

have completed trial PMS strips of 2
(1) Partial floor recovery Hawk and I Hunter aircraft and learnt
system. many valuable lessons. The most

important lesson learnt to date is
(2) Twin nozzles from that the need for effective masking to
independent pressure vessels prevent ingress of media will be the
providing a degree of most difficult and important task to
rodundancy. achieve in the production process.

(3) Ventilation system to OTHER BENEFITS
control dust levels.

The decision to adopt PMS soon showed
(4) Separately supplied that many other important benefits
breathing air systems. could be realised provided that a

number of practical problems could be
These booths are being provided in 2 overcome. These benefits are:
different configurations. Firstly, as
a permanent stand alone external a. Ogerator accentanc. Men
building now in operation at RAF St who had previously used chemicals
Athan. Secondly, as a self contained for stripping have readily and
booth for uxe inside an existing enthusiastically accepted the new
building, which are about to be process. The safer and quicker
installed at RAF Kinloss and Lyneham, way of working gave an improved

work rate, greater interest in
the task and a significant
improvement in morale. It was

Tent Confituration also learnt that the process
To satisfy partial paint stripping could be enhanced and improved by
requirements and to enable the task to close co-operation between the
be carried out in a normal engineering workforce and the project
production environment with the engineer. For example, the
minimum of disruption, the creation of initial break through of a
a temporary tented enclosure around coating can be achieved more
the area of the aircraft to be quickly by reducing the stand-off
stripped has certain attractions. distance until the surface begins
Using a suitable mobile PHS plant, a to break before reverting to the
mobile air extraction unit and standard distance set for the
suitable tent configurations, a safe job.
Plastic Media Stripping environment
can be formad very quickly, around an b. Imgroved efficiency.
aircraft or part of the aircraft in a Cabinet performance is relatively
maintenance hangar. Such a easy to check. In all
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applications it we@ demonstrated c. Reduced Waste Disnosal
that individual components could Colts. Waste disposal costs are
be stripped saving 50-60% in escalating throughout the
process time compared to chemical community. PM4 offers
stripping. However as the significant reductions on this
operator is continually occupied overhead. The machines by their
when dry stripping, only about very nature concentrate the toxic
10% of operator time is saved in elements of waste in their dust
batch work. Similar ,output collectors. Collection is simple
savings have been obtained in and volume is reduced to About
booth operations but, for 1/6 of that generated by chemical
complicated items the requirement methods giving a similar
for degreasing, masking and reduction in waste removal costs.
removing media after stripping
tends to reduce the overall d. ueruatil=. Recognising
efficiency as ways of improving that a booth can be of almost any
techniques for degreasing and shape or size, a number of mobile
masking have not yet been PM5 equipments were purchased to
developed, nevertheless TRTs have use with a mobile compressor and
all shown 30% or more a mobile air extraction machine.
improvement. We are not yet This combination can be used
qualified to pronounce on the almost anywhere where the media
efficiency of full aircraft can be contained. Suitable
stripping but out trial results enclosures range from rooms,
showed that less than 100 nozzle hangars, tents and sheeted
hours were required to fully enclosures around aircraft and
strip a Hawk aircraft in less indeed spaces within aircraft
than ideal trial conditions. The themselves. However in general
USAF have much more validated media recovery has to be achieved
data on this subject and there is by manual sweeping. It is in
no reason to doubt that similar these situations where the
efficiencies will be found in cleanliness of the process comes
aircraft sited facilities as in tu the forefront. The toxic
cabinets and booths. Input vapour hazard associated with
savings in our small scale chemicals is eliminated and,
operations have been difficult to provided the dust hazard can be
quantify. Certainly at the contained, PMS can ve used within
moment in UK, media is more the maintenance hangar and
expensive than chemicals, but alongside other workers ag. in
this may not always be the case Tornado engine air intakes. The
as the tendency is for media solution to the Tocnado intake
prices to fall and chemical problem was especially simple and
prices to rise. On a practical neat; the intake itself acts as
note, when media in an aircraft the booth and a fabric sock with
component facility reaches the vents to collect media and to
end of its useful life, it can be extract air and dust is fitted
removed and collected for use a over the end of the intake to
second time at higher pressures give a safe clean environment.
in a less critical situation such Additionally the machine itself
as stripping ground support is totally pneumatic powered and
equipment, where it is presents no electric spark hazard
particularly effective for in the working area. Similarly
removing paint from tubular steps pressure bulkheads and
and access equipment, eg RAF undercarriage bays have been
safety raisers can be stripped in stripped with these PMS machines.
one 8-hour shift in comparison to
the 8 shifts required for
chemical/hand abrading methods. e. Trials Potential. Another

advantage of these portable

I I - M I I I
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machines is their small media by shot or grit blasting experts they
capacity, allowing the type of are astounded by the slow stripping
media to be readily changed. speed accepted by the PM4 operators,
This feature has allowed tests to but what they do not appreciate is the
be carried out under production slow cumbersome and hazardous chemical
or workshop conditions. Two method it replaced. Once it has been
machines are now being used to realised that PMS is an entirely new
determine how best to remove or different process to shot blasting
paints from composites; in then the problems encountered can be
particular from Harrier ORS put into perspective. These problems
(AVOb) components. The results are all related to process control
are extremely promising and we which became very apparent during the
expect to present the results to trials in cabinets and on the Hawk
the aircraft design authorities aircraft. Theme are their solutions
in the near future with the aim are discussed below.
of obtaining clearance to strip
whole aircraft. Most harder Process Control. Process control is
composites can be utripped with vital to avoid the potential for
the exception of foam filled damage to substrates. Operating
light GRP sandwich fairings and parameters and the type and quality of
radomes, which so far have defied media need to be carefully chosen and
all attempts to find a suitable proven for each new substrate to
media. All our trials on ensure that the operator is given the
composites have shown that the greatest range of operating margins.
stripping task would be much There are many variables, but because
easier and would provide wider it in generally a laborious job to
operating margins for the change media, especially in large
operator, if a marker coat was machines it is most practical and
applied before any refinishing economical to keep this variable
took place. Our research constant and to carry out small scale
agencies have been tasked to tests on each now substrate to
develop a hard, lightweight and determine the optimum parameters to
brightly coloured (pink) coating give the best strip rate without
for this purpose so that damage, For the general range of
operators can easily see when all aerospace materials ALCLADS, and
topcoats are removed and by aluminium alloys, the type V
leaving the thin pink film thermoplastic acrylic has the best
demonstrate that the substrate economic advantage. In the early days
integrity is not compromised. of our PMS operations, the lowest

combination of pacameters suitable for
f. Reliable and Available the ooftest substrate - ALCLAD - were
MAch ,nui. Shot or grit blasting authorised for work on all substrates
has been used for 100 years or having a skin thickness greater than
more and during that time the 32 thousand. As experience was
machinery has developed so that gained, these parameters were
the principles of operation increased to obtain greater stripping
construction and reliability are rates for thicker, stronger materials.
well understood and in general For some composites, other median such
confidence can be placed in the as type 6 (poly carbonates), wheat
hardware, starch and sodium bicarbonates may be

required to achieve satisfactory
PROBLEMS En21g Z RUED stripping.

The application of an essentially The correct combination of all
simple process to aerospace use where variables need to be recorded in a
substrate integrity is of prime process document for each task.
importance and where the choice of Acceptance, certification and
media and operating parameters is authorisation of such process
critical is not generally understood documents is in4 tially a long



laborious task, particularly when continuous working is about 30 mini.
marketing the proce*4 to design Aa an additional safeguard our
authorities in the flvt instance. installations are equipped with remote
Notwithstanding the presence of a override controls for the supervisor
process document there are variables to halt stripping as required.
which cannot be forecast, the paint Operators quickly learn that stripping
thickness and type may have changed by rates are directly proportional to the
repair, hardness/brittleness may vary operating pressure, but so is the
because of degree of aging. Thus likelihood of damage, thus control of
speed and effectiveness of stripping stripping pressure is given only to
is very much operator dependent, and the supervisor through lockable
it follows therefore that operators pressure control valves.
need to be specially trained and
selected.

Qnsrato r ntion and Trainina. PHS On complex components a system of
is well described as "paint spraying marking the various substrates has
in reverse". Men trained to spray been developed. This permits
paint, quickly demonstrated the supervisors to vary stripping
difference between stripping and parameters to obtain the best
blasting showing that they can stripping rates without compromising
consiatently remove paint much quicker the integrity of various substrates.
than non-painter operators. The In some cases a simple go/no go
resulting quality was also much better masking procedure is adequate, in
because painters are aware of the others colour marking so that hardest
standard of substrate preparation and heaviest Pubstrates can be
needed for easy paint application and stripped first.
high quality finish. Consequently the
decision was made to select PHS CONTROL OF MEDIA INGRESS
operators from the surface finish
trade only. By far the largest production problem

is control of media ingress, obviously
Lzanin, Training of these men, the flat panels, removed components, and
painters, was therefore, simplified in items without complex Internal parts
the practical skill of hand phase, and have little or no problem from media
was concentrated on: ingress but as size and complexity

increase so does the problem of
A . An appreciation of the ingress. The worst case is likely to
effects of PMS of various be a military aircraft flown into a
substrates, facility for external paint

replacement. Every single aperture,
b. The choice of media and of which theve are many of varying
operating parameters, shapes and sizes will need to be

meticulously sealed to a greater
c. Identification of substrates degree than t~xat required for
in conjunction with airframe chemicals. A multitude of methods are
specialists, used, restricted only by the

imagination of the process controller.
d. Methods of masking to Hot melt glue is used to seal and
prevent media ingress. protect joints, plasticine and

polythene bags under opening panels,
e. Care and maintenance of the bungs and blanks as required and a
equipment. special resilient abrasion resistant

tape. For repetitive tasks we
Supervision. The task is tedious and envisage a full check list and full
continuous supervision is required as nst of masking blanks to be completely
operator concentration tends to slip fitted before beginning stripping.
and stand off distances vary. We
believe that a practical limit for
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QUALITY CONTROL within the UK. such as Vacublast
International, AST Group -

Because the process is operator International Dry Stripping
sensitive and has a considerable (previously known as GPA, Express Air)
number of variable parameters, several and, Hodge Clemco. We have also tried
measures of quality control have been to keep in close contact with
found to be necessary, developments in other countries

particularly the USA, France, Holland
a. Process Documentation. Each and Germany. The lead taken within
task needs to be defined and at a the USA on Plastic Media Stripping and
minimum should define the type on the development of other techniques
and thickness of substrate, the such at cryogenics, sodium
authorised media(s), and bicarbonate, and lasers etc, is much
associated operating parameters; appreciated. Their work enabled the
and where necessary, the masking RAF to make the decision in favour of
requirements and the checks for the Plastic Media process. PMS was
media ingress after job seen as a system that could be
completion. implemented, fairly quickly with the
b. Ecuibment checks. Initial minimum of risk, but more importantly
and periodic checks of nomzle would provide a process offering the
pressure Is essential. flexibility necessary to strip the

smallest component and the whole
c. Substrate checks, Are aircraft it the minimum cost.
perhaps the most difficult to
define. We havy selected a simple Another recent visit which proved to
surface roughness check and have be extremely valuable was to the euro
found that an RA of less than 6 refurbishing centre at Rodes in d

microns for ALCLAD and RA less Southern France, which has a large
than 4 microns for harder alloys aircraft hangar incorporating a dual
is a practical limit. For function 8 nozzle Plastic Media dtyino
castings and certain plates, the stripping and paint spraying facility
allowable roughness specified on in operation. The, furditg of which it
the manufacturing drawing is is tuderstood was a 6naved vevture
taken as the control. between the EEC and the french

government.
d. c . Quality
control of media is essential Finally, although out paint removal
both during the purchasing cycle problems in the UK are minuscule
and during operation. Any of the compared with those in the USA, the
devietion from specification can opportunities offered by the Joint
render the media dungerous to the Department of Defence and industry
substrate or uneconomic Advanced Coatings Removal Conference
particularly if there are too he3d annually in the US, and this
many fine particle which particular NATO forum are extremely
represent an immediate waste, important to discuss and exchange

information on this important subject

a. End groiLchIyk. The of alternative pAint removal methods.
final quality control is to
remove all, masking and to check iUXL2 iA
and remove any media ingress that
may hav. occurred. The RAP's most important objectives

are to:

a. Continue marketing and

Throughout the whole period of our promoting the PMS pr,'cess,
work to date to find safer and more
acceptable alternative methods of b. To develop and commission
paint removal, excellent support has the training fmeillty from our
been provided by 3pecialist coa~panies operators and superiors.



c1 Install and commission the
full aircraft facility at RPi St
Athan.

Through those initiatives the U1, in
particular the RAF, will reach its
twin objectives to introduce a more
environmentally friendly and a more
efficient and safer paint stripping
process. A further purchase of
equipment, predominately booths, for
more Air force units will be made, as
funds allow, to extend the process
into paint stripping ground equipment
and vehicles with PWS.
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"Operational Aspects of F.18 Plastic Media Blasting,
as Carried out by Fokker Aircraft Services'.

Frank Pot
Product Assurance Engineer
Fokker Aircraft Services BV

P,O, Box 3
4630 AA Hoogerheide

Holland

L ABSTRAr inaccessible areas of the airframe, the use of
liquid paintstrippers was considered

In 1987, Fokker Aircraft Servicen started F.16 unacceptable, Any leakage through gaps and
air-intake paint removal by means of Plastic countersinks etc, could lead to severe hidden
Media Blasting (PMB), Especially for this corrosion,
process, a robot has been developed. In a later Alternatives wore sanding and PMB, Sanding
stage, complete exterior PMB-paint removal was unacceptable for economic reasons, leaving
has been tested and successfully adopted. PMB as a little known, but very promising
The paint removal is carried out in the scope of process.
a thorough corrosion control program, Thhe
requirement that all the paint must be removed Meanwhile, In 1987, PAS carried out a series of
in order to allow this control program to be tests, leading to the conclusion that non-clad,
carried out properly, leads to severe masking anodised skins could be safely blasted up to
complications, five times, without adverse effect on the anodic
The process paramreters are relatively layer, using the PolyPlus 40-00 media,
conservative, because of the requirement that Unfortunately, Alclad-anodised skins could not
absolutely no anodic layer damage is permitted. be blasted without completely destroying the
Following PMB paint removal, corrosion is wnowd1 layer,
removed using aluminium oxyde blasting,
Finally, a highly flexible polyurethrane paint The first F,16 engine air-intake was manually
system is applied, based upon 1r-P.2760 blasted by FAS, with excellent results, in 1987,
Koroflex primer. To further increase the process economics, a

robot, tailored to the air-intake, was developed
To summarize the process, it can be stated that by Schlick to FAS-spediflcations, This reduced
the plastic media blasting itself is the blasting of the air-intake to a 22 hour, one-
straightforward. Proper masking is difficult to man operation.
perform though, compounded by special
customer requirements such as open panel In 1988, it became apparent that the whole
edges. RNethAP F.16-fleet needed a complete "bare-

skin" corrosion inspection. The aircraft needing
this most urgently (F.104 and NP.5 corrosion

Lj IlISTORY problems being vividly remembered) were taken
on as trial aircraft almost immediately. Of these

Fokker Aircraft Services (FAS) has been few aircraft, only the wing bottom skins and air-
involved in PMB since 1986, when the first intake outer surfaces were blasted.
careful trials hinted that this process would be
Ideal for removing paint from thick-skin These being trial-aircraft anyway, several paint
substrates. systems were tried, following th PMB.
At about the same time, the RNethAF became Additionally, cold-fexibilty and corrosion
interested in removing paint from the engine protection tests were carried out by the
air-intake as part of a retro-fit modification, Netherlands Aerospace Laboratories (NLR),
Because the air-intake borders many This led to the conclusion that a paint system
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consisting of Alodine, Koroflex primer and 4.jTH IRCflOITAerodur HFA topcoat performed best.
The F.16A and B aircraft, as used by the

Today, FAS applies PMB, corrosion blasting RNethAF, have been painted with a system
and re-painting to F.16's on a routine basis. consisting of MIL.P-85582 epoxy primer and
The process as laid down in our own process- MIL-C-83286 High-Flexibility polyurethane
standards is not a copy of the standards laid matt topcoat. The stiffness of the primer leads
down in the USAF T.O's, differing at several to cracking of the entire paint system in areas
points, discussed hereafter. where structure movement is relatively high,

Especially paint cracking around fasteners is
often seen.

1PROCESS STARTING POIN'i• Corrosion is usually found on locations such as
skin seams in the air-intake and in the pylon-

PMB to F.16 surfaces in the past has learned areas of the wing bottom skin, Notorious are
that any anodic layer gives excellent corrosion the fuel tank sealant injector inserts which
protection. Whenever this anodic layer is cause corrosion in the surrounding wing bottom
broken (panel edges, rivet countersinks, impact skin. The corrosion type is predominantly
damage etc.) corrosion will sooner or later pitting.
occur. This has led to the RNethAF's statement
that the anodic layer must not be damaged in
any wy by the paint removal process, and that 5. RlEPARATIOQN FOR PMB
all security measures must be tken in order to
reduce the risk of damage to tin absolute Upon arrival, the aircraft is washed with in
minimum, alkaline detergent MIL-C-879M type 1.

Excessive grease Is removed using aliphatic
In ordir to be able to inspect the aircraft metal naphta. Following this, a number of
structure thoroughly, all paint must be removed, components is removed from the aircraft,
including from the extremes of panel edges etc., including the engine, canopy, engine-to-fuselage
as this is one of the places where corrosion is fairing, landing gear doors and launchers.
frequently found. This means that external Electronic units and hydraulic actuators in the
masking of hinged panels is not possible. 'The fuselage are carefully wrapped in polyetylene
more labourious internal masking has therefore sheeting, before the corresponding panels are
be-on adopted, masked and closed, Typically, the "form-in.

place gasket" prevents dust and media ingress,
Corrosion removal must be done very This requires additional masking of latches and
accurately, since leaving corrosion behind will hinges, which is done with a combination of
render the whole process pointless, The only polyethylene sheeting, vacuum-bag tape, linnen
practical way to ensure complete corrosion heavy-duty tape and hot-glue. Care is taken to
removal is the technique of aluminium-oxyde leave the gap between panels open.
blasting, Any sanding or grinding technique will On a few locations, internal maskiog is not
merely move the corrosion around, or cover it, possible, Here, marams and hinges are maaked
Additionally, the damage tolerance of the wing externally with Scotch blasting tape. Paint is
bottom skin is too easily exceeded using later carefully sanded down to the primer layer,
powered grinding tools.

Adopting the DeSoto Koroflex primer hits 6 PAINT REMOVAL
introduced one more point of attention to the
process, because this printer, being First, the engine air intake is blasted using the
polyurethano instead of epoxy, is very sensitive specia!ly developed robot. A tubular adaptor,
to the cleanliness of the surface it is applied to. housing th,: robot, is mounted in the engine
This has led to a stringent quality control of the supports. A dust andi media collector vessel is
surface prior to clinornate coating and priming, mounted on the front opening of the intake, In
including a careful waterbrcak test of the entire this way, a completely enclosed chamber is
surface. Cleaning is done with alkallno. obtained, in which the blasting takes place as in
detergent, assisted by MEK only on the most a blasting cabinet. The robot moves back and
recalcitri-it of water-break indications, forth in the air-intake, adapting itself

continuously to the varying cross-section. On
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each track of the robot, a width of Contaminations which have not been removed
approximately 200 mm is blasted clean, An by the detergent, indicated by the water-break,
operator, observing the process through are removed by a local MEK solvent wipe, This
windows in the rear and the front, controls is followed by another detergent-application
blasting parameters and robot movement, after which the surface Is considered to be
Later the outside surface of the aircraft, minus clean. Sometimes waterbreak is caused by
composites, is blasted manually, using two surface stresses and tensions often seen on
nozzles, strongly curved surfaces, With this in mind, no
The blasting parameters are rather second waterbreak.test is carried out,
conservative" media used is the 3.5 MOH Without allowing the surface to dry, the
thermoset type 11, of size 40.60, Nozzle pressure application of Alodine is carried out, The
is between 20 and 30 PSI, while the nozzle normal application procedure requires a careful
angle is between 0" and 300. Testing has shown rinse after the application-time, which means
this to be the safest option (anodic layer-wise) the aircraft is hosed down a second time.
that results in a reasonable strip rate,
An attempt has been made to replace the
thermoset type I1 media with thermoplastic type. 9. PRIMER APPLICATION
V, Remarkably though, the latter left a yellow
primer residue on the surface, As this Being of a polyurethane natuee, the Koroflex
conflicted with the demand for complete paint primer requiros a careful control of air-
removal, it left no choice but to return to the humidity,
type 11. Dependling on other work to be carried out on

the aircraft, the primer is applied In one or two
steps, If the latter is the case, the first layer is

7. CORROSION REMOVAL reactivated with MEK before the second is
applied.

Following the PMB process, the bare skin is
Inspected for corrosion, Any corrosion found Is
removed using aluminium-oxydo blasting with It0. tOPCOATIil1 I JLd.
an enclosed-nozzle system, The agrassive
aluminium..oxyde media has shown really to Thl application of the 'matt polyurethane
remove the corrosion, whereas the more topcoat requires no special techniqui.a,
popular glass-bead tends to merely deform the In order to judge the quality of the paint
surface while covering the corrosion with fresh system as it whole, a number of tests are
metal. lit this stage, it is demonstrated that carried out, including wet and dry adhesion,
corrosion rarely occurs without the presence o(' thickness and gloss,
a galvanic element such as a steel fastener or
insert, and equally rarmly on locations with a
perfect anodic layer. I, I..I lUt
Spots that are blasted this way, obviously at the
cost of the anodie layer, are i~nmedlately it is not possible to apply PMB on a fighter
chromate treated, aircraft without ingress of dust and media, This

is obviously eahanced by the requirement that
during blasting, cleaning, chromate coating and

H. CIIROMATE TREATMENT painting as many seams and edges as possible
must be open to be processud,

The Alodine chromate conversion coating has This means that after the PMB the masking of
shown to be an excellent basis for the pant critical aeras is removed, in order to allow a
system applied later, thorough cleaning of the interior. Before the
Prior to the application of the Alodinto, lte "wet" processes, this masking must, of course,
surface is cleaned using an alkaline detergent, be rrn-applied.
The cold detergent is carefully agitated with
ScotchBrite,
After a contact-time of 10 minutes, the whole
aircraft is lavishly rinsed, followed by a second
rinse with deminerallsed water. This step also
acts as the water-break lest for surface quality.



Use of robots for aircraft dry stripping vuia plastic media blasting

E. GILLARD
Airoapatialo 316, route do Bayonne
3 1060 Toulouse Codas 03 FRANCE

S1MMARV At proersktl several processes are used;

In ordler to meet constant financeial and reliability coneenu, European Chemical
mantufactutrara have Introduced more and more composite materials on their Sending
aircraft. In addition to fairingls for which the use of composites has Aquwasri
become absolutely necessary, composites aus used on each new Duplex PM B
programima for structures which us more and more highly loaded end C02/Ica
sophisticated. DMB

Simlary to metatie strucetures, an nxatanal paint scheme iý applied to these
composite structures to protect them fromt ultra violet rays, provide
general corrosion resistance and allow thea airlines tto custonmir thtch- Prom tlie very tocgining indiiatrhlilsts have itr~siumontsd chemical and
aircraft. satiding procedures,

Conventional strippisng methtods usinig chemical striitportr cantnolt he ttsetd Thtough still used nowadays,
as manty impregnation resins do not resist chentical Atrippors. heay ee rno longer competitive,
Atirosptlals haye andeavoured to find new efficient mathods tiia are easy thtiy coutu composite materials tit) thenriorats,
to Implemenit, cause no damage find arc applicable both to messilic andi thy limit prodttciovliy and, moreover,
cornpilite strutctusres, have itroupcd contmrtvriy* witht rgard ito htygiene and. safeity,

Dry siripping via plaktic media blastiitg has farritl the stibjo:t tof many The most recent pocriceds iAquastrip, Dupaio P1MB, CO2Ilce have not
testa been retained (apvcnitdh 1).

These tests proved that sucht stripping was compatibie with tite objectives A comparative study carried tcut by AdrospatIWA 11as pointed out peeblets418
but re41ui1`ed Automation of tite process for large atrframte stripping, of masterial compatibility. productivity, hygiette, Anil safety,

Adrospstivri have monitored tie work pertorme niri sthir, ieid process fit estoontiic terms, these now praodutIris, which arc still at the protot~'pa
whicl, are now considered to nc industrial has been tcaredo.n an Wirfiante tin stagle, would require loo great a financia invesUiintr for an industrial
jurti 1992. a1ppivoll on.

Numerous alircraft undergo a through cleaninig operationt eacht yer The tIsittlion rtai~nad was l.ry Media Mlatting, or DM9.

Thit is equited for: Whati'vor Its arpilicafili ot.rniovai or surface proparation, this procoilure,
in its robotticed phase, inereeca productivity, reduces cycles by

maiionmetreaonseliminating a nttmber tsf highly qttalified staff, antd Oinally, meeta the Mostt

Issfery reasons, or simply for itasigt rcasonrs, viringent hygi~lne and msetey requirements.
This work Involves strtipping off the ecieriar paint at thtese DMJ3 (Dry Media BloAting) Ittvolves projrctihtg plastic or ýlsrt basdd
4ireraft, and then Yepaintingt thenm, particles tits Media -by cttmpreased sir,

Airbus Industist and AdrospattalQ are under tic obigatio~tin to Thprovidetiit etws ~rnnoiitttladiasnwla
airlnes ith t pant otitval ~rtetqtualified by all aircraft manufacturers. Since [hr fret application,

Ilcs irins rqirmet itwenbled Afrosputidate to dtraw tip numerotus Industrialists have woirked uos rrsotizisig tho D' 4H process,
htse irlc aiones Areqidroemtssh, v notably the Ctunatiien company and Adirnopatials partner Cisnipustrip

s~ctlcston~andprocss.(appenditt 2).

This process must offcr tlia following major advantages RI'acting and possible reoiti;ration haitl Ii he oxpoicrieced on aircraft

Process applicable to ail stubstratsc airframes (Appsendix J).
Rapid iinplesrintaitiott
Competitive lnui~lotial application This aim was renched, Cimnpustrip robot corrovtly moved ,round the

he aow-oxicty rimnss or evirisoiintl tal wrk Aircrraft, tlte blasting oiperation was reposled to ite satiafeactory (adequateIt mutst realwtxcl rcs orevthini fdwr oughness).
ftygiana reasons.
FinAily it toast pemint dtirect repainting. This robot should however be optimized

Three types of operationi Are performed :-need for duotproof bastinghox

retroval attd ;'ut face pritparatliot ott ei'!tietantlt, rotiiiv ibl parts, prodtictivity iniprtvmvnent
either mestallict or ýimtrpoelto parts
somettases the retnoval and surface preparation involves aircrnft Thoise criteria have been taken in accut~eni mid coiuld be resolved with an
soetitins. itrdustrLl approach,

*fin'ally, ile same ope.rations are carried oat Ott very large
surfaces. suit, as tha fuselage, prior to thne application of new 'This experinentation will be completed early ttext year, on the same
unterior paint to give nitcralit a new looik, airtrame, but with a complementary ruobotic fromt Scitlick taciety,
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SPROCESSES

PROCESSES DEFINITION BACKGROUND
80 85 90

CHEMICAL STRIPPING Action of aggressive chemical stripping agents
followed by manual mechanical scraping.

SANDING Rotating sanders fitted with abrasive discs (dry
sanding or mending using solvent),

AQUASTRIP Action of ohemical deioaturing agents followed by
projection of water under pressure (300/500 bars).

DUPLEX FMB Plastic media hWasting combined with a 600 C
chemical denaturing agwit jet,

C02/ICE Action of a chemical denaturing agent followed by
solid C02 or ice blasting,

DM1 Plastic or vegetable media blastlng.

Appendix 1/I

CHEMICAL SANDING AQUASTRIP DUPLEX c02/
STRIPPING PMB ICE

PRODUCTIVITY +...)

SANITATION
AND SAFETY + (I

SELEcrIY + + 0 (') 0 + +

COMPATIBLITY 0 0

COST OP RAW
MAlhRJALS 0 + 0

DAMAGE

INVESTMhENT 0...

IMPLEMENTATION +. + + 0 0 0
PARAMETIRS

IMPLEMENTATION
FLHXMBILITY + + .....

Appendix 1/2



PROCESSES ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

CHEMICAL STRIPPING Known process / qualified on metallic Not industrial / contaminating /compatibility
components / Iong cycle /stAtation and safety

SANDING Comnatible with al substrates Long process / fluid projection / deposit on
Qualified on aircratt airframes disco [surface appearance

AQUASTRIP Productivity High pressure / water ingreas/
/ sanitation and safety / conmpatibility

DUPLEX PMB Removal of em1alntl (Repair) Compatibility used at high tempeatus
productivity / sanitation and sisfety

C02/ACE Cost of media (3P/kg) / selective Not industrial / productivity /compatibilit.y
/ sanitation and safety

DME Dry suippin; / compatible / selective Cost of media (2SF/kg)
/ not contAminating I industrial Investment

(*) being checked

Appendix 1/3

COMPUSTRIP VR-,OOQ BERIN$

AUTOMATED, DUST-FREE, MEDLIA.LAST PAINT REMOVAL SYSTEM FOR
TRANSPI. RT-SIZE AIRCRAFT.

PRINQP6i OF OPERATION

THE OPERATOR WILL POSITION THE SYSTEM TO ACCESS A SPECIFIC
SURFACE.AREA OF THE AIRCRAFT,

THE SELECTED AREA WILL BE STRIPPED IN A FULLY.AUTOMATeD MODE.
USING PRE-PROGRAMMED PARAMETERS,

DURING THE AUTOMATED PAINT.REMCVAL OPERATION THE OPERATOR.

M PAINT.REMOVAL RlESULT AND ADJUSTS DWELL.TIME (end.
effector travel.speed) AS REQUIRED, IN REAL-TIME (vidao uelated)

REACTS TO SYSTEM MALFUNCTION DIAGNOSTIC DATA PROVIDED AT

HIS CONTROL STATION.

UPON COMPLETION OF THE AUTOMATED PAINT.REMOVAL OPERATION, THE
OPERATOR REPOSTI1ONS THE SYSTEM TO ACCESS THE NEXT AIRCRAFT
PANEL'SECT1ON.

Appendix 2/1
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COMPUSTRIP VR4000 SERIES

MAJBB FADJU

* MOBILE

* SIDE-GANTPRY TYPE

* SINGLE-CAR AND TWO-CAR OPTIONS

* ELECTRIC DRIVES

* MODULAR

* SEMI-AUTOMATIC:,
FULLY-AUTOMATED PAINT-REMOVAL OPERATION
*SYSTEM POSI!IONI2 BY MANUAL CONTROL

* SIMPLE XY AXIS (ONLY) MO11ON PROGRAMMING
(sensor-based adaptability In real-time to airframe curvature)

QL*g 2 M901A BLAST/RECLAIM

MULTI-NOZZLE CAPABILITY

* PROCESS EARAMETELIS ARE PROGRAMMABLE AND COMPUTER
CONTROLLED (nozzle anglo arid distance aro changed manually)

Q 8ý1.I.TIME ADJUSTABLE IN REAL-TIME BY OPERATOR (video

MULTI-PROCESS COMPATIBILITY

Appendix 2/2

Appelndix 2/3



ADANL MUCI!ANICAL, LIMITSDISTORTIONS(OlACBPR
SHL.HcTIVIjy STriPPiNG OBSTACLES DLE

AND SAMPLABLG
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CDEMONSTRATION ON'rRANSALL

STo validate plastic or vegetable media blasting robotization on
an airframe representative of the aircraft (Transall),

EA•JI1.T4,fI Use of one type of robot on the Toulouse site
(AMD / BA hangar)

- COMPUSTRIP (Canada)

Appendix 3,'3

PAINT STRIPPING DEMONSTRATION
Presentation of the jobs

El
'jim'

UNDERSIDE AREA EVOLUTIVE AREA FUSELAGE AREA

ON TAIL CONE ON TAIL CONE

Appendix 3/4
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GERMAN AIR FORCES EXPERIENCES WITH PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING AND FUTURE
REQUIREMENTS

by

Dlpl.-Ing, Matthias Stoermer
Support Command, German Air Force

Staff Div A4, Postfach 902500, D-5000 Kdln 90
Federal Republic of Germany

Key Words: Aircraft Maintenance, Paint Stripping, Stripping Facilities,
Plastic Media Blasting, Composite Materials

ABSTRACT

German Air Force (GAF) has been researching on a method of paint removal for a couple of
years to replace the chemical method still In use,
This Is to improve corrosion prevention, environmental protection and health care.
With the support of German aerospace company MBB and the University of the Armed Forces
In Munich GAF selected Plastic Media Blasting (PMB) as the most suitable method.
Having a stripping facility for the entire aircraft at MBB Manching already In existence, GAF
decided that the next step forward to gain more experiences Is to establish a smaller "stripping
cabin" at an air force base, This cabin is suitable for stripping removable parts and components
of aircraft and equipment with the max, size of a half dismantled TORNADO wing.
With these gained experiences GAF will be In position to formulate the specific requirements for
an entire on-base aircraft stripping plant which will be suitable for F-4s, TORNADOs and EFAs,
too.

1, Introduction
2, Plasic Media Blasting (PMB) and Alternative Methods
3. Scientific Investigations for Certification
4. Plastic Media Blasting Facilities in Germany
5, Experiences with the Small Plastic Media Blasting Cabin
6. Future Requirements
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1. Requirements
2. Stripping methods
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4. PMB pellet cycle
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7. Abrasive effects of PMB
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1, INTRODUCTION,

Stripping an aircraft, i.e. paint removal, is a regular event and part of an aircraft maintenance
program,
The requirements are (fig, 1):

dismantling of corrosion,

treatment of corrosion,

- replacement of the corrosion prevention primer.

The last requiremont (replacement of the primer) has not yet been Implemented by German Air
Force (GAF), because until now stripping an aircraft only Includes removing of the upper layers
of paint. Removing and replacing also the primer Is indeed much moro helpful for corrosion
prevention, because the primer looses Its active corrosion protection capability after about five
years of age or application. This Is the main technical aspect why GAF wanted to introduce an
new more effective stripping system. The second aspect Is that the new system should comply
with the environmental protection and health care regulations of today. The third aspect is, that
the new system should be adaptable to strip modern materials as reinfoced glass fibers or
carbon fibers without harming them. For example the surface of the European Fighter Aircraft
EFA Is covered with up to 70% of Carbon Fiber Composites (CFC). The evaluation process of
finding a new stripping system had to consider all three of these aspectb equally,
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2. PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING (PMB) AND ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Today there are several different methods available for the above mentioned purpose. They all

intend to replace the traditional chemical way of stripping an aircraft or parts of it.

The alternative methods are (fig. 2):

- use of abrasives,

- laser energy,

- high pressure water blasting,

- glass pearls blasting,

- carbon dioxide pellets blasting,

- plastic media blasting.

And more methods are expected to appear In the future.

Plastic Media, Blasting (PMB) Is more or lees an abrasive method, which uses small plastic
pellets with different kind of hardness to remove one or more layers of paint in one working
cycle. High pressure air is used to accelerate and blast the plastic pellets trough a nozzle
towards the treated surface. Different air pressure, variable quantity of pellets per air volume,
certain distance and angle to the treated surface are the parameters by ,which the stripping
result can be Influenced, They can be chosen individually to suit best the stripping requirements
as kind and thickness of the material and thickness of the layers of paint. This is called
"pa'ameter stripping". A general description of the PMB stripping process is given In figure 3.

However the following three effects will appear, when a plastic pellet hits the treated surface:

the paint will be abraded,
- a percentage of the pellets will be damaged,

the surfaces material will be more or less damaged,

The severest affect which may occur Is of course the destruction of the surface material. This
means that the blast of pellets will really shoot a hole Into the aircraft material, This event Is
quite normal for thin aircraft sheets, as for example used in general aviation aircraft.
A point to mention Is that the workers need to wear dust masks while stripping, because Inspite
of an exhausting facility directly connected to the stripping nozzle some dust can't be avoided.
An advantage of PMB is, that the exhausted dust contains a mixture of particles of paint,
destroyed and undestroyed pellets and that a percentage of undestroyed pellets can be
regained. These pellets will be fed back Into the pellet container and will be used again. This is
the so called pellet cycle (fig. 4) which Is of course cost effective.



I, SCIENTIFI INVESTIGATIONS FOR CERTIfICATIJN

German Air Force started the evaluation and tisting process for the new stripping system In
early 1985, For PMB the University of the Armed Forces In Munich was invited to conduct a
series of Investigations, These test series were followed by numerous test series conducted by
the aircraft Industry (company MBB) and included sheet testing as well as real aircraft testing.
Different kinds of sheet materials of aluminlum alloys were tested under various stripping
conditions during the last 6 years, Wo learned by experiences, changing the following
parameters, PMB Is applicable to most of the requirements:

"- hardness of pellets,

"- distance of the blast nozzle to the sheet,

- angle of the blast nozzle to the horizontal line,

"- nozzle diameter,

"- pressure.

A summary of the test results is give'i in figure 5; the test arrangement Is shown ;n figure 6,
The first result Is, that a remaining bending of the sheet after the stripping action can be
measured. (The test sheets were allowed to bend under the blast load.) The reason tor this
effect is a cold-straining process which is performed by the blast load.
The second result Is, that an increase of the surface roughness can be measured. This Is due to
the abrasive effect of PMB, Up to 50 percent of the upper plated layer of the sheet are removed,
"Micro craters" are appearing (fig, 7).
Simultaneously the hardness of the outer zones of the sheet Is Incroased by about 6 to 15
percent, The reason therefore is a cold-hammering process which is performed by every
particular hit of a single pellet (fig. 8).
"The fatique resistance was not measured In this test series, It was recommended to execute
some fatique tests and also tests of the adhesive power of a stripped surface. And it Is niso
considered to be of interest to watch the results of a sheet which has been stripped more than
one time,
Overall aim of the testing was to obtain the official ppproval that PMB is suitable for military
aircraft, rh!k; was finally pronounced by the certifying authotity in 1 990.

SI Q t .S IN .A

Figure 9 explains the existing PMB facilities in Germany and which are planned and who Is
responsblb fur them The first plant buildt for the entire aircraft was the one at MBB In
Manching, Southern Germany, whore most of the previous mentioned test series were
conducted with aircraft from the 6, US-Fleet and from GAF. Also PA 200s from the German
Navy were tested there for corrosion freairnent reasons. The results were satisfying.
GAF then Intended to go•t more udditional experiences, Before building a PMB plant for an entire
aircraft at an ailorce base, It was decided that GAF should have more detailed experiences to
write the specification for It. One additional requirement for this plant was that it should Include a
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more advanced stripping technology than that at MBB and it should be aware of the most recent
environmental protection and health care regulations.

Therefore GAF procured a smaller so called stripping cabin and located It at Erd,ng where
GAF's PA 200s get their major maintenance checks. Part of these checks Is the stripping of
some parts or components of the aircraft for corrosion treatment or modification reasons. This is
now done with help of the stripping cabin (figure 12). Because of the good results GAF was able
to finish the specification for the greater plant in 1991. It Is planned to establish It at the cliy of
Jever near Bremen In Northern Germany, where OAF's F-4s are overhauled, and to be
operational in 1994, Funding will commence from 1993 on.

5i. EXPERIENCES WITH THE SMALL PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING CABIN

The small stripping cabin was introduced by the OAF PA 200 maintenance squadron at Erding
in 1990. Figure 10 shows how the cabin Is installed in an aircraft hangar With a facility for
programming "parameter strIpping"-processes our cabin contains a more advanced stripping
technology, Heavy contamination of environment and working crew can be avoided,
The technical data of the stripping section of this cabin are as follows:

-!ength: 8,5 m

- width: 4,0 m

- height: 4,0 m

- main access door: 3,88 x 3,0 m

- crew: I worker

- skill level: low

- costs: about 400,000 DM

- additional rubber glove equipment for very small parts

Figure 11 shows a maintenance crew at work. Figure 12 shows a TORNADO wing half beforo
stripping. Our experiences are very satisfying, because the stripping process Is not only taster
but also much easier to handle than with the traditional chemical system. Even the workers
really "like" to do their stripping job. A further advantage of PMB stripping Is that extensive
cleaning of the parts or components bevor stripping Is not necassary, because remaining dust,
oil and grease is purely blasted away while stripping.
This small cabin famillarised a Cot of GAF maintenance personnel with this new stripping system
and all experiences went Into the specifications made for the entire aircraft strippirng plant,



6. FUTURE REQUIREMENTS

It has been proven that PMB Is suitable for stripping military aircraft, GAF is convinced, that
PMB is (at this time) the right system to replace the traditional chemical one, PMB Is able to fulfil
the environmental and health care requirements as best as possible. Neverthelau technologies
are advancing, The next step forward is - as pointed out- to establish an entire aircraft facility In
Jever (figure 13). When this plant Is operational ready GAF will introduce the stripping process
as a scheduled maintenance event for all F-4s. Furthermore the plant In Jever will then execute
on request stripping of TRANSALLs and helicopters too, Especially the German Navy has
forwarded a constant demand for this possibility. Whether PMB Is needed for the entire
TORNADO aircraft or for parts only is currently under Investigatior. A second plant might then
be necessary; It's location would be Erding,

Future work will concentrate on the following two efforts:

- Conducting a long term observation program of how the sheet material reacts when blasted
three, four or even more times during aircraft life,

- Conducting a specific, test program for modern composlte materiais with the aim of operational
readiness of the advanced stripping system when new aircraft come Into service,

- DISMANTLING OF CORROSION - USE OF ABRASIVES

- TREATMENT OF CORROSION - LASER

- REPLACEMENT OF PRIMER - HIGH PRESSURE WATER

"- PROTECTION OF ENVIRONMENT - GLASS PEARLS

" PROTECTION OF HEALTH - CARBON DIOXIDE PELLETS

Figure I RLquir••ent. - PLASTIC MEDIA BLASTING

l-gurc 2 Stripping inethod,

I. . . . . .. l
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Figure 3: PMH mysttrm and icomponenmt



STRIPPING EXHAUST__ OFSTRIO N PELLETS ANDI
Z.ION PAINT

P -SEPARATION
PELLET 1 4 ~~~ OF PELLETSCONTAINER T

NEW PELLETS DISPOSAL OF
P PAINT

Figure 4: PMB peliat -,yciL

MEASUREMENTS RESULTS REASONS

BENDING REMAINING BENDING COLD - STRAINING
AFTER STRIPPING

ROUGHNESS INCREASE REMOVAL OF UP TO
50% OF PLATED LAYER

HARDNESS INCREASE COLD - HAMMERING

FATIGUE - NOT MEASURED -

Figure 5', Investigaltiolls for certificution



Figure 6: 'rcst arrangeme~nt

F~igure 7: Ab~rasive vtffcts of PMII



livur, S: Impacts tf' hlardnss probe
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Erding GAF

Figure 9: PMJB faril~ili~s in Germany

F~igure 10: Ile5 small PMB cabin
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Figure, I: Stripping crew at work
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FIBure 12: Stripped partm and components
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PLASriC MEDIA BLASTING ACTIVITIES
AT HILL AIR FORCE BASE

by

J.D. Christenson
OO.ALC/LAOPE
Hill Air Force Bua
Utah 84056-5990

United States

Hill Air Force Base in Utah developed plutic media blasting The proces our aircraft goes through involves three main
(PMB) paint removal process for removing paint from Air steps. First, we prep the aircraft. We use a lot of hot glue, spe-
Force aircraft, The development of the proceas involved dally made plugs, tape, and putty, and we try to seal the
extensive testing of various abrasives and subsequent parts aircraft up so we do not get any plastic Inside the aircraft dur-
meters to end up with an approved produedont process, Hill Ing stripping. Once the aircraft is filly prepped, we go Phead
AFB hu been using PMB In a production mode since 0985, and blast it. We can use up to four binsters at a time. We also
and completely discontinued chemical stripping of airframes have one person recovering the plastic media and another
in 1989, We have recently installed and began operating a monitoring the process and the equipment. Once we've com-
fully automated PMB facility that utilizes two nine-axis robots pleted the paint removal, we blow the aircraft off and inspect
to strip an aircraft, This system has enabled us to further to see we haven't missed anywhere, Then we begin deprepp-
reduce the machours required to strip an aircraft, and also ing, We pull off all the covers, plugs, etc,, and we also pull a
allowed us to remove the emplnyete foms the blasting atmos- ioumiber of panels to verify we didn't get any ingress. If we did,
phere into a control room, We have, and will continue to we remove it at this time,
realize, significant environmental and economic savings by
using PMB, Hill Is also actively Involved with the develop- In order to strip our aircraft without doing damage, there are
ment of future paint stripping technologies, two key elements, First, you must use clean media, and soc-

end, you mtiust have a trained and experienced operator using
Prior to the eighties, we at Hill AFB were using chemical the correct operating parameters, Those parameters include
strippers to remove paint front our aircraft, We knew we had the correct nozzle pressure (30-40 psi), correct standoff dis-
to change from an environmental standpointt air, water, and tance (18 Inches minimum), correct angle of incidence
solid hazardous wastes, With that, in the 1981-1982 time- (45'.90'), correct media for the job, ind the proven technique
frame, we began looking for alternative stripping processes to (ie,, no extended dwell time), Our experience is that If you
replace chemical stripping, The thing that looked most have a trained operator using clean media and the correct
promising was a blasting process, but we experimented with parameters, we can blast our aircraft with no damage.
many types of abrasives, walnut shells, rice hulls, different
plastics, etc. We decided on a thermoset (Type 1I) plastic Because we used the first-of-its-kind, full aircraft PMB facil,,
media, We developed the proper op.trating parameters ity, we have learned some lessons as to what equipment and
through extensive testing and came up with an approved pro- facility options work best for us, The first thing we learned was
cess and operating procedure to begin production use, that you need to have an independent ventilation system and

floor recovery system, The ventilation system should be
In 1985 we completed construction of the first aircraft plastic designed for end-to-end laminar airflow. The volume of air
media blsting booth, In May 1985, we began production use required Is dependent upon the size of the blast facility. We've
of PMB and have been successfully using the process ever tried both mechanical and pneumatic floor recovery systems,
since. PMB has many benefits, The most significant are the both full floor and partial floor recovery. What ha, and will
environmental savings, We have totally eliminated the waste- work the beast for us, is a partial floor pneumatic recovery sys-
''ater generated that required treatment at our Industrial tern. A properly designed pneumatic floor seems to work the
Wastewater Treatment Plant, and totally eliminated all air best from a production and maintenance standpoint.
emissions. The hazardous waste is now all in solid form and
less in volume, as well as being easier to contain and dispose We have experience with both single stage and double stage
of, pressure pots, The single stage pot seorns to work best for our

manual blasting, The robots require a double stage in order to
In addition to the environmental benefits, there are other operate, but for manual stripping, we've determined a simple
significant benefits from PMB, The manhours, flowtime, uti- single stage pot to be the most productive for our operation,
lties, and material cost are all greatly reduced when using
PMB versus chemical stripping, As I mentioned previously, we must use clean media in order

to avoid damage, We have a four stage clusification system
In 1989, we started production stripping lit two additional that accomplished the cleaning of our media before reuse.
blast booths, With a total of three booths, we can plastic media The first stage is a cyclone separator that pulls out some of the
blast 100 percent of our workload, We have not chemically dust and fine particles. The second stale is a classifier, This
stripped an airframe since 1989, The only chemical stripping has two screens: an oversized screen for large paint chips, and
we do Is on the radome and a small number of component an undersized screen for the dust, The third stage is a mclgntic
parts, separator that separates out any ferroms material and the
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fourth stage is a dense particle separator, This is required to which, in a real-time basis, adjust the speed of the end effector
separitc out a particle the same size as the useable plastic, but such that we do not overblast, but at the same time, we do not
heavier, l.e,, sand, brass, glass, etc. leave any paint behind, This equipment Is installed and is

Hill AFB has just completed a three-phase repair technology being used in a production environment.

(Reptech) project to automate paint stripping of fighter size Hill AFB is also very involved, and actlvely participating in,
aircraft. The first phase of this project was to identify what the development of future paint stripping technologies, We
paint stripping process was the most feasible to automate, and currently have a project to develop and install an automated
based on that decision, do a preliminary design of the work- CO, laser radome paint stripping cell, As previously men-
cell, The second phase was to complete a detailed design and tioned, the only area we still chemically strip is the radome,
actually fabricate the two robots, and test them at the For this reason, we are actively pursuing replacing that with an
contractor's site, Phase three was to deliver the equipment, automated laser system,
install, program, and start-up operation, The system includes
two nine-axis robots that are computer controlled. Each robot We have also done some work with wheat starch or enviro.
is preprogrammed for the stripping paths on the aircraft, as strip abrasive, This process did work and is feasible for oL~r
well as the operating parameters preprogrammed fer each radomes, and we plan to use this as an interim solution until
specific stripping path. The only variable rmquiring feedback our automated system is installed,
control Is the velocity of the end effector, Every aircraft has
different paint adhesion, as well as different paint thickness, We are also following the industry developments with hlgh-
To allow for these variables, our robots have paint sensors pressure water stripping and CO2 blasting.

IJ
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Large Aircraft Robotic Paint Stripping (LARPS) System
and the High Pressure Water Process

USAF Contract No. F33615-91-C-5708
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The aircraft maintenance industry is beset by new being performed in two phases: Process Optimiza.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) guide- tion and Process Validation. This paper also
lines on air emissions, Occupational Safety and presents the results of the Process Optimization for
Health Administration (OSHA) standards, dwin- metal substrates. Data on the coating removal
dling labor markets, Federal Aviation Adminis. rate, residual stresses, surface roughness, prelimi.
trauion (FAA) safety guidelines, and increased nary process envelope#, and technical plans for
operating costs, In light of these factors, the process Validation Testing will be discussed.
USAF's Wright Laboratory Manufacturing Tech.
noloWy Directorate and the Aircraft Division of the 2 N U(T''bO AND BACKGROUND
Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center initiated a
MANTECH/REPTECH effort to automate an al. Although methylene chloridebased chemical strip-
ternate paint removal method and eliminate the pers are the most widely used in the airct •A
current manual methylene chloride chemical strip. industry (including military depot maintenance
ping methods, activities), the strippers will soon be a thing of the

past. At the Oklahoma City Air Logistics Center,
This paper presents some of the background and environmental programs dictate that methylene
history of the LARPS program, describes the chloride use be halved by 1995 and eliminated by
LARPS system, documents the projected opera- the year 2000. Ih conjunction with the Wright
tionalflow, quantiftes some of the projected system Laboratory Manufacturing Technology Director-
benefits and describes the High Pressure Water ate (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, USA)
Stripving Process. a MANTECH/REPTECH program was developed

to demonstrate tho, automation of an alternative
Ccrifoation of an alternative paint removal method of removing paint to aid in meeting these
method to replace the current chemical process is environmental goals.
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The USAF request for interested parties to de. moved and proceseed on a separate mounting
velop a "Large Aircraft Robotic Paint Stripping" fixture; horizontal stabilizers are also removed.
(LARPS) system was announced in December, Engine status (removed or not removed) varies on
1989. A RFP was released in October, 1990 and the C-135 depending on the engine type, Therot
proposals were received in February, 1991. Con- are over 100 different components which are re-
tractno. F33615.91-C-5708(LARPS)wasawarded moved from the C.135 and stripped separately
to United Technologies, USBI Co. in July, 1991. from the aircraft.

Program requirements include: The B-.B will be positioned at an angle to allow
- Reducing hazardous waste by 90% the robot to pass the wing tips, The B-1B wing-
- Achievinganavailabilityeof85%whileseek. span would not allow the required clearance in

ing to achieve 95% the straight-in position. No structural compo.
- and Maintaining aircraft surface quality nents are removed from the aircraft for stripping.

Wings are kept in the extended position during
Program goals include: the entire operation.
- Reducingorgnic coatingremoval flow time

by 50% over present flow times Current Paint Removal Operations
-- Reducing labor hours by 50% Aircraft are currently stripped in OC-ALC Build-

Program characteristics include: ing 2122, Bay I and 11, Each aircraft has its own
- Reduced labor hours set of process steps, These steps are documented
- Reduced cycle time on "work cards", computer viinted instructions
- Reduced exposure to hazardous eivlron, that list the operation to be pertormed and the

ments standard hours to perform it, At a summary level
- Reduced cost the operations can begpfouped into masking, staip.
- Reduced hazardous waste production ping and closeout.

OC-ALC currently performs paint removal opera- Preparation and Masking. The aircraft is first
tions as part of their programmed depot mainte- towed Into the facility. Static ground cables and
nance (PDM) activities on the following aircraft. ground safety locks and pins are Installed. After
- Boeing B-52 the aircraft is positioned in the bay, areas to bo
- Boeing C-135 series chemically stripped are cleaned of grease, oil or
- Boeing E-3 dirt to assure maximum effitieriy of the stripping
- Rockwell B-.B compound.

rITMR•NT OPERATIONR Openings that would permit stripper to ;;et into
aircraft interiors or critical cavities are masked,

The hangar targeted for LARPS is the south hani- Masking is customized for each aircraft, Most
gar, west bay (Bay I) of Tinker APB's Building areas are masked with a custom cut piece of
3105, shown in Figure 1,is approximately 35 feet aluminized plastic and tape, or tape only. Gener-
(10.7 meters) tall, 180 feet (45,7 meters) wide and ally, areas masked include:
225 feet (68.6 meters) long. * Landing gear and wheel wells

* Wing cavities (where control surfaces have
Arraft Strip Configurations been removed)

* Enginemounts, inlets and exhaust. (depend.
Each aircraft type has a different configuration for ing on whether the engines are on or off the
stripping, Within each of the four aircraft types, aircraft)
variations may also occur from plane-to-plane in * Radomes
what compoiients are on, or off, the aircraft, The • Antennas
wingspan of the B-52 prohibits the aircraft from Pitot tubes
being brought Into the Building 3105. The E-3 is • Static ports
prohibited from entering the hanger due to the , Miscellaneous openings (where components
height of the rotodome, There are over 50 different have been removed)
components whaich are removed from the B-52 and * Windows
stripped separately from the aircraft. * Drain holes

* APU exhaust doors
T Safety discharge discs and discharge indica-The C-135 is backed or pulled into the hanger tori

(Figure 2). The tail of the C-135 is taller than the * Composite substrates ani fiberglass repairs
ceiling height of the hangar. Therefore, it is re- of flaps



Figure 1 - Bay I

C .135 
8 .1

Figure 2 - Aircraft Positioning In Bay 1
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Str~pping Cui rent Costs

The mithyloen chloride stripper is applied to ar- Costs are based on stripping an average an.
eas of the aircraft, or the entire aircraft and aI- nuilwarkloadofthre*B.52s, sixty-twoC.335s, one
IoweA to set, penetrating the paint for approui- B-1ll and nine E-s.. Direct, unburdened labor
mately 1.5 howes. The paint film can then be expenditures are approximately $1,34M annually.
washed off with low pressure water at 50400 psi.
Putty knives, scrapers and brushes itre also used Consumable materials used duringulhemloal strip.
when needed to thoroughly remove the paint. In ping operations; such as, plastic, aluminum tape,
soine are"s the stripper is reapplied and rinsed a barrier material, alodine, stripper, soap and sol.
second or third time. vent, requireezpenditareeofapproximately $1.23M

annually. Hazardous waste Is grouped into three
Chemicals are sprayed with a wand In a fan categories: solid hazardous waste, Industrial rinse
pattern, and are pumped pneumatically directly water and air umksisona. Current amounts of
out of barrels. The barrels are placed In the work hassrdous wastes are discussed in the Mblowing
area near the corner of the facility. In addition to secti ons. Thto first component of the solid hazard.
fallingon the floor, chemicals drip onto barrels and omia waste is sludge pulled from trenoh screenk in
workstands and must be continuously rinsed off, Building 2122 (1500.3000 lbs per piane) and the
The floor is sprayed with watoor before the chemi- second is afiner sludge pull-ed from settling basins
cals are applied to the aircraft and rinsed several (100,000 lbs per year), Nell-'nr of these make it to
time. during the stripping process. the waste treatment plant. The solid hazardous

waste expenditures for Bay I are approxintatoly
Workers use air respirators and protective cloth- $0.37M annually.
ing when spraying chemical.. Squeegess are used
to remove loosened paint. The process is repeated The treatment facility hmnlies waste from all of
up to 3 times depending on the paint syotem. For Tinker APB, Accumulated solid hasardours waste
polyurethane topcoat and epoxy primer paint sys. from Building 2122 cannot be distinguished from
tems this includes two times with a phenollo other waste, Treatable watir waits Is the effluent
stripper to remove the topcoat and one time with sent from Building 2122 to tho treatment plant.
a polysulfide stripper to remove the primer, After Waste treatment expenditures are approximately
stripping, tho aircraft is scrubbed with alkaline $0.03M annually for the quantity of water sent
soap and water and then rinsed. from peint removal operations. Two-hundred sev-

enty tons of VOCs are emitted annually in
Movable workstands are used to allow the work. Building 2122. The VOC emissions 'Rre directly
ers to reach the height of the B-52 and C-135 proportional to the amount (, chemical stripper
vertical st~abilizers, Line generated parts and used on the aircraft. All direct costs associat~ed
MISTR (maintenance items subject to repair) are with current chemic~al stripping operations pro-
either chemically stripped in Bays I or III, or santed in the previoxas sections are approxcimately
plastic media blasted in Bay 11 (of Building 21~.22). $3.OM annually.

Cleanup/Touchup/Closeout CWrrent Cycle Times

After stripping, the masking is removed from the Current cycle times are shown in Table 1. N~ote
aircraft and touchup activities are performed. that th.3sum ofthe total days for all aircraft oxcept
Remaining primer or paint are often scuff sandedr the E-3 are appliouble to Bays I and III of Building
to insure the complete removal of the topoort, and 2122. Bay I is tite primary dock. E-3 flow days
primer from the aircraft. impact the paint hqutgar, Building 2280.

Table 1I Current Cycle Times

Aircraft Flow Dnya Worked Total D)ays

B-520a 15

0.185 5 62 810

E-8 5 9 45

B-1B 6 1 a

Total 376

Total (w/o E-8) S31



The aurrentLARP8 system configuration is shown provide complete coverage. Utilities and commnu-
in Figure 3. The system consists of a nication lines are fed to the robot through an
robotsubsystem, a computer subsystem, a sensor overhead boom, which travels along a suspended

Figure 3.. LARPS System
subsystem, a guidance subsystem, a paint re- monorail. Selected specifications for the robot
mToval subsystem and a faitelity' subsystem. sitbsystem are shown in Table 2.

The robot subsystem (Figuro 4) consists of a The computer subsystem includes the host corn-
pedestal manipulator mounted to aSCARA(origi* puter, operator's station,' access terminals and
nally termed as a "solective compliant assembly peripheral devices. The LARPS system operator
robot arm"), The SCARA moves vertically on rails will interface primarily through the operators
mounted to die column. The tolumn rotates on a terminal, Most of the oomputer equipment will
turntable mounted on the deck of the transporter. be located in operator's control room and adja.
The transporter moves the robot subsymtemn from cent computer room, A computer model of the
location to location following guidewires. Each operator's control room is shown in Figure 5.
aircraft requires multiple stop points around it to

Utilty Boom

SCARAManipulator

Figure 4 -Robot Subsystem
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Table 2 -Selected Robot Subsystem SpecIfications

Column Height 30 feet (9.2 moters)

Tanumporter Width 10 feet (8.0 meter.)

Tro~anporter Lemgth 33 1/2 feet (7.2 metors)

Totpl Weight 50,000 lb. (22,700 kg)

Horizontal Reach* 28 feet (8.5 motors)

Vertical Reachtm 0 to 29 feet (8. motors)

Payload 125 lb. (86. kg)

Maximaum TCP Velocity 24 Incheu/iccond (0.6 meter.)

Repeatability *0.25 inches (06mm), &0 2 Inches (50 umm/eecond

Degroee of Freedom 9 servo controlled

measuured ut the fo..ploS.

Flgure 8.- Operator Control Room
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Tho majorify of sent'or subsystem components pump. Water is recirculated locally to Bay I during
are located on the robot subsystem or various processing operations.
process end-tifectors. These include standoff
control, collision avoidance and paint removal pPERA'inN
quality sensors on the end-effectors, and collision
avoidance sensors on the transporter, column, The LARPS system will be capable ofaccommodat-
SCARA and manipulator. Sensor data is col- ing each of the candidate aircraft. However, since
lected and processed by the sensor controller, the E-3 and B-52 do not fit in the hangar desig-

nated, they will not be processed with the LARPS
The guidance subsystem is comprised of three system initially. The E-3 and B.52 will continue to
parts: (1) global location, (2) surface mapping be stripped in the same manner as currently per.
and (3) path generation. The global location formed until such time that a new, larger facility
function serves to locate the position of the air- for the LARPS system can be activated.
craft in the hangar, and correlate the actual
position of the aircraft to theposition modelled in The aircraft strip configuration will be left intactas
the computer database. The surface mapping far as the components to be removed are concerned.
futction providos an accurate contour map of the A significant reduction in the number of masking
aircraft surface which is used to further update hours is anticipated, however.
the computer database. From this database, the
actual robot path programs are generated. The LARPS projected operational flow is shown in

Figure 6. Preparation and masking activities will
The paint removal subsystem consists of the high he performed, followed by system start-up and
pressure pump, end-effectors and water supply transporter movement to the first stop location.
lines(alongwith miscellaneousvalves, couplings After reaching the first stop location, global loca.
and transducers). High pressure water is sup. tion and surface mapping will occur. After com.
plied to the end-effector from the remotely lo- pleting mapping and paint removal ar, every stop
cated high pressure pump, The facility sub- location the transporter will be returned to its
system includes the water recovery and reclama- home position and the syste,' be shutdown.
tiorn system which provides supply water to the

Figurtin ys em 6 AP prainlF

Global)

LocationPan
Movement &SraeRemoval

"1• • •:,• Mapping

SSystem
Shutdown t

Figure 6 - LARPS Operational Flow
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During preparation and masking, the aircraft for complete processing. As an example, typical
will be parked in its required location within the stop positions for a C- 135 are shown in Figure 7.workcell, The optimal location for the landing The transporter will then level itself on leveling
gear will be marked on the floor with rectangles pads irn the floor and then obtain the surface
reprehenting the tire footprint. mappingend-effector. Dependingonthecomplex.

ity of the surface, fewer (or more), contour data
After positioning the aircraft, limited masking points will be collected, The purpose of globally
will be performed for LARPS paint removal op- locating and mappingthe surface of the aircraftis
erations. A detailed review of the work control to:
documents for each masking step was under.
taken as part of the LARPS requirements defini- - Account for variation in wing location and
tion and needs analysis task. For the C-135, it aircraft positioning
appears that onlyfive maskingoperations will be - Determine surface features that are not inrequired (15 hours). For the B-I3, it appears the initial robot path programs
that approximately ten masking steps will be - Provide offsets to adjust robot path pro.
required for a total of 48.54 standard hours. grams
These represent a 75-95% reduction in masking - Accommodate overall variations between
standard hours. Supports will be located at the aircraft within a series
wing tips to provide wing stability during pro.
ceasing. After mapping, the end-effector will be placed

back in the storage rack and the appropriate paint
The operator will be i equired to input informa. removal end-effector obtained. Following the up-
tion during system start-up such as the aircraft dated robot path program, the end-effector will
tail number, airnraft type, paint type and strip. move across the surface of the aircraft, removingping configuration. The bay will be clear of all paint as it travels. During this time, the paint
personnel before the transporter moves to its removal quality sensor wil) be actively monitoring
first stop iocation. the stripping process.

During operations, the robot will move from During demasking and closeout, masking mate.
stopping position to stopping position around the rial previously applied will be vemoved. Any
aircraft performing the surface mapping and touchup operations requiring chemical strippers
paint removal operations each time, Aircraft will will be conducted in Bay III,
typically have 14.16 robot locations around them

q1 /

" A P 0 'l'

PLAN VIEW

Figure 7 - C-135 Typical Stop Positions
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Cycle Times

The projected number of shifts for the LARPS area by the strip rate using a 60 minute hour and
system to remove paint from the candidate aircraft a 7 hour utilization shift, The surface areas of line
is shown in Table 3. The shifts required to strip an generated parts (off the aircraft) are estimated in
aircraft are calculated by dividing the total surface the column entitled "Surface Area Removed."

Table 3 • Required ShIftS

Surface Surfade Total Mask Strip Demask Flow
Area of Area Surface Time Times Time Days*$
Ahwaft Removed Area (Shifts) (Shifts) (Shift.)

(U) (0) (d)

10,000 1,000 91000 1 12 1 5

B-1 10,000 0 10,000 1 15 1 6

Salat removal rate of 1.77 square feet per hour
4:c-ppWa tirns of 1 hour per stop pulstion
Include preventive maintenance tim

*e Asma, three hift opratdon

Projected Costs A 52% reduction in overall costs is projected for
the LARPS system over eurrent operatioik. If

Labor projections for the same annual average theE-3andB-52couldbeprocessedinthehanger,
workload used to calculate current costs is $0.77M. the reduction in overall costs would increase to
Material usage projections are $0.58M. Waste 60%,
disposal costs are projected at $0.07M. Water
treatment costs are projected al $0.01M. The Additional cost benefits will be realized in the
direct operating and expense estimate for the areas of satety, health and cost of lost production
LARPS system is $1.4M annually, (due to the loss ofrnethylene chloride as a 3tripper

without an alternative with a comparable strip.
ping time). These savings are projected as $3-4M
annually as shown in Table 4.

Cost Benefits Throughput

A 43% reduction in labor costs is projected for the Current and projected cycle times are compared
LARPS systtrm over current operations. If the in Table 5,
E-3 and B-52 could be processed in the hanger, the
reduction in labor costs would be approximately Two-Robot Scenario
the sarne as the C-135,43%, on a per aircraft basis.
The overall reduction in labor costs for OC/ALC Clearly, the addition of a second robot and related
would increase to 49%. equipment would have additional benefits for

OC-ALC. By doubling the current high pressure
A. 55% reduction in material costs is projected for water paint removal rate of 1.77 square feet per
the LARPS system over current operations. Pro- minute to 3.54 square feet per minute, the shifts
,!easing the E-3 and B-52 would increase this for paint rcmoval would contribute to required
reduction to 63%. A 90% reduction in waste flow days of three (9 shifts) for the C-135 and
quantities and costs is projected for the L.RPS three (9 shifts) for the B-lB.
system.
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Table 4 - Cost Bonefits

OPERaATING EXPENUEB

Labor $14,000 $680,000

6ateral $1330,000 83Pe,ooo
Disposa $U5,000 034,000

Trt$ent a0,000 83,000

HEALTH AM) SAFM (not I

Cost ofLast Days (Injury) $7,000 $0

Cost it L•est Days (Iicknee) $87,000 $15,000

Cost of Replacement Labor *94,000 $18,000

ENVIRONTAL

PotentiM Fine. (note 3) *440,000 60

Cost of Lot Production (note 4) $1,500,000 $0
.~~~~~... .....:,• .:,,,• .

(1) Dead on FY M O0VALE workload (3 B3 , 415 C8., 9 E4@., B.t1); all costs in 91*
M3) Projections ae of 3/1MM based un absent.e rates
(3) Votimatod fUne for nio meeting EPA and OSHA guidelines by FY1995
(4) Cur-rent alternative to mnsthylene chloride skipper is another chenmical stripper which

inarases flow time by WOI Thi nans that the current workload revenues of 3M
would be cut in halt

Tablo 5 - Throughput Comparison

Current Current Projected Projected
Workload Flow Days Total Days Flow Days Total Days

B52 3 5 15 5 15

C.135 62 5 310 5 310

E-3 9 5 45 5 45

BolB 1 6 6 6 6

Total 376 376

Total (w/o ES3) 331 331
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A projected total flow days of 201 as opposed to 337 2000 man-hours could be expected. Most of this
would be ralized basd an three shif operations. Those would come from masking, where over 2200 hours
calculationswedtown inTable6. Thisbeneftlcouldalo are expended.
be used tocontinun o omeot csuienttimeilnes butreturn to
two shifts from thee shifts. The LARPS system has the vertical reach capabil.

ity to process the highest point of the C-'s fu.s-
Alabor savings of 13% is projected for a two-robot lags and thehorisontal reach to process the major.
system over a one-robot system. Likewise, for a ity of the aircraft surface area. The C-5, the KC-
two-robot system, a labor savings of 50% is pro- 10 and the E-4 are the only aircraft in the DoD
jected over current operations, The ,. and B.52 inventory which have surface areas outside the
are not included in thes calculations but would current LARPS system, The limited area not
f-rtherreduce the laborcosts ifable to be stripped reachable are mainly the tails of these three air.
by a two-robot LARPS system in Building 3105. craft where a higher vertical reach is necessary,
Material, waste disposal and waste treatment
costs remain essentially the same for a two-robot THE HIGH PRESSURE WATER PROCESS
scenario.

USBI is developing high pressure water as the
In semmary, the major benefit of the two robot alternative paint removal method for the LARPS
case is a decrease in annual flow days (based on system.
annual average workload) of 130 days. This
equates to a reduction of 89% over current opera- An extensive materials evaluation is being per-
tions. This reduction could also be tim slated into formed by USBI to certify the high pressure water
scheduled two shiftoporations, leaving third shift process for the LARPS program. This certification
open for growth. is being performed in three segments: Proeces

Optimization, Process Validation Testing, and
Benefits to other USAF ALCs and the DoD Additional Materials Testing, These segments

will investigate the process effects on metallic and
If an overall cost reduction of 52% can be realized composite substrates to verify that the post-pro.
at OC-ALC, then other USAF ALCs (Ogden, Sac- ceos properties remain within acceptable perfor-
ramento, San Antonio and Warner Robins) could manes limits and that coating removal rates meet
txpect similar results. For example, at SA.ALC, orexceed the currentaircraft reftirbishmenttimes.
paint removal operations for a C.5 cargo aircraft The Process Optimization and Validation Testing
require 5096 man-hours. Applying the reduction roadmap is shown in Figure 7,
projected for a single system, a reduction of over

Table a - Comparison of On*-Robot and Two-Robot Scnarios

One Robot One Robot Two Robot Two Robot
Aircraft Workload Flow Days Total Days Flow Days Total Days

B42G 3 7 21 4 12

C-15 62 5 310 3 18I

E-3 9 5 45 5 45

B.IB 1 6 6 3 6

Total 382 240

Total (w/o E3) 337 201
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Process Optimization is divided into two parts: process to remove coating systems from numer.
metals evaluation and composites evaluation. The Qua metallic substrates will be evaluated during
objectiveofthisegmentistogenerateand assimi. the Additional Materials Testing. This test seg.
late the preliminary parametric data for romov- ment will investigate the coating removal rate.
ingAir Force coatings, Duringmetals evaluation, The data generated during these three segments
USBIis investigatingcoatingremoval rate, strip- will be used by the Air Force to certify the high
pingrate efficiency, residual stress, and substrate pressure water process for use of the LARPS
response. The results will be used to define the system on the candidate aircraft.
preliminary processing envelopes for the next test
segment, Process Validation Testing. The com- This paper presents the test results that have
posites testing will be performed after award of been generated during the Process Optimization
"the next phase in FY 1993. testing of metallic substrates. Material descrip.

tions, preparation procedures, test methods, and
Process Validation Testing has been divided into test results will be discussed. Typical preliminary
three parts: metals evaluation, composites evalu- process envelopes and Process Validation Testing
ution, and butt/lap/fastener panel evaluation, plans will be presented.
During Process Validation Testing, USBI will
investilate the procesa effects of high pressure The high pressure waterjet process currently be.
water on the mechanical properties of metallic ing developed by USBI employs high pressure,
and composite substrates, The test results will be low volumetric flow rates to remove the coating
used to assess the mechanical properties of the syutems being used by the Air Force, Typically,
substrates after high pressure water processing waterdet pressureu of 24,000 psi and volumetric
and to establish the final process envelopes for flow rates of less than 5 gallons per minute are
large scale, robotic paint stripping, used, The wateret flow is controlled usingnozzles

specially designed by USBI to provide a uniformly
Last, the capabilities of the high pressure water distributed waterjet stripping intensity as shown

Promes Ysbl etPa

Process Optimiubw
MOWS Composit

Coating Removal Coating Removal
Rate Rate

Material I MaterialEvsauaton Evaluation

Prollmiwy Proess Envelopes Task Output

,ý , Proceu Optimization Report

Process VaJidation Testing T oo Output
mewals Composites ButtLap Joints, Validation Test Report

"Faligue Tensile Water ntrusion
-- FC OR Flexure Sealant Intsgrity

Corrosion Water Intruslio Final Process Envelope.
Repalntabllty RspaJntabbllly

Bod Strenth
Interlamlrw Shear
Compressive Additional Materials Teting

Flguro 7. Process Optimization and Process Validation Testing Roadmap
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in Figure 8, These nozzles increase the stripping selected as the baseline coating system for the
efficiency of the topcoat and primer systems and Process Validation Testing. This selection was
significantly reduce the surface roughness by de- basedon the numberofaircrafthavingthe Koroflex
livering the water at the threshold energy levels primer compared to the MIL-P-23377 primer/MIL.
required to remove the coatings but not unaccept- C-83286 topcoat system as shown in Table 7 and
ably roughen the underlying substrates. projected work load for the LARPS system. The

metals evaluation was performed using a 4.0-inch
diameter nozzle designated as LN5.

A~em• ,1 ompoeI/to/neon)ur

Costing Removal Coating Removal
Rab Evalaon PAW Evaluaton

Sutiehi DamageAssetssmet A~n

FIgu. 1 8. Waterlet Stripping Profile for High uN.19Presaure Wateriet Nouzle ... .________
r W.llmiriay Process Envelopes

The mechanism for coating removal is similar to
the mechanisms for coating removal from rain
erosion. However in contrast to the uncontrolled Tami OuVt
erosion and damage from rain Impact, the flow Process Op•t~mZAon
dynamics and impact energies from high pressure Raped
water are controlled by the nozzle to increase the
coating removal and not damage the substrates. Figure 9. Process Optimization Task Structure
Work is presently being performed by USBI to
model the coating removal mechanism and iden-
tify coating properties which control the removal
behavior. This model will allow process param-
eters to be selected based on coating characteris. Table 7. Summary of Primer Systems for OC-
ties in the field and relate the coating removal to ALC Alrcraft Projeteod for LARPS Processing
watedjet impact energies.

The task structure for Process Optimization is Aircrat based Solvent
shown in Figure 9. Initially, USBI performed a Tyom Enon logy PolVlolfdO Ko=2flew Unlearn

parametric evaluation using the critical process 81.8 10 85
parameters of water pressure, stand-off distance, B.52G/H 65 71
and nozzle travel speed to identify process enve- E-3 35
lopes for complete stripping. These candidate 0-135 .Swis 100 So 200 400 5
process envelopes were used to investigate re-
sidual stresses and surface roughness. The data
from these tests were used to define the prel-mi-
nary process envelopes and select a nozzle for
further testing during Process Validation Test- The following procedures were used for coupon
ing. cleaning, painting, and artificial aging and were

developed based on current production and test
Typical aircraft substrates and coating systems procedures used by the Oklahoma City Air Logis-
presently being chemically stripped at the OC- tics Center. The panels were:
ALC were used. The substrate. included Alumi-
num 2024-TM alclad and Aluminum 2024-T3 bare 6 Cleaned using an alkaline detergent conform.
having a thickness of 0.032-inch. The coating ingto MIL-C-87936,Type I and scrubbed with
systems were MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer/MIL-C- a soft brush to remove surface dirt.
83286 polyurethane topcoat and Koroflex poly- a Etched using a phosphoric acid solution con-
urethane primer (P/N 823X439)/MIL-C-83286 forming to MIL-C-38334 and scrubbed with a
polyurethane topcoat, Although both coating sys- soft brush to remove surface oils or other
terns were evaluated during this seginent, the contamination which can reduce coating ad-
Koroflex primer/MIL-C-83286 topcoat has been hesion.
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* Coated with a chromate conversion coating Residual Stress Evaluation
iconforming to MiL-C-81706. The coating
was applied according to MIL.C.5541, and 'Ae objective of this teat was to determine the
the excess coating removed using a water effects of the orocess parameters selected from
warm rinse, the stripping rate evaluation on the residual

o Coated to a dry film thickness of 0.6 to 0.9 stress orAl 2024-T3 bare substrate, The residual
mil with the Kornfiex primer (PIN 323Y.439) stresses were evaluated using Almen strips and
or solventbased epoxy conforming to MIL-P- procedurew defined per SAE J440, Test Strip,
23377. The coatingwas allowed to air dry for Holder, and Gage for Shot Peening. The residual
one hour. stresses were determined for one stdtpping cycle

* Coated to a dry film thickness of 2.2 to 3,2 plus three simulated stripping cycles. For the
mile with a polyurethane topcoat conform. first stripping cycle, the Almen strip was coated
ing to MIL.C.83286, The coating was al- and for all subsequent stripping cycles, the Al.
lowed to dry for a minimum of seven days at men stTip was unpainted, The arc height was
room temperature. measu rod after each stripping cycle, Ten Almon

* Artificially aged using a post cure thermal strips per promems envelope were used. A goal of
cycle of 2107 for 96 hours. less than miils was established by the OC-ALC

The adhesion of the coating system to the sub. ry

strates was checked prior to processing to insure Surface Roughness Evaluation
adequate adhesion. The adhesion was tested
accordingtoASTM D4541, StandardTest Method The objective of this test was to determine the
for Pull OffStrength of Coatings Using Portable effects of the selected process parameters on the
Adhesion Test'r", substrate integrity after proressing, The surface

roughness of Al 2024-T3 alclad was measured
A description of each procedure from ProceLs using a Mitutoyo Surftest profilometer,
Optimization ingiven in thefollowingparagraphs:

USBI has completed the Process Optimization
Stripping Rate Evaluation testing. Coating removal rates greater than 100

square feet par hour (1.8 square feet per minute)
The objective rf this procedure was to select the per nozzle have been demonstratwd with are
preliminary process parameters which produced height deflections of less than 3 rmils after four
the maximum stripping rate for the complete strippingcycles, Surface roughnesses have shown
stripping of the coating systemc, To minimih' acceptable values for the process envelopes for
any panel to panel paint variations which could each coating system, The LN5 nozzle has been
affeetthe selection ofeandidate processenvelopes, selected for processing coupons during the Pro-
multiple stripping passes were made on one cess Validation Testing, A discussion of the LN5
panel. The critical process parameters for comn- test results is given in the following sections,
plete stripping evaluation are given in Table 8.
The parameterm producing the maximum strip. Coating Removal Rate
ping rate for complete stripping were chosen for
further evaluation of residual stress and surface Acoatingremoval rate evaluation was performed
roughness. to identify the candidate process parameters

which produced the highest stripping rate for the
two coating systems being evaluated during Pro-

Table 8. Crltical Proces Parameters t ir Cess Optimization, A summary of the stApping
Complete Stripping rates for the two coating systems is given in Table

9 and shows the significant difference in the
Pressure Stand-Off Velocity stripping behavior of the coating systems. The

DisLtanc.lin-gh (innee) MIL-P-23377 primer/MIL-C-83286 topcoat was
more difficult to completely remove than the

22,000 1,0 0.76 Koroflex (P/N 82bX439) primer/MIL-C-83286 top-
24,000 1.5 1.00 coat. This paint system required high water
26,000 1.60 pressure, shorter stand-off distance, and slower
28,000 1.75 nozzle speed to achieve complete stripping com-

2,00 pared to the Koroflex system,

=.. :, :, -- -i , " ". .. .



Table S. Summary of Stripping Paramelers For the Koroflex primer/MIL.C-8a286 topcoat sys.for Coating Systems Using LN5 Nozzle tern, three process envelopes were initially se.
lected for complete stripping and are givan in Table,__9. More process envelopes were identified for the

Parartews for Sbipong Koroflex/MIL.C.83286 system than the MIL.P.Nb S 23377/MIL-.C83286 system since the Koroflex
MIL.P.233771 . 28 kW, 1,0 .1nch, 0,8 IrVnec 75- primer was easier to remove. Photograph 2 showsMIL-0432 (1,25 ftmin) the Koroflex primer/MIL.C.83286 topcoat system

removed from Al 2024-T3 alclad after processing atKoroflax/MIL. .24 ksi, 1,00 .Inoh, 1,75 Inl/S 164 ft2/hr 24 ksi, 1,00.inch stand.off distance, and 1.75 inch
0-83286 (2,73 12/mln) per second. Photograph 3 shows the Koroflex

#24 ksi, 1.30 4nch, 1.25 Ir/sa 110 h2/hr primer/MIL.C-83286 topcoat system removed from
(1.83 ftlmln) Al 2024-T3 alclad after processing at 24 ksi; 1.4-

inch, 1.45-inch, and 1,50-inch stand-off distances;,24 ks1, 1,5 4nch, 1,25 irVse 110 ft2,hr and 1.25 Inch per second. All paths show accept-
(1,83l2I/min) able stripping. Photograph 4 shows the same

system after processing at 24 ksi; 1,5-Inch, 1,55-
inch, and 1.60-inch stand-off distances; and 1.25
inch per second.

For the MIL.P.23377 primer/MIL.C.83286 top.
coat, complete coating removal was achieved by The upper limit on the stand-off distance is 1.6.procesping at a water pressure ot'28 kui, a nozzle inches, Based on robot design tolerances and the
stand-off distance of 1.0 inches, and a nozzle range for the standoff distance for efficient paint
travel speed of 0,8 inch/second, The test panel is stripping, the nominal stand-off distance was se-
shown in Photograph 1, The MIL-P-23377 primer lected as 1,3-inch,
forms a tenacious bond with the aluminum sub-
strate which increases the difficulty in complete These process envelopes were used to evaluate theremoval. residual stresses and substrate integrity,

Photograph 1. Stripping Efficiency of MIL-P-2337 Prlmer/MIL.C.83286 Topcoat on AL 2024-T3
Alclad Processed at 18 ksl, 1.0-inch, and 0.8 Inch/second
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Photograph 2. Stripping Efflolency of Koroilex PrlmeriMIL-C.83286 Topcoat on Al 2024-T3
Alelad Proceused at 24 kll, 1.0.Inch Standoff Distance, and 1.75 Inch/second

Photograph 3. Stripping Efficiency of Korofliex Prlmqr/MIL.C-C328 Topcoat on Al 2024-T3 Aicliad
Processed at 24 1kal, Varying Stand-Oil Distance@, and 1.25 incN/second. Stand-Off Distance from

Left to Right: 1.40-Inch, 1.45-Inch, and 1.50-Inch
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Photograph 4. Stripping 6ff lolency of Koroflex Prlmer/MIL*C-83286 Topcoat on Al 2024-173 Alouad
Processed at 24 kal, Varying eStand-0if Distances, and 1.25 Inch/second. Stand-Off Distance from

Left to Right,, 1.50Inch, 1.Mi.nch, and 1.60-Inch

Reshidual Stress

Almoen strips of Al 202413 bare worci processed For the Koroflex primer/MIL-C.83286 topcoat
at each of the process ujnvolopes for MLL.-23377 system, four process envelope, were selected for
primer/MIL-C.&186 2Oopcoatand Koroflex primer/ the residual stress evaluation and included:
MIll.C.83286 topcoat system. selected during
stripping rato evaluations. The A:imen strips * 24,000 psi, 1,0-inch, 1.75S inch/second
were pricessed once to remove the paint system * 24,000 psi, 1,0-inch, 1.25-inch/uecond
ýan then three additional times without repaint- * 24,000 psi, 1.3-inch, 1.25-inch/second
inig between the stripping cycles to cireate a worst a 24000 psi, 1.6-inch, 1.25-inch/second
case scenario.

Figure 11 shows the arc height deflection versus
For the MIL-C-23377 primerMIL-C-83286 top- the number of passes for 24,000 psi, 1.0-inch, and
coat system, the Almen strip6 were processed at 1.75 inch/second. Arc height deflection. remain
28,000 psi, 1.0-inch standoff, and 0.8 inch/sacond below the 3 moil goal for the four passes.
1iozzle speed. The arc height deflection as a
function of the number of stripping cycles is Figure 12 gives the deflection for the remaining
shown in Figure 10, For this process envelope, three envelopes. From the strippiing rate ovalu-
the are height did not exceed the Air Force goal of ad~ on, the nominal procass parameter s were found
3 moile for deflectirnl. The largest increase oc- to be 24,000 psi,1.3 inch, and 1,25 inch/second.
cun-ed after the first pass. Although subsequent Because the nozzle stand-off tolerance for the
passes produced an increase after each pass, the robotic system will be +/- 0.25 inch, the residual
change in the deflection is lower and suggests stresses at 1.0-inch and 1.6-inch were also inves-
that a saturation point is being approached h11- tigated to cover the tolerance rainge, Similar arc
tween 3 to 4 rnilp.. Additional saturation studies height deflection. were found. The arc height
have shown that the saturation limit ib 4 mils. did not exceed the 3 mill goal,
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Figure 10. Arc Height Deflection Versus Number of Poums for MIL.P.23377 PrImer/h1L.-43286
Topcoat

Surface Roughness Evaluation

The effe'cts of the selected process envelopes for remains to react with the alclad layer as seen by
complete stripping of the MIL-P-23377 primer/ the small increase in the surface roughness after
MIL.C.83286 topcoat and Kcroflex primer/MIL. the first pass. For passes 2.4, the watoriet impact
0-83286 topcoat systems on the substrate integ- energy is dissipated by deforminnin the aiclad since
rity were Investigated by measuring the surface there is no coating to absorb any impact energy.
roughness ofAL 2024-T3 aided. Consequently, selectingprocess parameters which

provide the impact energy required to remove the
M3L-P.28877 PrimetfMl .C.83286 Topcoat coating but not damage the alclad surface is

critical to the process optimization.
AL 2024-T3 alclad was processed 28,000 psi, 1.0.
inch, and 0.8 inch/second for four passes, By the
LARPS process test requirements, the nozzle Table 10. Surface Roughness After Pour
was passed over the same area four passes, The Stripping Cyclei at 28,000 psi, 1 .0.ich, and
first pass was made on a costed panel and the 0,8O.nah/memond
next three passes were made on the uncoated
surface. This condition is worst case and is not
anticipated in actual operations since the pro-
coss is robotieally controlled and the probability Substrate Pass No. Roughness, Re
of the nozzle travelling over the exact area dur- mInchl
ing' successive passes is precluded by design.

Al 2024-T3 1 37
Surface roughness measurements were made alclad 2 97
after each pass. The data is given in Table 10. 3 243

4 251
The surface roughneoo increases as the number
of passes increases, especially when processing
the surface with no coating. The alclad response
to the high prcssure water is related to the A12024.73alclad wuprocessedst24,000psi, 1.3-Inch,
waterJet energy dissipation mechanism. During and 1.25 Inch/second for four passca similar to the MIL-
the coating removal, the wateriet impacts the P-23377 prlmer/MIL-C-83286 topcoat coupons. Sur.
surface and dissipates its energy by removing face roughness measurements wore made after each
the coating, and only a small amount of energy pus, The data is given in Table 11.

S ln . . . . . . = i j l j l I I II I I I I I I I I
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24 kil; 1.0 Inch standoff; 1,75 I/r!.,
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Figure 11. Are Height Deflelction Versus Number of Paems for Koroflex Primer/MIL.C.83288
Topcoat Processed at 24000 psi, 1.0-Inch, and 1.Minchisecond

Number of Passes vs Are Height
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Figure 12. Am Height Deflection Versus Number of Passes for Komfrlex Prlmer/MIL-C-83286 Topcoat
Processed at 24000 psi, Varying Stand-Off Distance, and 1.25 Inohisecond. Standoff Distance of 1.0.

Inch, 1.3-Inch, and 1.0Inch
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Table 11. Surface Roughness After Four quality and consistency by an automated system,
Stripping Cycles at 24,000 psi, 1.3-Inch, and Additionally, a LARPS type system would elimi.

11.25-1nch/second nate workers from solvent inhalation and flam-
mable hazards.

Substrate Pass No. Roughness, Ra LARPS successful implementation will provide
(micmroInch) not only a solution for OC.ALC's environmental

Al 2024-T3 1 23 efforts, but also a platform from which to meet the
alclad 2 36 aircraft exterior refurbishment requirements for

3 67 broader military and commercial aviation appli.
4 128 cations,

e f l r im c eis The High Pressure Water Process Optimization
Becased of the lower impact enerpes from the for metals has been completed, and the feasibility
waterjet due the lower water pressure, the in. ot the high pressure water process to completely
crease In the surface rouihness was not as geat remove the coating systems has been succsesfully
as forathe ML-P-23377 primer/M[L-Ce83286 top. demonstrated. The results have been approved by
coat system. the United States Air Force, Approval to proceed

The Process Validation Testing plans are shown with Process Validation Testing has been received

in Table 12. An extensive materials evaluation and work is underway.

will be performed to character1te the effects ot'the For the high pressure water process, parameters
high pressure water on the mechanical proper- have been selected to remove the MIL-P-23377
ties of metals, composites, andjoint/fastener pan. primer/MIL-C-83286 topcoat and Koroflexprimer/
els. The metallic substrates to be investigated MIL-C-83286 topcoat systems, For the former
will inude A12024-T3 alnlad, Al 2024T 3 bare, system, a stripping rate of 1.25 square feet per
A] 7075-T6 alclad, and Al 7075-TS bare, The minute pe..Aozzle was achieved at 28,000 psi, 1.0-
composite substrates will Include graphite/ep- inch staued-off, and 0.8.inch per second nozzle
oxy, flberglass/epoxy, graphite/epoxy faced alu- travel speed. For the latter system, a stripping
minum honeycomb, fiberglass/epoxy faced alu- rate of 1.8 square feet per minute per nozzle was
minum honeycomb, and aluminum faced alumi- achieved at 24,000 pqi, 1.3-inch stand-off, and
num honeycomb, The panels will include butt 1.25-inch per second nozzle travel speed. The
jbints, lap joints, and fastener panels having Koroflex primer/MIL.C-83286 topcoat system has
various rivets, cherry locks, andjo-boltscombina- been selected as the baseline coating system due
Lions. These panels will be used to investigate to the number of aircraft having this coating
sealant integrity and water intrusion, system and the projected workload for the LARPS

system, Process Validation Testing is currently
CONCLUSION being performed using the processing envelops for

Koroflex primer/MIL.-C83286 topcoat system.
In conchlsion, the LARPS system has a unique
charter-to suceonsfully automate day-to-day Program risk has been significantly reduced be-
paint removal operations using an alternative cause of the successful accomplish ments of the
removal process. first phase of this important program, Its impor.

tance spans the productivity enhancement and
In addition to automating paint removal opera. cost reduction realms while ,ffering, potentially,
tions, inspection and painting of aircraft are two the most important breakthrough of the last two
other operational areas which could benefit from decades in helping to reduce the world'& environ-
a LARPS type system with a minimum of addi- mental hazards,
tional development work (and cost), Inspection
techniques Much as X-ray, ultrasonic, dye pen-
etrant, eddy current, infrared or computer aided
tomography could be easily adapted for auto-
mated operations, Automating some of these
operations could sliminate workers from tedious
tasks such as looking at their thousandth rivet at
two o'clock In the morning. In addition, greater
accuracy and process controls would result.

Painting operations, while not requiring exces-
sive cycle time, could be assisted in the areas of
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AUTOMATED LASER PAINT STRIPPING
(ALPS) UPDATE

Dr. Paul Lovoi, President and CEO
International Technical Assocates

2281 Cale do Luam
Santa Clara, CA 95054

USA

1. INTRODUCTION and commercial aircraft companies have been
To date, chemical strippers are generally used evaluating a number of new technologies to
to remove coatings from defense and replace chemicals. Thle technologis nclude
commercial aircraft. The use of these laser stripping, water jet, dry-ice crystals,
strippers is problematical because of plastic bead blasting, and bicarbonate blasting,
environmental impact, costs, and operational to name just a few.
difficulties. The requirements for a non-chemical stripping
The use of methylene chloride/phenolic-type system are that It be nontoxic, be as fast as
strippers has become unpopular or disallowed chemical stripping, have the ability to remove
due to stringent controls national and local coatings from metal and composite, not
requirements. In post stripping, both the initiate corrosion or otherwise damage the
chemical stripper and the piWnt residue are substrate, not effect repaint adherence, and
highly toxic, They require a treatment cycle must have a minimum clean-up cost and a low
to separate toxic elements from those that are life cycle cost.
harmless. Once separated, the toxic elements To date, the DoD has played a major role in
must be collected and contained for disposal. funding a number of paint stripping programs.
The costs associated with chemical paint Some technologies have proven less effective
stripping are astronomical. The process is than contemplated. Others are still in the
labor intensive, taking form 500 to 1000 hours validation phase. Paint stripping is one of the
for fighter-sized aircraft and as much as 2000 hottest Issues being addressed by the finishing
hours for larger aircraft. Operational costs industry since the Environmental Protection
include special safety apparel, the cost of Agency (EPA) has mandated that chemical
waste containment and disposal and stripping using rzethylene chloride/phenolic-
facility/equipment maintenance costs. The type strippers be stopped. The DoD and
entire; stripping operation runs approximately commercial aircraft companies are hard-
$32.60/ft2 including materials, aircraft pressed to find an alternative.
preparation and stripping, post-stripping clean-
up, and inspection and maintenance. 2. DISCUSSION
Operational difficulties vary with different Automated laser paint stripping has been
tyes of aircraft and impact stripping time. identified as a technique for removing coatingstye farcatadimatsrppn ie from airrart surfaces. International Technical
This includes up to three chemical applications AsociatesuT was awred a nav

to emoe te catigs an a arg dereeof Associates (InTA) wus awarded a Navy.
to remove the coatings, and a large degree of contract for an automated laser paint stripping
hand sanding in areas where the coatings system (ALPS) that will remove paint from
remain after chemical trisubstrates. For the
difficulty exists because chemical strippers pmrga , which will validate laseFr paint
degrade the composite resins aid are, for the priogra, which will de laser ant
most part, not used in these areas, As a instasystem for fighter-sized aircraftna
result, these areas must be masked during both the Norfolk and.Nor Island (San Diego)
str- ping and then demasked and sanded down Avion Depots.
to die primer for repaint. The po ts.
It becomes obvious that a method other tha The program is divided into four phases:
chemical stripping is required to remove Phase I: Validation testing and
coatings from aircraft. Over the past twenty parametrzation
years, both the D)epartment of Defense (DoD)
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Phase II: Engineering Design the type of coating. To =hNeve' this power
density on a square shaped pulse 1. 1 cm on a

Phase II: System Fabrication and Factory side requires a 30 microsecond long, 6 joule
Acceptance pulse.

Phase IV: Installation, Testing, Training, InTA chose United Technologies Industrial
and Final Acceptance Laser Division (UTIL) as a program team

member to develop a laser that would meet
3. AUTOMATED LASER PAINT our performance requirements (see Tqble 1).
STRIPPING CELL The laser (see Figure 2) is a pulsed adaptation
3.1 System Requirements of the continuous wave CO industrial laser
After a detailed analysis of fighter-sized modified to incorporate UVpre-ionized CO2
aircraft, onfiguration, substrates and coating TEA laser technology, developed by United
schemes, the following system requirements Technologies Research Center. An articulated
were established. beam delivery system, designed by InTA, will
"" Must have ability to strip 3-5 /minute be used to transport the laser beam from the
"* Must strip coatings from both metals and laser to the end effector. UTIL expertise will

composites without degradation to be applied to assure the beam delivery
substrate coincides with the pertinent elements

" Must have the maneuverability and reach necessary for laser beam transport over a fifty
to access the major areas of an F-14, F-18, foot length.
AV-8B, F-4, A-6, and other fixed or
rotary winged aircraft. Table I - Laser Performanceequirements

"* Must be capable of controlling P

contaminants which may emanate from
the process

"* Must be outfitted with safety Output power 6 kW
systems/interlocks for both perimeter Outpu t power 6 kWand cell safety Pulse repetition frequency 1000 Hz

y. Pulse energy 61
3.2 Cell Configuration Pulse width 30 As (FWHM)
The cell, which was conceived to satisfy Pulse power (Peak, averaged 300 kW
the above requirements, consists of the over pulse
following eight major elements (see Figure Pulse energy repeatability ±5%
1). Pulse timing repeatability 200 ns

* Laser
Robot

* Multi Spectral Camera
* Rastering System Robot - To reach all parts of the aircraft
* End Effector requires a robot with ample maneuverability
• Waste Management System and reach, A gantry robot is good from the
* Cell Controller top but is greatly restricted in reaching under
* Safety System the aircraft, Wall mounted systems would

require a reach that would exceed the
A description of each system element follows, mechanical limits for our repeatability

Laser - The InTA approach to ALPS is best requirements. A platform mounted system, on
described by starting with the actual removal the other hand, has the capability of reaching
of paint, After an exhaustive investigation, all areas of the aircraft with the additional
pulsed CO, laser radiation with a peak power benefit of carrying the laser and other
of 200-300kW/cml was found to be optimum. subsystems along with it.
"The process, as proposed, must have the After a competitive bidding process, InTA
ability to remove between 150 and 300 chose Vadeko as the robot supplier. Their
microinches of coating per pulse depending on
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successful experience in developing large scale evacuation tube, and the air knife for optics
speciality robots coupled with expertise in protection. Attached to the housing is a
aircraft applications will benefit the program reconfigurable, flexible hood that traps the
in delivering a robust system. effluents and, through the use of a second air

knife, forces the effluents into the wasteThe robot (see Figure 3) is a track mounted, utotueThedefcorosigi
pedestal type with seven degrees of freedom. evacuation tubhe flex end effector housing is
Because of its modularity, It may be re- 2 W with the flexible hood extending another
configured to address larger aircraft hi future 18 inches (see Figure 6).
applications. Waste Management System - The material
Multispectral Camera - A feed back loop is removed from the aircraft is vacuumed up as it
necessary to decide if the laser should be is created and sent through the waste
pulsed at a given location to remove a coating, evacuation tube located on the end effector, to

A spectrograph - an instrument that divides a waste processor which separates the waste
light into different colors, is used to examine into particulate material and vapors. The
thetitdf color ofthesurface b sefor the lasner particulates are filtered out, dried, and placedthe color of the surface before the laser is strgcoaie.Thvprsaeodid

fired. Colors can range form near ultraviolet in storage containers. The vapors are okidizedtonearire frored and rnges foreall -visible and converted to carbon dioxide,. nitrogen andto near infrared and includes alisbewater vapor. This system (see Figure 7)
wavelengths. The spectra of colors to be meteral, state, and local lw
removed are stored in a computer and meets federal, state, and local laws.
compared to the spectra from the coating, If Cell Controller - The initial design of the
they match, the laser is pulsed, a small control system architecture has been developed
amount of paint removed, and the color is re- (Figure 3). The control system consists of a
examined. This process continues until the workcell controller responsible fox the entire
color no longer matches the one stored in the process operation. It will be implemented on
computer. Figure 4 shows the spectral system a VME-bus based computer with a real-time
concept. UNIX operating system. Multitasking and
Rastedng System - Rather than worlr. on multiprocessor UNIX capability will allow
one area to remove all the paint, the laser control of the I/O system and the laser safety
conpletely processes a larger area, called a system, It will interface to the robot
frame, before returning to process any controller and the operator interface computer.
location again. This is called "rastering". Ile operator interface computer and the
The raster pattern covers a 30 by 30 simulation workstation will be in the operator
ccntimeter area, the frame, that consists of 30 control room, but the real time computers will
rows by 30 columns (see Figure 5). Rastering be located inside the workcell, on the cart.
allows each area to cool before being Safety System - The safety system will provide
processed again, which is especially important a class I laser enclosure insuring both
for coatings like sealants or when removing personnel and facility safety. The principal
coatings from composite substrates. Once a hazards are those associated with the robot,
frame is clean of any color paint whose movement of aircraft into and from the work
spectra was stored in the computer, the system cell, and the high,.power laser system.
commands the robot to move to a new frame. The ALPS system operates automatically
The aircraft to be stripped is mapped into a under the supervision of an operator in a
series of paths consisting of adjacent frames, control booth overlooking the work area. The
To ensure that all the paint on the aircraft is operator is never exposed to risk during
removed and no lines or bands of paint remain operation. The greatest risk to personnel,
between frames, the frames are overlapped, equipment, and facilities occurs during
which removes the need for a precision robot. servicing and maintenance. The ALPS work
The merging between frames is accomplished cell incorporates numerous safety features to
using the feedback system discussed above, mitigate risks during operation, service and
End Eff•ector - The end effector houses the maintenance.
rastenng systam, the spectrometer, the waste
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Emergency stop switches establish laser, robot walls must contain the ALPS laser beam for
motion and high-voltage safety. They do not not less than five minutes during normal
depend on normal functioning of logic operation. In order to meet this requirement,
shutdown circuits. The emergency stop the cell walls are of fire resistant construction
switches are located on each side of the of four layers of 5/8-inch type "X" gypsum
aircraft entry door; adjacent to every board on studs (2 layers on each side) With the
personnel exit door; Vong all walls at no more seams staggered and taped. The interior
than 20-foot intervals and on the operator's ceiling consists of two layers of 5/8-inch type
console. The switches are wired in series to WX" gypsum board, with the seams staggered
form two independent series chains, one foe and taped, and both walls and ceiling are
laser interlocking and one for robot painted with paint that resists vertical flame
interlocking. The laser interlock chains spread.
disables AC line power to the laser high- Laser operation with the optics in placevoltage power supp~lies. The robot interlock LseoI.raonwtteopisnple
chain disables AC line power to the robot presents low total irradiance due to thechain disamlfers. Colintocm power is therobdivergence of the laser beam and the scanning*,=rye amplifiers. Control computer power is pattern. However, if the optics are removed
not affected by the emergency stop interlo'•k pattern. e, the ots ad e move
switches. The laser high-voltage capacitors for maintenance, the laser rrradiance may be
are discharged within 10 seconds after
activation of an emergency stop switch. Servicing functions are those performed
The ALPS system utilizes a repetitively routinely to maintain efficient, safe operation
pulsed, transverse-flow, electc-discharged- of the ALPS system. No optics are to be
pumped, carbon-dioxide laser removed from the ALPS system during
approximately 6 kilowatts average power, servicing. If optics servicing is required, such

This laser is classified as Class IV under as cleaning of optical surfaces, this shall be
regulations of the Federal Center for Devices done with the laser shut down. Thus servicing
and Radiological Health (CDRH), the Federal presents no optical containment requhi-enents
Laser Product Performance Standard above those experienced in routine operation.
(FLPPS), and under the "American National Alo, routine power measures involve no
Standard for the Safe Use of Lasers" of the exposed laser beams. Laser power measures
American National Standards Institute (ANSI are taken internally to the laser output optics
Z136.1). Class IV CO2 lasers are hazardous housing. These measurements present no

f rapid hazard to personnel. System maintenance, the
to eyes and skin, but bacause of the correction of failures, present much greaterworking surface, the beam drops below hazard hazards, because optic elements and/or beam

level at approximately 20 feet from the enclosures may be removed, Beam radiances
working surface. Nonetheless, the workcell of a kilowatt/sq. cm or more are possible.
will be interlocking to define and limit the Mitigating factors and requirements are the
nominal hazard zone (NHZ) to the interior of following:
the work cell. Aside from providing light- Maintenance personnel are trained in the
tight closure of all acccss to the cell, hazards and in proper techniques for aligning
interlocking of access doors and panels and and testing high-power lasers.
installation of warning signs, lights, etc., the Optical alignment is performed with a low-
inside perimeter of the work cell must also be ptic l al ent iperform d wt aoprotected from fire ignition or burn-through, power visible laser. There should be no
protected fromfignition our, requirement for operation of the high powershould a malfunction occur. ALPS laser except in final check-out.
ALPS operates under the supervision of a All lar maintenance (and most robot
trained operator and a contrl computer maintenance) shall be performed in a
programmed to recognize most failure modes, dedicated maintenance b rea of the robot track.
However, we cannot assure that some This area shall be wathing striped.
unanticipated malfunction cannot occur
simultaneously with a period of operator Temporary barriers are used to limit the
inattention. Accordingly, the ALPS work cell propagation of laser beams from the
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maintenance area. These barriers are movable and Ia-supplemental demonstrated the basic
as required, and are signed per ANSI Z 136.1 viability of the process on a small matrix of
requirements. The robot operates under substrates and coatings. Phase Ib will
computer control. It has the potential to cause examine the effects of the process on a wide
injury to personnel if in the work cell while it range or substrates and coatings (Table 2).
is operating. Specific work rules are enforced Because the Navy had concerns about possible
and safety features implemented to preclude excessive temperature rise when stripping
accidents. The robot is rail mounted, so its compsites, it was decided that a small
path of travel and the reach of its arm are both number of composite panels would be stripped
limited and readily apparent to trained and tested before the majority of composite
personnel. A yellow safety stripe is painted panels were stripped. This was to be done in
on the floor enclosing the area swept by the order to deermine a maximum safe stripping
robot and its arm. Personnel standing outside rate for the composites.
that stripe will be in no danger from robot To date, all the four strip cycle aluminum,
motion. During normal operation personnel titanium, and 17t4PH stainless steel substrates
are excluded from the work cell when the have been stripped. The Phase In t
robot servo amplifiers are enabled. During supplemental temperature rise tests data has
pauses in operation, persotnel may enter the been obtained. The initial composite test
work cell provided the robot servo amplifiers panels will be stripped once the temperature
are disabled and at least two trained operators pnsw be isripped, oned te tempert
are present, The robot has a flashing red light rise data is reduced, analyzed, and a report
that is operating at all times the robot servo submitted and approved by the Navy,
amplifiers are enabled. A warning horn 4.2 Phase II
sounds for ten seconds before each time the Phase II, System Design, was started on
robot servo amplifiers are enabled. A warning November 15, 1991, culminating in a Critical
horn located on the robot sounds continuously Design Review. Phase II was started before
while the robot is moving on its rails. No Phase I was completed because the initial
warning horn is required when the robot is material stripping and analysis (Phase Ia)
moving only its arm or end effector. suggested the process validation would be
During service and maintenance there will be successful.
requirements to work on the robot with the The design phase has been divided into ten
servo amplifiers enabled. Such work requires major elements, as follows:
appropriate safety precautions including the Robot
following: Roboe•Laser
* Observance of two-person work rules • End Effector
* higher level of training than required for • Spectral Camera System

operation • Waste Management System
• shutdown of the laser if not required for * Power Distribution

the maintenance being performed. • System Safety
Unless required otherwise, service and M Control System
maintenance shall be performed only with the a Modeling/Simulaton
robot parked in the designated maintenance a Software
area of the work cell and with its wheels Major components have been chosen with
chocked to preclude motion along the rails. prototyping of pertinent subsystems scheduled
The floor area within reach of the robot arm soon thereafter.
in the maintenance area is pre-striped to 43 What's next
facilitate recognition of the hazard. Phase III, system fabrication, will commence
4. PROGRAM PROGRESS TO DATE once Phase H is satisfactorily complete. The
4.1Phase I phase is fourteen months long and will result
Phase I was split into several subphases in in an ALPS System being ready for
order to prove the feasibility of laser paint installation in each of the two depots.
stripping without unnecessary risk, Phase la

IIL MIII
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Table 2a - Phbase lb Test Matrix, List of Suabstrate Ntatertiuts

Aluminm &Ade
707'5 D6AC .187" Thick

T6C .016' Thick 17-7PH THIOSO
T6R .063" Thick ~ M itn.ai
TOB .063 * Thick Riveted rmot

2024 PIEERCLASS/EPOXY(0H4001)
T3B .016" Thick GRAPHITE/EPOXY(AS4,3501..i)
T3C .063" Thick GRAPHITE BMI V378
T8IC .032 Thick GRAPHITE(AS4 FABRIC)
T81151032" Thick ORAPHITE(1M6 TAPE)

Ik~lumiiit KEVLAR 49/EPOXY
6AL-4V .030" FIBERGLASS/EPOXY(OH3006)
6-6-2 .030"

Table lb, - Phau@ lb Test Matrix, List of Pretreatmenis and Coating Sysrtems

Bmutrtawiu ("antizw

Grind and Cadmium Plating Epoxy Primer Polyurethane Topcoat
Chromic Acid Anodize Koroflex Primer Polyurethane Topcoat
Sufutlri Acid Anodize Water Bourne Epoxy Primer Walkway
Dry Hone And Pasagel Coating
Light Scuff Sand Epoxy Primer Rain Erosion Coating

Epoxy Primer Chemical Agent
Resistant Coating Erosion Guard
(Polyurethante/Adhasive)

Table 2c - Phase lb Test Matrix, List of Teau

Tensile Testing Moisture Abiorbtion
Fatigue Testing 4--Point Flexure
T-Peel C-Scan
Surface Roughness Paint Adhesion
Salt Spray Fiberglass
Paint Adhesion OH 4001
Conductivity OH 3006
Cross-Section Graphite/Epoxy
Fractography AS4.3501-6

BM! V378
AS4 Fabric
IM6 Tape

KevIsr/Epoxy
49

Paint Adhesion Test duone per- Federal rest Standard No. 141H
Salt Spray (FOG) Test done per ASTH B 117-73
Crack Growth Tecst done per ASTM E647.86
I'atigue Testing done per ASTM E466-82
T-Pcel Testing done per ANSI/As~rM D 1876-72
Static Flexure and Short Bieam Shear'Tests done per Grumtnan Spec. No,

GM3017B
Static Flexsure and Short Beanm Shear Tests done with the blasted side In both

tension and compression
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"Aquastrip® -An innovative paint removal technology-"

DMph. Ing. J. Volkmar
Structural Engineering, Dept. IF-S

DEUTS.CHE LUFTHANSA
2000 Hamburg, Postfach 630300

Germany

SUMMARY 2. ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVE PAINT
Environmental, safety and health issues, forced REMOVAL TECHNOLOGDýS.
operators to search for an alternative paint removal
process. High pressure water jetting and now integrated 2.1 General Operational Requirements.
paint & stripper systems aem LUFMHANSA°S answer to Which are thege neral proces requirements?
this challenge, AQUASrRP complies with the
specification requirements. In order to receive approval The objective was to find a process which is In
from airframe manufacturers and authorities the process compliance with both the basic and LUFrHANSA°S
has undergone an extensive research program since specific requirement.s:
1088. An operation window was established, to enable
maximum of safety during operation on metal and
composite surfaces, Even though AQUASTRIP Is a hybrid * No phenol
process and requires technological investment, it is well * No chlorinated hydrocarbons (e)g. meihylen.
on the way to prove its innovative, ecological and chloride)economical character in first large scale applications * Environmenally sohu nd

under realistic conditions, Its potential has already been 0 N o peat ion
reflected by patents and trademarks, which wore * Dustless operation
registered in conjunction with the development of s No deterloration ofmalrcraft stracturo
AQUASRIP and the vital interest for cooperative work * Applicable on commonly used material
on the process development and other potential e Airframemanufactureriandautoritypprovalutilization Economical

1. INTRODUCTION 2,2 The Ideal Process
Why was Liuhansa thlks about alia9na&vesI ISere any ideal pro•e,•?

A new paint hangar at LUFIIIANSA'S overhaul base at An optimized process would only require a minimum of
Hamburg opened in February 1992, It has a potential energy, which would be necessary to neutralize the
capacity of 100 aircraft per year. If the hangar is fullý binding energy between the paint layers. It seems that
utilined a total surface of approximately 100000 in this can only be carefully directed by chemical, bio.
would be stripped and repainted. Based on classical chemical or even biological processes. Presumed that
chemical paint removal processes, nearly 250 tons of the basic process requirements can be met, the
stripper would be used within a year. The amount of optimized process would then consist of three steps
material to be disposed of would be even higher. (Fig.2.1). After application of an environment-friendly

agent, a dwell time of about two hours would only be
Neither ecological nor economical consequences of the needed before it is finally rinsed olT with water.
classical chemical paint removal process could be
ignored. The design and operation of the new hangar The process must be capable of stripping the topcoat
had to meet strict legal requirements of German down to a particular primer only, Just paint debris need
authorities with regard to environmental and to be disposed of, after the water is filtered, The new
occupational health regulations. In this connection the envisaged chemical agent has to be biodegradable.
technical expenditure would have been enormous.
Furthermore, continuously increasing disposal costs had In comparison to mechanical processes the technical
to be taken into account, complexity would be considerably reduced with almost

no capital investment, Existing facilities could be used.
The commitment to ban the classical chemical stripping
method from the operation in the new paint hangar The development of agents for such an optimized
required a serious investigation of alternative paint process, requires a joint effort between manufacturers
removal technologies, of paint and paint remover. In fact, today the

development of integrated pairnt & stripper systems
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needs attention. Only two years ago
the situation was completely different. Ain"e
While manufacturers were L " "'I
continuously enhancing the
performance of the paint, others werelooking for more aggressive paint .O•ieb.,Cu

strippers. Furthermore, the
development of alternative chemical
processes, was virtually smothered by * al msatil sNi *m5V 0SflulPtIl

the world wide activity seeking to . hedlgmdabl. aIW PSt ImrMorcl
find a mechanical solution. 0 Noupblinmvotkmnt

2.3 Mechanical Proceses
What about mechanical processes? ,, 0. 2.1 Ideal Process

Since the mid 80's there has been world wide activity in
searching for mechanical methods, to serve as
substitutes for the classical chemical strippers, Several 3. HIGH PRESSURE WATER TECHNOLOGY
techniques, Including plastic media, wheat starch, or
carbon dioxide blasting, have been under close 3.1 General Process Advantages
investigation at LUFUHANSA5" Engineering department, Why high pressure water?
None of them however, could offer more potential, for a
future large scale application and optimization, than the Liquid water offers an almost unlimited range of
high pressure water Jetting, applications, If pressurized and channeled through a

nozzle, the same water can be changed into an endless
Nevertheless. it has to be remarked that environmental, range of shapes, from droplets of different sizes to
friendly technologies are also meant to be optimized coherent Jets, adaptable to the particular area of
with regard to their specific energy consumption, Yet application, such as washing or cutting.
all mechanical technologies from high pressure water
jetting to laser stripping consume a relatively large Tests conducted at LUMMHANSA, showed the high
amount of witergy and dissipation is considerable. potential of a water Jei also being utilized for an
Energy costs of today's alternatives are approximately 5 innovative paint removal technology on thin aluminium
to 8 thousand marks (based on a 747 strip), depending skins. Based on these trials, the decision was made, to
on the particular technology. In general the processes design and equip the new paint hangar for high pressure
are highly complex and capital is tied up by the water application.
technical expenditure.

The outstanding features are evident enough to enhance
2.4 LUFpTHANSA Policy the development of high pressure water paint removal:
What is the Lu fhawa objective with regard to paint
removal? * natural medium

0 100% availability
= LUFrHANSA'S demands the development of . inexpensive

integrated systems of paint & stripper. Paint * easy to handle
schemes must be formulated with regard to their * no storage problems
particular stripping agent, This issue was addressed * experience in treatment/disposal of
to the aircraft manufacturers and paint suppliers, water
This demand is part of the aircraft specification o high recycling rates
issued by LUFvIANSA. • dustless

* only paint debris disposal
SA mechanical alternative is only considered as an . fast

interim solution, until new envisaged paint schemes 0 selective stripping feasible
are applied to aircraft skins. 0 commercially available high pressure

water technology
=* LUFTHANSA considers AQUASTrIP to be the best * relatively low capital investment

interim technology to remove old paint schemes for
the next decade, unless another chemical,
biochemical, or biological solution is found.
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4. THE AQUASTRIP TECHNOLOGY Erosive paint removal can be explained by either liquid/
droplet impact or cavitatdonal impact. Under parameters

4.1 Process Assessment currently employed, the erosive process is very slow.
However, on the other hand it is advantageous with

Experiments were conducted as early as 1982, and regard to substrate damage.
systematic research was started in 1987, Several nozzle
configurations were tested, angle of attack , stand off
distances and rotation speeds were varied in order to 4.4 Operational Parameter
establish a preliminary operation window. What Is the operation window?

In 1987, further experiments on aircraft components
with commercially available equipment showed that the P peramster
possibility of damaging the material was proportional to
the water pressure, which was consequently reduced to ( nw2ooo-eeoo mt
a safe level. It was also discovered that conditioning of
the paint layer with a harmless agent would ease and
accelerate thf, paint removal process, It also gave better
control of the process for selective paint layer removal.
The performance of many different softeners were
tested on a variety of paint schemes currently used on
aircraft, The influence of the paint thickness and age
has been studied. A formula for the necessary dwell 00 Mr
time was derived from these tests.

4.2 Basic Process Definition
P~WWMetal C omp~ltee

9 The AQUASTRIP technology utilizes high pressure T"e f shroeal d dick

water jets to selectively remove paint from metal or 60 dog, anglerotating system
composite aircraft structure, 50o a I rtlng 3s0stem

WINWvoU 38 I,/mIn and head
* AQUASMIP is defined as a hybrid process, It Jt VOW approx. 320 rW

optionally utilizes chemical oftening of the paint FOAm"" 2o000- RPM
No d 1 mm

layer in a first step. a 30.150 mm
T"mvmfm 50 mmi +/. 10 mm/s
WoltTm,". 18.24 di@. C (up to 00degr, 0)

4.3 Physics of Aquastrip Paint Removal ,M anrg pis oad fr disk rotat Ir ,,t•.a dt")

How does the water jet work?

Water jets are directed onto the aircraft skin at an angle 'rh basic water tool consists of two nozzles integrated
of 600 forcing themselves under the layer of point and in a rotating head, The head's rotation speed is 2000-
literally peeling it off, 6500 RPM. It is driven by an impulse from the water

Physical phenomena of the paint removal by high speed jets due to eccentric alignment of the nozzles,

water jets have not yet been thoroughly investigated. The system operates at a maximum water pressure of
Different mechanisms of paint removal were observed. 500 bar (7,250 psi), With a nozzle diameter of Imm,
When softener is applied to the top coat prior to the jet velocity is calculated to be 320 m/sec. The water
AQUAS1RIPPINO, it is most likely that hydraulic peeling outflow for one nozzle Is around 20 I10min. Drinking
becomes responsible for paint removal. The water jet outor o n nozzle Is around 20 I t/m Drikin
takes advantage of a weakened interface between wation Is I an normal se.
primer and top coat. This is also true for many paint application is in an cxperimental stage.
schemes even without having been conditioned Typical traversal speed is 50 +/- 10 mm/sec.. Stand-off

Inhomogeneities in the surface, like scratches, or distance of the nozzle from the surface is 30 to 150 mm,
changes in material properties are the initiation point depending on the tools used and the area of application.,
for paint layer removal. At 30 mm siand-off distance, a paint stripe of 100 mm

is removed.

Im M 111111111 I
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4.5 Applicability
Which paint system can be effectively removed?

AQUASTW is designed and tested to remove
polyurethane top coats currendy used by airframe
manufacturers. Removal of epoxy, acrylic or other paint
schemes is feasible, but no extensive tests have been
performed. AQuAstWU has also been successfully tested
for removal of thermal coatings on thrust reversers,

The removal of adhesive foil used for logos or, In
future, riblet foil, ('Dolnhin sidn" designed for low
friction drag and thus Iel savings) Is easy, at low
system pressures of around 200 bar.

4.6 The Softening Process
When and how are softeners used?

Extensive test series showed that softening is required Y

in approximately 60% of all stripping jobs (Fig. 4,2),
depending on the age and condition of the paint system, Fig. 4.1 Crossseotion of the water tool
The softenor dwell time has to be calculated for each
individual paint scheme, A characteristic of the
softening phase is the maximum allowed dwell time of 4.7,2 Equipment
2-4 hours. It is then rinsed off with water prior to the The basic water tool consists of a rotating head with
high pressure water jetting. two nozzles, as described previously. A fan mounted

Softeners qualified for the onto the rotating head provides suction which
oAtene procqu sif had tor e Aquastrilp & Softener substantially reduces the spray. The energy

AQUASTPRIP process had to consumtion results in a reduction of the
be compatible with respect A0s M rotation speed tb approximately 3500 RPM,
to environmental and 5W' By shrouding the whole unit a noticeable noise
health regulations. Two A0o.S•14 ,bu, reduction is achieved, This unit (Pat, 2,) is
products (Turco 1270.5 used for both the manipulator and the hand
and Brent LB2020) are held tools (Fig.4.5).currently qualified. Theyare based on Manipulators:

biodegradable contents Six basic water tools are carried by each
like Benzyi Alcohol. AQB,#Ooob manipulator, The heads are staggered to ensure

W%. stripe free paint removal. The unit is mounted
onto the telescopic platforms, The semi

Fig. 4.2 Softener application automatic control provides distance control
and contour adaption. Ultrasonic and mechanical

4.7 AQUASTRIP facilities and equipment collision avoidance sensors prevent accidental damage
WhA does the hardware look like? to the airframe. The manipulator is designed and built

4,7.1 Facilities by MBB /1/.

Two AQUASTRmp facilities are currently in operation on Manually operated tools:
the LUFFUANSA overhaul ban. For unaccessiblo areas, a single water tool is used. The

tool is manually operated but counter- balanced for ease"* The AQUASTRIP-center of handling. Different balancing systems were designed
"- The PAINT & STRIPPING HANGAR for ergonomical operation in different areas.

The AQUASTRIW-center for aircraft components was High pressure system:
opened in 1990. This facility is also equipped for hot Fresh or recycled water is prepressurized to 6 bar
water applications. The two boxes in the new paint and before o-4!ht piston pumps pressurize die water to 500
stripping hangar can accomodate a 747 and an A100 at bar (7,250 psi) maximum. The equipment supplier is
the some ti.,,. Six cothlSg mounted stagger cranes WOMA /2/.
(telescopic-platforms) are operated in each hangar box
designed to carry die AQUASTRIP manipulators,
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Waste water managment:
A special drainage system allows separation of rinsing 4.9 Process Development
water from the softening process, and the AQUASTRIP Can perormance be enhanced?
water. The water from the strip process is directly
treated in a decanter/separator and stored for re-use. Based on the experience gained up to now, several
The water can approximately be recycled three times, process optimization steps are feasible to enhance
Softener loaded water is treated in a central sewage process efficiency.
treatment plant for biological degradation,

a Higher water temperatures have proved to be more
effective. Water temperatures of 40-800 C enabled

4.8 Process Performance us to remove almost every paint system and scheme
How long does it take to strip an aireraft? without using softener.

The performance of the process is tabled in Fig. 4.5 for * Increased softener temperatures are also likely to
a single head and one manipulator for different tasks. It improve performance, resulting in reduced dwell
shows net values only. No preperation or positioning times.
times are considered,

* A re-design of the nozzle configuration is being
With a single head, a square meter of PU-top coat can initiated. It will focuse on the reduction of cycling
be practically stripped within five minutes, which is loads to obtain even more operational safety, and
equivalent to 12 m2/ (130 ft.2/h). One unit on a enhance the process performance.
manipulator (6 singlu heads) is able to remove
approximately 80 m2 of top coat within one hour (860 e Higher system pressure and reduction of water
ON, including preparation and positioning times, By volume may lead to complete redundancy of
using 4 Manipulators a 747 can therefore be easily softeners. Yet, the primary concern in this
stripped within a single 8 hour shift. development is the structural safe operation for

semi-automatic and manual operation as performed
today.

So %N M 4.10 Health & Safety aspects
Are there any potinlial health hazards?

SX. RIM". ' With regard to water as a media, there are no hazards at
Isle haad Manipulator all, Concentration of heavy metal particles in the

wf 100 mM 600 roo aerosole are very low, according to continuously
- - performed measurements. Therefore, they are of no

Tm .. 33 em 0,6 min _ concern in regard to personnel health hazards.W &W f 1 26 .7 rt, .. .. 12 0 ,7 Vt

In order to prevent accidental Injuries by direct contact
with the water jet, specal'. security devices are installed

Ato the manually operated tools.
km 11 me10. mSW0161 S23 M, 1317 "o

Aloe 1360 "mR ) wrm (far einle head)

Tm 75h 12,S h

_____ - JQ - 4 V.uo mivueo.
Wm.• ___ __m 71P

Welor 57~ SimS W

Flg. 4.5 Performance of the AGS process

6 HeNd unflourtabon for Manipulata
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5. AQUASTRIP RESEARCH PROGRAM all the new and strict requirements can be met. With the
How did LNfiwansa prove that AQS does not deteriorate the knowledge of the details and the depth of the research
structure? performed, it can be stated that no classical chemical

process would have ever passed these tests.
S.1 General
Even though high pressure water jetting has already
been used In various applications, substantial additional 5,3 Summary of Test Results
efforts had to be invested in the process development in In the following, a short summary of the investigations
order to determine an adequate set of parameters, which and test results is given:
enables us to remove paint layers from thin aluminium
aircraft skins today. The purpose was to establish a 5.3.1 Softener compatibility
process allowing non automated operation with a Only two softener products are qualified for the
maximum of operational tolerances and a minimum risk AQUAs'rw process (Turco 1270-5; Brent LB 2020),
of material deterioration. Since they do not contain any acid ingredients, they

were found to be sound with regard -3 pitting or etching
In a preliminary investigation stage the work was corrosion. They pass the sandwich corrosion test and do
focused on process efficiency, by variation of.: not induce hydrogen embrittlement. The weight loss In

the immersion corrosion tests was below the limits,
a nozzle configuration Degradation of elastomers was not detected.
a angle of attack
a pressure 5.32 Substrate damage
* rotation Theoretical work was initiated to find a correlation
* softener performance & specification between the process parameters, the materials micro

structure and the erosion mechanism,

5.2 Investigation Program Metallographic investigations (SEM, TEM) were
WVhich subjects were invesdigated? performed on ALclad 2024 T3, ALclad 2024 T3 CAA,

for different stand.off distances in traverse and
In the second stage, in 1988, a test and evaluation stationary mode for different material thicknesses,
program was defined with the assistance of the Boeing
Company and the Cranfleld Institute of Technology For the dynamic operation and the worst parameter
(UK). The objective was to prove that the range of combination, no significant damage to either cladd.d or
defined working parameters ensure that both short, and anodized layers was found even after a very high
long term integrity of the aircraft structure is number of AQUASTRIP cycles. It was further
maintained, Several independent lnstitubans were experienced that damage is likely to occur in a
involved in the research program, stationary condition within a relatively short time frame

of 5.10 seconds. It is assumed that in a first stage the
The Boeing document D6-55564 and the IATA droplet energy is partially dissipated by plastic
"Guidelines for evaluation of aircraft paint stripping deformation of the clad layer, which results in crack
materials and processes" were later derived from this initiation within the anodized layer. In an advanced
initial investigation program, stage of the stationary condition, clad removal will be

initiated, thus, the stationary mode must be avoided,
The investigation program covered central structural especially on unpainted metal surfaces,
aspects:

a s j 
All this points to

0 Softener 100. .... . the presence of an
compatibility Paint m.mov incubation time,

* Material damage (Fig. 5.1) before
* Fatigue life, / Matlwil. ilmelo erosion damage and
* Water penetration thus material loss
* Bonded structures can occur. [1]

All tebst were initially ' Residual stress
performed on metallic' introduced into 1ci
structuml l'a=ts. An material is
enormous amount of time negligible. Arc
and money was invested height deflection of
into the process assessment 10 pmun is far below
to achieve the certification FIg 8.1 Incubation time the acceptable
level of today and show that

N M M M1 I =
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limits of 150 pim for all materials tested. Even for high The tendency of stripped samples to withstand more
cycling numbers and low stand-off distances, a value of cycles seems to be evident, but has to be proven by a
10 pm was never exceeded. higher number of specimens. Whether a peening effect

from imploding bubbles during cavitation or droplet
Cadmium plating will not be removed from fasteners. impact is responsible [1], [21 has to be verified.

5.3.3 Fatigue lfe 5,314 Water penetration
In 1989 holographic and strain gauge measurements To show evidence of water intrusion in structural joints
were performed on a 727 fuselage during an AQUASTRIP and rivet holes, a representative set of lap and butt joint
trial, These measurements were compared to those of configurations were AQUASTRIPP3D and subsequently
polishing and engine run up, Frequency and fatigue inspected by neutron radiography. A detailed analysis
analysis of the vibration tests revealed that the induced of numerous pictures was performed, indicating that

fatigue life reduction is below critical levels for I00 water migration is likely to occur only into cavities
mm stand off distance. which are directly accessible for the water jet. This can

be the case for non.bonded, dry mounted or non faying
Tests were continued In 1991 and concentrated on local surface sealed joints when edge sealer is removed due
stress induction in the vicinity of the jet impact point at to AQfASIRrPPINo, and loose rivets,
30 mm stand-off distance, Relatively high strain levels
of about 1600 4-strain were measured, which were
likely to alter the fatigue life of the material. It was Effct bonded structuraefoun tht srai inreaes amos liearwit sytem Effects on bonded structural parts have been verified 3n
pressure, Strn and stress values are almost constant a series of tests with different bonding systems, For

between 30 and 50 mm and decrease with elevated both 1250C and 175°C cured systems no detrimental
stand off distances. effects could be detected by either roller bell or drum

peel test,
A parameter variation for sheet thicknesses, pressure
and nozzle diameter provided a better understanding of N-ray inspections showed that intact bonded or sealed
the effects on the structural material, surfaces are not effected and pre-defective areas were

riot found to be enlarged due to AQUASTRIP.

In order to verify the impact of the surface anomalies
and measured cycling loads on the fatigue life, a test Additionally, the bonded sections of an Airbus 310
program was defined by BOnmNO, Three batches of fuselage section used for demonstration purposes since
specimens were taken from a rebuilt fuselage section, 1989, have been continuously inspected visually and by
after they were water jetted a maximum of 20 times in Fokker Bond Test, Even after 45 stripping and
painted as well as unpainted condition. The specimens repainting cycles, there is no evidence of debonding,
were cycled on a hydraulic testing machine and the corrosion or other defects.
cycle numbers compared to the life of the saved
samples from the sarne batch. Despite differences in life
which are evident from batch to batch, due to variation 5,3.6 Seals
of material thickness, no influence of the stripping The likelihood of seals to be effected by high speed
cycles could be verified (Fig. 5,2). Therefore, fatigue is water Jets is high. If the jet is directed onto the sealer
of no concern for the set of process parameters defined, edge, it will possibly be removed.

"A"• e,,,n utv . 5,3.7 Others
M=1i Mt woo" WOther investigations with no or minor likelihood of

Cyu" structural impact have also been completed, Among
IMM is them are the paint adhesion test, and health aspects like
4 oWMM aerosol and heavy metal concentration, water recycling
30M and treatment, masking and protection, media control

M quality check and ergonomics.

1 1* o 5.3.8 Conposites
apmnen Mr •oe 2024 7••o3 Investigations for compo.,te structures are not

-8completed, yet numerous tests have been performed. At

Fig. 5,2 Results from Fatigue Tests this stage it seems that AQUASTRIP cannot generally be
applied on composite components. Many parts like
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rudders or radomes were successfully AQUASTRIPPED. 6.2 Airbus Industries
Outstanding good and fast results like on 737 rudders Since 1990 Airbus Industiies have been involved in the
were experienced without initially using softener, process qualification. The review of the test retorts has
whereas other parts would not be strippable without almost been completed. Additional research had) to be
damaging the matrix. initiated to cover special Airbus requirements. Fatigue

tests for notched specimen have to be performed
As a result of diverse tests, it was found that each according to the IATA Guidelines. The app movW is ;o
individual composite part has to be tested, prior to expected shortly.
AQUASTRIPPINO, The system pressure is limited to 300
bar maximum, 6.3 Airworthlnes Authorities

After preliminary research, the Gorman Federal
The application of softeners, qualified for AQUASTRIP Aviation Authority (LBA) was involved 1990 in
on composite parts, is of no concern according to tests defining and approving a test and verification program.
already conducted at LUFn[ANSA and by the suppliers. Approval was then given under consideration of

restrictions from the airframe manufacturers. Recotding
5.3.9 Sandwich structures and monitoring procedures were established for all
Preliminary results do not indicate any deterioration of active structural components which were
structural sandwich constructions, for both metal and AQUASTRIPPED,
composite material. The application will therefore be
postponed, until final results are available. The approval from other European authorities is

envisaged, based on the OEM approval and ATLAS
group agreements.

6. PROCESS APPROVAL
Is the process approved?

7. ECONOMICAL ASPECTS
6.1 Boeing Company What does it coslt?
Based on the afore mentioned Investigations, which
were mutually defined by Boeing and LU-1nIANSA, A valid cost comparison is very difficult to perform,
Boeing did not have any technical objection for because adequate and standardized data are not
application on components removed from the aircraft, available. On the other hand, some aspects, for instance
This was confirmed by a "No technical objection" the necessity of dustless operation in a hangar which is
statement in 1990. This enabled us to strip monolithic subsequently used for re-painting, like in LUFtHANSA'S
sheet metal structures with a stand-olf distance of caw, cannot be quantified.
l00mm.

A comparison to classical chemical stripping is
The research program was recently completed for the redundant and thus not performed, because any
operating parameters applicable in the large scale mechanical method is able to compete,
operation. The approval will be given very shortly,
initially for metallic structural parts, It was tried to compare AQUASINtP, PMB and an

Since Boeing and LUIHIIIANSA'S
policy is to eliminate the slightest Cost Analysis of Paint Removal Processes
structural risk, with regard to the
likelihood of water penetration, the D 1
application will be restricted. 0.000 1I•, ow
Structural joints which are not Exanq: 747 801p 6 DiW L w.,
raying surface sealed or structurally 3500 * "tm P& A x
hot-bonded, will be excluded or 30Wi Fw
masked prior to AQUASTRIPPINO. *-

IoTow

50W

AQS PMB ICP

Fig. 7.1 Cost analysis

I ! I I "1 iIMI I I = I
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envisaged new chemical solution on an equal basis (Fig. AQUAs'FRJP has not stagnated. Several possible
7.1 and Appendix). An amortization period of 10 years enhancements are feasible.
and an output of 100 aitcraft per year is the basis for
the calculation, Several aspects have not been taken In the last couple of years, other mechnical processes
into consideration because of their minor influence, like have also been developed to an operational stage and
the maintenance costs of the equipment. have proven their practicability, Today, having the

choice, a decision for one or the other processes is not
The most significant share of the total expenditure are easy to make, and is strongly related to individual
the media and power costs. requirements.

The data analysis shows that stripping costs are
approximately 18 DM/m2  for AQUASTRw and 25 1I.REFERENCES
DV/m2 for PMB, whereas the innovative chemical
process can do the stripping job for 15 DM/m2 . IJierature:

(1] C. Verpoort, J,E. Field; "Verfahren zum
Kaltverformen der Oberflichenzone eines Werkstlckes

8. PATENTS & TRADEMARKS und zuni Einbrlngen von Druckeigenspannungen",
During the development of the process it became Patent 88/061.
apparent that several aspects of the process were new
and the potential for utilization In other fields was [2] Rieger, H,; "Ober die Zerstdrung von Metallen
enormous, For this reason two international patents beim Aufprall schneller Wassertropfen", Z. f.
were registered in 1990, which cover the process and Metailkunde 57(1966) Heft 9, S.693
procedures as well as hardware developments
(AQUASTIP Water Tool),

Supppliers:
For marketing purposes, the trademarks "AQUASTRIP /1/ MBB Flrder. und Hebesysteme GmbH
+AQUASTRIPPING" were registered in 1990. Postfach 1840

D.2870 Delmenhorst

9. COOPERATIONS /2/ WOMA Apparatebau GmbH
A cooperation contract was already signed In the design Postfach 141820
& development stage betweeen LuMrHANSA and the D-4100 Duisburg 14
hardware manufacturers of the water tools and
manipulators for development and marketing purposes.

Patents:
Interest shown by many airlines in participating in the 1. Int. Patent PCT/EP90/01877; "Verfahren zur
development and in utilizing AQUASTRIP In their own Entfernung von Anstrichen aufOberflachen"
hangars has resulted In a cooperation contract between
KLM and LUFMHANSA, The objective is a technology 2. Patent 4039092; "Vorrichtung zur Entlackung von
transfer and mutual research & development activities lackierten Oberfllchen"
on the AQUASTRIP process.

3. Trademarks "AQUASTRIP +AQUASTRIPPING"

10. CONCLUSIONS Reg. No. 1169498 u. 499

AQUASTRIP is a viable solution to environmental, safety
and health issues. It will be utilized for the next 5-10
years until new integrated paint systems are hopefully
applied to most aircraft,

The extensive research program for the final process
parameters and large scale operation, was recently
completed. Airframe manufacturers and subsequently
the authorities approval will follow shortly. AQUASTRIP
has proved to be a structure-friendly and safe
technology, A technology whose potential impact on
airframe structures has been thoroughly Investigated,
more than ever done for classical chemical processes,
will go Into operation. Yet the development of
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Appendix

Cost Analysis of Paint Removal Processes
PMV~cd gets
747 Stro OpIralno Uni'M"

250 kg Paint
IOO m2 Surace AOI PMD ICP

Aquestrp P118Ma110 nbi hirea. Chain.
Dfasult dm.,nslo~nu

1, Working Media V water P2a"c parodas Agent
Media Costs (DOWm3) i;,0 5,30M/g '2,0 CM/kg
Amount (m3/h) 13,7 2.000,0 kgth 1,0 kg/m2
Reocyling rate 3,0 8,0 1,0
Performanoe (mni) 108,0 90,0
Time (hours) 13,9 16,7 4,0
Costs DM 317 M22.03 118.000

2. Other Media Softener Ar Water
Meia Costs (DM/m3) 8 8,0 Dn/kg 0,05 5,o
Amount (m"fh) 1,0 kg/m2 50,0 50,0 m3
Reovyino rate 1.0 1,0 110
Costs 0M { 12,000 42 258

Id a~sts oM 12.317 125 1,258

3, Dispomal & Reayallna
1. wogt Mad..e..

DCsp. Costs (DM/m3) 25,0
Recyo. Costs (CM/i3) 6,5
Amount (m3) 63,4 6,6 0
, ev•, ilna rate 30 810
Costs DM 412 164

2. Other Media
Pao"c Costs (CM/in) 615 6,5
Amount (m3) 51,5 0 51,5
Recycling rate 1,0 1,0
Paint debris dis. (DM) 625,0 625.0 625.0
Costs DM .60 625 960
DIR Costs OM 1,72 789 960

4. Investment & Operational costs r 100 (AX per Yr.) Capacity Write otl : 10,0 years
Fix.

I Wo T70o Manipulator Manl ulalor Auto spray
iosts/unit - (D)I 11.30010w .000 200600

2. Conveyer syntom Pump Compressor Pump
Costs/ unit -..... (DM) 750.000 50.000 60.000

3, Cleaning systems Decanter Filter Decanter
Costs/unit (DM) 200.000 600.000 100.000

4, Other !eipment Hoses Hoses
Co0ts/ unit (D.) MEN000 10.000 0
Tot, Invlt.' DM 2.310.000 [.8O.0O 5O16.00
fvet. Der A/C (DM) 2.310 3.660 360

Variables
I1, Power ,_'i'

Spoc. Costs (DMlkWh) 0,20 0,20 0,20
Powfflr Lnput I ....(WM 1500 2000 50.,00
00.,costs (DM) 1 4,167 0.667 40

2. Labour Costs 60 CM/h
Makn proc. (hours) 14 17 60
Lab. Costs (DM) $33 1.000 3,600
O wm' (hoeur) 60 0 0
Lab. Costs M) 3,600 0 0
U.•, ©=I DM) 4.433 1.000 3.60.

3. Wtol r,,turnI
SInai iO L) -- 7OO% [ 1.645 .702 202

Strip Costs 747 OM 261214 37.142 23.469
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PAINT REMOVAL AND SURFACE CLEANING USING ICE PARTICLES

T. Foster
Defence Research Establishment Pacific

FMO Victoria
Victoria, BC, Canada V05 IB0

S, Visaisouk
Ice Blast International Corp.

627 John St.
Victoria, BC, Canada VST ITS

that ice blasting could be used to remove a variety of dif•erent
coatings from metal surfaces.

Research into the possibility of using ice partcles as a blast
medium was first initiated at Defence Pesurch Establishment In 1984 DREP contracted with RETECH to Investigate
Pacific (DREP) in an effort to develop a more developing the concept of ice blasting. During a series of
environmentally acceptable paint removal method, A paint contracts with RETECH the effects of nozzle deaign, Ice
removal process was also required that could be used in areas particle size, ice particle t-.e distribution and lea particle
where normal Orit blasting could not be used due to the temperature on the rate of coating removal were studied and
possibility of the residual blasting grit contaminating the ice blasting process refined.$ In 1988, using Defence
machinery and other equipment, As a result of this research Industrial Research (DIR) fNnding, a commercial Ice blasting
a commercial ice blasting system was developed by RETECH, system was developed by RETECH. Refinements since then
This system Is now being used to remove paint from substrates have led to the current commercial ice blasting system.
that cannot be easily blasted by conventional techniques and
also to clean solled or contaminated surfaces, 1.2 Advantages of Ice Blastine

The problems involved in the development of an ice blast
system, and Its components and their functions are described, Ice blasting was conceived ast' a dust-free coating removal
Due to the complexity of paint removal using ice blasting, technique for confined spaces (tanks or void spaces) or areas
parameters such as air pressure, Ice particle size and ice where conventional blasting could not bn used due either to
particle flow rate were studied and adjusted to suit the nature safety considerations or the possibility of damage to equipment
of the particular coating and substrate of interest, by the ingress of blast media (eg. bilge areas of ships). More

recently ice blasting has developed into A coating removal and
cleaning technique for substrates that could be damaged byThe mechanism of paint remove by ice particles has also been conventional paint, removal techniques such as paint strippers

investigated. A theoretical model has been developed to andignat baing.

explain the different paint removal mechanisms much as

erosion by abrasion and erosion by fracture as they relate to
ice blasting. The advantages of using crystalline Ice is a blasting media as

compared to other abrasive media such as grit, alundum or

Finally, the use of iee blasting to removal paint from a variety platic are as follows:

of substrates is presented as well as examples of surface 1) ice Is not abrasive and masking of most delate surfaes
cleaning and surface decontamination, is not necessary,

1. INTODUCTION 2) no dust is produced by lce breakdown thereby reducing
the environmental impact of coating removal,

1.1 History of Ice Blastine 3) ice melts to water which can be readily separated trom the
coating debris thus slmpilftyng disposal,

Ice blasting as a process for paint removal was fint studied at 4) ice is easily made on site from water and electricity,
DREP in the late sixties and early seventies, Initial reducing dependence on media suppliers, and
experiments showed that ice particles could be accelerated by
high pressure air and could be effective in removing paint 5) ice particles do not damage machinery or other equipment
from coated surfaces, A more systematic study of the effects if contamination occurs.
of ion particle size, ice temperature, rate of masa flow,
standoff elstance and air pressure by GW, Vickers"' showed
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Jj__Mchanis.m of Coati oval Ufsing N- Blasting force (mechanical bonds, hydrogen bonds, or van der Wauls
forces) which Is much lower than the cohesive force
(covalent bonds, ionic bonds or cross-linking) existing in theConventional blast media much as sand, grit or hundum rely coating material or the substrate. Similarly creating new

oncracks in the coating or substrate requires mo energy than
coating from the substrate. Ice is a non-abrasive blast media extending the acks Along the plane between the coating and
which fractures the coating rather than abrades, the substrate,

How a coating is removed from a substrate depends upon the Evidence of the fracture mechanism came from micoscopic
nature of the particles used (hard or soft, blunt or angular) examination of an ice hlasted surface and the observation tht
and the nature of the coating (brittle or ductile, thick or duraing ice blasting, coatinga were removed in large pieces.

thin), the size of the nozzle diameter, or larger, rather than by
methodical abrasion of the coating, Microscopic examination

Blunt particles have an elastic impact at low velocities, and of a coated surface after ice Impact, but before complete
an elastic-plastic Impact as the velocity increases. Angular coating removal, showed that the coating was covemd with
particles have an elastlo-plastio impact. With hard or small cracks and in some small areas no coating remained
abrasive particles the elastic-plastic damage occurs primarily (Figure 4), These observations led to the theory that ice
on the coating, while with soft or non-abrasive particles it particles remove coatings by way of a fracture mechanism
ocours primarily on the particles - they disintegrate. rather than by abrasi'n, The theoretical considerations of Ice

hlast phenomenon have been dcscribed in two previous

Coatings can be brittle or elastic. When subject to particle roports,4'5

blasting, coatings generally bchave as brittle materials. The
erosion of coatings by soft or non-abrasive particles occurs 1.4 Mechanism o~fcgL tjinj,:j.p.gj£!
through fracture or through plastic deformation or through
abrasion when the velocity of the impact is too low to cause
fracture, The erosion of coatings by hard and abrasive As ice is non-abrasive, it is Ideally suited for cleaning
particles normally is the result of plastic deformation. Some applications where surfaze 'ontaminants are to be removed
newer coatings are chip resistant and thus quite elastic and from substrates, particularly delicate and fragile ones,
difficult to remove by any method.

Although ice particles are non-abrasive, they provide
In abrasion, a particle Impinges on the coating at %n oblique physical agitation on impact,. This mechanical rubbing action
angle. On Impact, it creates a crater and a lip or rim of Is sufficient to remove most non-bonded foreign matter, On
displaced material as shown in Figure 1, Further Impacts melting the water serves to flush the surface free of debris,
remove the lip material and/or create large craters, As
abrasion relies on brute force, it Is non-discriminating and Ice particles have also been found to be superior in removiug
either some of the coating remains or some of the underlying surface contaminanta from surface cracks and v',ids. This is
substrate is rcitioved or damaged (Figure 1). likely atiibutable to the forcc developed hy the physical

deformation of the ice particles in impact,
Substrate crosion is not necessarily a negative effect. I',r
example, its provides the surface profikh necessary for good
paint adhesion, especially for high build coatings an steel. 2. ICE BLASTING APPARATUS
Substrate erosion also removes chemically bound corrosion
products prior to re-coating. However, in some other A schematic of the ice blasting i~uipment, consisting of an
situations, substrate erosinn or damage can lead to serious air conditioning module, ice making module and an ice
problems of structural integrity. conditioning module is shown in Figure 5.

The fracture theory of coating removal is shown pictorially Air from a compressor fitted with an aflercoolor is diverted
in Figures 2 and 3. On impact at nonral velocities ice to two strenmrs: about 15% of the air Is dried and cooled
particles transfer energy to the coating producing conical down to -20 'C and the remaining is utilized unimproved, A
cracks, At higher velocities, radial and lateral cracks tre single ice maker supplies ice at 90-115 kg/h; if more ice is
also formed, Loss of coating material from the volumec required then several ice makers can be utilized, The ice is
element defined by the intersection of the various cracks sized according to application, The size distribution is
produces "sombrero" structures (Figure 2). Further ice particularly dependent on the coating/substrate combination
particle impacts tend to further the extension of the fracture to be stripuldr A prenidon metering fluidizer controls tie
lines along the coating/substrate interface (Figure 3) Instead oce ptile o re einsteteous and contioutof creating more "sombreros". This Is because crack ice particle flow rate. Ile instantaneous and continuous
profpcation morthisplane s requiros. T ois g i thce rake production, sizing, metering and fluidiziug of th, ice
propagation in this rlane requires overcoming the adhesive particles are constantly monitored and optimized by- the ice

M - I
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management system to prevent ice packing, clogging and after Ice blasting, The only protective gear required for the
interriptod flow, The fluidized ice Is delivered through an protection of the operator were ear protectors, goggles and
insulated transport home to the blaot nozzle which can be up water proof clothink,
to SO m away, High pressure air is injected at the nozzle at
pressures up to 200 psi, 3.3 Cleaning Of An Aircraft Polyurethane Tocoat

Accelerating the ice particles at the nozzle reduce, the
volume of high quality air, (refrigerated and dried) required The Aircraft epoxy/polyurethane coating system was also
for Ice blasting. This reduces the overall energy required for applied to an aluminum panel. The coating system was
ice blasting drastically. The high pressure air and the ice cured for one week st 20 'C and for one week at 65 OC.
particles are only in contact for a short period of time and The coating was then soiled with a mixture of hydraulic fluid
little Woe particle degradation has been observed, A picture and carbon black which wua cured in an oven at 75 *C for
of an operating Ice blasting system is shown in Figure 6. one hour. The excess soil was removed with a rag leaving a

stained surface (Figure 9). The stains were easily removed
.V LE O COATINGS RE~fr1 _ [.rL using low pressure blasting with no visual danmag to the

L. GXAMPLES OF coating surface (Figure 10).

3.4 Removal of Togcoat Only in a Multi-sg.gtSystem
The ice blasting equipment was operated in two modes, low
pressure and high pressure, The blast parameters used in the Ire blasting can be controlled so that only the top coating in
following examples are shown in Table 1. a multi-coat system is be removed,

,11 Coating Removal.From litihkteE xv&m•q h casesone oae= the polyurethane topcoat in an aircraft coating

system can be removed from the epoxy primer, The nature

A graphite epoxy panel was ooated with the standard of the substrate and the type of polyurethane and epoxy

(ranadian Air Forco coating system, 25 pm of a strontium coatings affects not only the rate of costing removal but also
epoxy primer and 50 /pm of a polyurethane topcoat, The whether only one or both coatings are removed,

coating was allowed to cure at 20 'C for one week, This
coating was readily removed from the substrnte at both high A marine alkyd topcoat was., readily removed from a steel
and low pressures with no visual damage to the substrate primed with an inorganu zinc primer and a vinyl tiecoat,
(Figure 7). Coating removal rates of between 225 cm21min There was no damage to the underlying coatings. At higher
and 450 cm2/min were recorded. A scanning electron pressures all three coatings were removed but at a much
microscope (SEM) examination of the substrate after blasting reduced cleaning rate as compared to removal of the alkyd
also revealed that there were no broken or exposed graphite topcoat only.
fibres and the top layer of resin was still intact, The sharp
edges of the paint are indicative of a brittle fracture in the An acrylic coating (aerosol can) was applied to a fMgy cured
paiiL. high gloss polyurethane vehc:le coating, The acrylic coating

was successfully removed using ice blasting and no damage

3 C2 goatinz Removal From Melamine to the ptflyurethane coating was observed, This type of panit
removal Is similar to that required for removal of graffiti
from vehicles or decals or other markings from arcraft,

A formica melamine panel which is used as a joiner bulkhead A cuprous oxide anti-fouig vinyl coating wa slowly
in the interior of CP ships was coated with 50 pm of a r prou antifuing vinyl coaing was sol
narine alkyd coating, The alkyd coating was easily removed remroeved from an aluminum vinyl anti-corrosive primer, Theby ce blstng un er ot hgh an l w pesur basin slow rate of removal resulted from ¶he coating being

by ice blasting under both high and low pressure blasting removed by abrasion rather than by fracture, The selective
conditions, A 15 cm square of the coating was removed in 4 removal of coating containing toxic or hazardous materials
minutes at low pressure and in 1.5 minutes at high pressure, such as anti-fouling coatings or primers containing chromates
There was no visual evidcnce of any damage to the formica
melamine substrate (Figure 81, It was not possible to blast can be accomplished b;, ice blasting.
the formica melemine surface with conventional blast media
such as sand or grit because thesu grits are too hard and will The processing of the blast residue from ice blasting (ic,
severely damage the formica melamine surface, water and paint particles) is much easier than processing the

blast residue after conventional blasting with media such as

Due to tht non-abrasiveness of th.. ice particles in the ice sand, grit, or alund.m, There is also a reduced volume of

blasting operation the panel was blasted within 1.2 m of residue with ice blasting, and the nature of the residue (water
several parked cars. Them was no dar"age to the vehicles and paint particles •. grit and paint particles) makes

and only a slight mist of water was evident on the vehi'les separation of the paint particles much easier.
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J.5 Ice BlJlang Problem AmeLs also been used in commercial nuclear power facilities for
decontamination purposes, including decontamination of

Ther "ere two areas investigated in which coating removal reactor head areas. Water spray from melting ice serves to
yice blasting was difficult and incomplet encapsulate airborne particles to prevent cross contamination

by edduring decontamination. About 40 litres per hour of Ice

blasting residue and water containing radioactive is! topes
An aluminum panel was grit histed to a 50-75 cm profile were produced which could be readily processeM .. the
prior to the application of tbh^ coating system. The blasted existing plant facility,
panel was then coated with wash primer, (8 Mum), t zinc
chromate alkyd primer (25 grm) and a marine alkyd topcoat Conventional media blasting of areas requiring radioactive
(50 pm), 1he topcoat wa easily removed frot the primer dcontamination generatec additional solid waste requiring
and broke away in a brittle fashion but the primer was disposal. High pressure water blast cleaning gonerates too
difficult to remove from the substrate due to the rough much water rquiring processing prior to discharge. Ice
profile created during grit blasting. ne primer remained in bluting is superior to high pressure water cleaning due to the
the valleys of the blast profile after lee blasting, mechanical scrubbing ability of the ice particles6,

Simnilarly a steel panel, that had been blast cleaned to SSPC 4.4 Clc~ning of Food Proessing Eguipmen
SP 6, Commercial Blast Clean, was coated with two coats of
a high build epoxy (325 jam). This coating was exceedingly
difficult to remove with ice blasting because the removal Commercial food processing equipment containing grease,
rie~hanism was abrasion rather thin brittle fracture, baked on grease or oil, burned sugar or food eto., has been
Complete eoatlr4S removal was not possible as some coating effectively cleaned by ice blasting, Microbial teats of Ice
remained in the anchor pattem Kiler ice blasting. blasted surfaces have confirmed essential sterilization,

4. EXAMPLES OF CLEANING APPLICATIONS OE 4.5 Other Uses of Ice Blastina

4.1 Cleanlng of Entel Comoonints Vehicles used to clean up toxic materials or chemical spills
may become contaminated with the toxic material during the
cleanup process, Ice blasting has been used to decontaminate

Compressor blades, 7th stage, and turbine blades, 1st stage, a vehicle prior to removal of-the toxic material from the spill
from a JT9D engine from a commercial airliner were cleaned site. The vehicle was ice blasted while on top of a plastic
using ice blasting. All of the corrosion products and sheet. The plastic sheet was used to contain and collect the
combustion products (Figure I1) were readily removed by Ice blast residue. The collected residue of water and toxio
ice blasting, thus increasing the efficiency of the engine. chemical was then removed to a disposal site,
There was no damage to the underlying coating during the
ice blasting process.

J.2 Cleaning of Molds 5. CONCLUSIONS

Molds and equipment used in the inanufaeture of automotive lee blasting has been shown to have several advantages over
parts, air'raft composite components and automobile tires conventional blasting processes. The amount of blast media
can be difficult to clean. The removal ef any residual resin used is small (-~ 100 lcgfh or 100 litres of water), and clean
or rubber is critical to the optimum use of the mold or up and media contamination are either greatly reduced or
equipment, and in quality control in the production of items, eliminated, There is no need to store large volumes of
Ice blasting has been proven effective in cleaning molds in contaminated media when removing toxic materials or
tire manufacturing without damage to the mold. The ice hazardous coatings. The water can usually be separated from
blasting procesi can be easily iitegnted into existing the coating quite readily and the water remaining can be
manufacturing lines because of its simple operating further processed if required by reverse osmosis to reduce
requirements in terms of debris containment and waste the volume of hazardous waste.
disposal

Ice is much softer and less abrasive than conventional media,
.1.3 Radioaetivc D•contamitstion and ice blasting can be used to remove paint from surfaces

that would not tolerate conventional blasting media and

processes. lee blasting can Also be used with little risk of
Ice Blasting has been the mubject of an extensive test by a damage or contamination of adjacent structures or equipment,
major laboratory for radioactive decontsmination.' It has due to the non-abrasiveness of the ice particles, For this

L M " ' ' II ' I
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AMC reason minimal safety equipment is required for 2. Foster, T., and G.W. Viokers, 'Use of Ice Particle
personnel, Entrained Air Jets for Cleaning Purposes", 7th internaval

Corrosion Workshop, Canberra, Australia, April 1984.

Ice bleating has been developed as a commercial process and

has boen used suocessfully to remove graffit from 3. Poster T., S. Vasouk and R. Rowe, "Alternate Blasting
polyurethane coating systems, to remove aircralt coatings Materials: Plastic Grit and Iee Partioles", 8th Intemaval
from graphite epoxy composite stuctures and to clean soiled Corrosion Conference, Plymouth, U.K., April 1988.
aircraft coating, Ice blating has also been successfuly used
to clean corrosion and combustion products from gas turbine 4, Visisouk S,, and S. Levine, "Theoretical Considerations
blades without danaging the underlying ceramic or of Impact Damage by Ice Blast: An Overview%, DREP
metaillized coating, More recently ice bleating has been used
to clean tire and composite molds used in manufacturing, and Contractors Report Serie CR 19-31, Deember 188.
has been used to clean food processing equipment.

S. Visaisouk S,, and S. Levine, "Theorntical Considerations
of ce BSlat Phenomenon with Experimental Correlation",
Contractor Report Sorie CR 91-30, November 1991,

1, Vickers, G.W, and 0. Caloecki, "Development of Ice 6, Benson, C,E,, RO. Grubb, RC, Heuer, B.D. Patton and
Particle Entrained Air Jets For Cleaning Purposes", DREP OL. Wyatt, "Crystalline Ice Blast Decontamination
Contractorn Report Series CR 83-30, April 1981, Technology Demonstration", presented at the Nuclear and

Hazardous Waste Management International Topical
Meeting", Boise Idaho, August 23-27, 1992,

TABLE I -- BLASTING PARAMETERS

Blest Parameters Low Pressure High Pressure
le Blaster lee Blaster

Input Air Pressure 80 pil 185 psi
Blest Air Pressure 80 pal 185 psi
Blest Air Temperature 25 OC 285 oC OOAT
Blast Air Volume 145 CFM 180 CFM
Ice Particle Size 3/16" - 1/4" 5/32"
Ice Particle Feed Rate 150 LB/HR 150 LB/HR SUBlT•TIf
Standoff Distance 10-15 cm 7.12 cm
Anglo of Blasting 75-900 -900 INAL BLAST

UNOI IBJLAT

sU0rAT0U

OVER~ BLAST

Figure - Coating Removal By Abrasion.

.......................................................... ' i' i
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Figure 2 - Crack Formation and Erouion by Fracture. Flgure .3 Crack Propagation and Coating Lifting.
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Figure 4 -Surface Cracks Due to Itse Particle Impact. Figure 5. Sohmernsia of Joe Blasting Equipment.
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Figure 6 -- Ice BlestIng Equipment



Figure 7 -- Aircraft Coating System Removed From
Graphite Epoxy Composite Surface.

Figure 8 -- Alkyd Coating Removal From Melamine Panel.
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Figure 9 -- Soiled Aircraft Coating System Before Ice Blasting.

Figure 10 -Soiled Aircraft Coating System After Ice Blasting.
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Figure 11 -. Engine Oomponents Before and After Cleaning With Ice Blasting.



Paint Removal Using Wheat Starch Blast Media

Dr. Terry Foster
Defence Research Establishment Pacific
FMO Victoria, BC, VOS '110, Canada

John Oestreich
ADM/Ogilvie
P.O. Box 6089

Montreal, PQ, H3C 3HI, Canada

SUMMAR& Although dry stripping has proven its merits in a
production environment, many commercial

A review of the Wheat Starch Blasting operations have backed away from the plastic
technology is presented. Laboratory evaluations media blasting process because of its aggaessive
covering Almen Arc testing on bare 2024-T3 nature on aluminum, Wheat starch media
aluminum and magnesium, as well as crack overcomes this negative by delivering a more
detection on 7075.T6 bare aluminum, are acceptable surface finish, most noticeably on clad
discussed. Comparisons with Type V plastic aluminum alloys,
media show lower residual stresses are achieved
on aluminum and magnesium with wheat starch Wheat starch media is best known for its gentle
media. Dry blasting effects on the detection or nature on delicate substrates; the finish left on
cracks confirms better crack visibility with wheat aircraft materials surpasses other dry stripping
starch media versus Type V or Type II plastic processes, Starch blasting leaves a smooth finish
media. Testing of wheat starch media in several on aluminum, bare or clad, and can strip 2024.
composite test programs, including fiberglass, T3 aluminum skins as thin as 0,016" (0,41 mm)
Keplar, and graphite-epoxy composites, showed without deformation. For example, flight
no fiber damage, Process developments and controls with unsupported bare aluminum
production experience at the first U,S, aircra ft 0,01611(0.41 mm) and 0020"1(0,5 1 mm) thick, are
stripin facilty ate also reviewed, Corporate stripped at 25 si nozzle' pressure without any
and regJonai aircraft are being stripped in this deformation 0 the metal surface. Investions
three nozzle dry blast hanger, have also proven that the finish on 2024-T3 clad

aluminum is smooth enough to allow the
INTR i DqIyTION aluminum to be pol ished to a mirror finish afterdry stripping.

Introduced to the aerospace industry in early

1990, Starch Media Blasting is emerging as one of Wheat starch media also has the proven ability
the best paint removal technologies available to to strip composite materials, including graphite,
replace chemical strippers. Manufactured by fiberglass, and aramid (Keviar) sy,5tems, Many
ADM/Ogilvie under the trade name Envirostrip, composite stripping applications, both
this innovative and environmentally-friendly commercial andnilitar, are underway,
product is used to strip a wide variety of Coatings are stripped from composite structures
aerospace coatings from airframe and aircraft with less risk of substrate damage than anr other
components, Hailed as the dry stripping media alternative being developed today, Several
of the future because of its gentle nature on companies, including large defense contractors
aluminum alloys and composites, wheat starch and commercial airlines, are finding that wheat
media has won acclaim in test programs starch media can remove coatings efficiently, and
performed by Boeing Commercial Airplane Co,, save enormous time over current techniques such
Beech Aircraft Corp., Northrop Corp., and as hand sanding.military forces. Commercial and military testing has shown that
Starch Blast Media, as the name implies, is wheat starch media removes a wide variety of
engineered from wheat starch. The media is non. coatings, from common polyurethane/epoxy
toxic, biodegradable, and made from a renewable paint systems to more sophisticated systems such
resource. A patented multi-step process takes as rain erosion resistant coatings found on
pure wheat starch, a very fine powder, and radomes, and radar absorbing materials used on
transforms it into crystalline-like abrasive stealth aircraft. Coating removal applications
particles that look very similar to plastic abrasive also include removal ofbonding adhesive flash
media, Wheat starch media is used in the same from metal-to-metal bonded parts (while leaving
conventional dry stripping systems designed for the metal bond primer intact) removal of vinyl
plastic media, coatings (Tedlar) from aircrat interior panels,
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Figure 1, Saturation Response ot' Wheat Starch Media for 2024.T3 0,032" Aluminum.
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Figure 2. Saturetion Response or Wheat Starch Media for 202443 0,032" Aluminum,

and removal of sealants front components or fuel by Battelle' In 1991. This study tested the
cells. Some recent applications Involve paint response of 2024,T3 bare aluminum alloy using
removal from cadmium plated parts where the 0,02-inch-thick (0.81 mm) Almen strip
cadmium must be left in place, The list of specimens 0,75 x 3,00 Inches (19.0 x 76,2 mm) in
different applications will continue to grow. dimension, An Empire blast cabinet was used

with a 3/8-Inch-diameter (9,5 mm) nozzle.
Saturation curves with virgin 12/30 size media

Alhnen Are Data rot Bare Aluminum were developed at 35, 45, and 60 psi nozzle
pressure. Figures I and 2 present the saturation

The first Investigation of residual stresses curves plotted with arc height as a function of'
imparted by wheat .,tarch viedia wus performed blast dwell time, These pressures were at the
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Table 1. Painted Almen Strip Arc Heights on 2024-T3 Aluminum for Wheat Starch Media.

Blast Process Parameters Angle Mean Arc Height

(pressure, media fow. stand-off) (degrees) (mils)

50 psi. 660 lb/min MFR, 12" distance 70 0,64/0.38 (recycled media)

60 nsi, 480 lb/min MFR, 6" distance 40 1,25/1.94 (recycle•d media)

60 psi, 480 lb/min MFR, 6" distance 90 2,36/1.66 (recycled medi).
60 nsi, 480 lb/mn MFR, 6" distance 90 3.30/3,91 (new mediaa)

extreme since most coating removal applications accurate control of media flow rates, Blast
with starch media are conducted at pressures less parameters were held constant by using a fixed
than 35 psi, Ten data points, as measured by arc nozzle and moving the Almen specimens under
height, were generated at preselected time the blast stream,
intervals, Several sets of blast parameters
(varying angle and distance) were investigated, Wheat starch media (12/30 mesh), recycled
Figure 2 shows that even at very extreme several times, was tested and compared to Type
conditions, arc height values did not exceed 0.002 V Acrylic plastic media (30/40 mesh).
inch.

Standard 2024.T3 bare aluminum Almen strips
Almen Arc Data for Painted Aluminum 0,032-inch thick, 0,75 x 3.00 inches in dihension

were used, Figures 3 and 4 present logarithmic
Painted Almen strips were also tested in the 1991 plots of the saturation response of aluminum to
Battelle study, All Almen test specimens (2024. both wheat starch media and Type V plastic
T3 bare aluminum) painted for starch media media, Process conditions of 30 psi pressure, 12-
blasting were prepared and painted to U.S, Air inch standoff, 480 lb/hour media flow, and
Force standards. Almen strip data were varying angles were tested.
developed after four blast cycles: one actual strip
cycle followed by three simulated strip cycles Both media types approached saturation level,
were performed, Simulated strip cycles reiterate where arc height increases are minimal, after 2
the first strip cycle at similar process parameters Minutes of blasting, Thb arc heights recorded
and dwell times, Almen strips were not repainted with wheat starch were lower than Type V media
between the initial and subsequent strip cycles, under identical conditions, Most noticeable is

the difference in the rate of change in arc height,
In this test, recycled wheat starch media (four With wheat starch media, the increase in arc
times) was evaluated alongside new media. height as a function of dwell time is more
Almen strip data are presented in Table I as the gradual. Type V arc height values increase
mean of five Almen specimens per set of process quickly within the first 30 seconds of blasting.
parameters, The greatest Almene arc height Note that a dwell time of I second ;orresponds
values were observed at parameters that are very to an approximate strip rate of 1 ft /minute,
aggressive (e.g. 60 psi), well beyond typical Correspondingly, the residual stresses measured
process conditions (e.g. 25.30 psi), This data here within the first 10-15 seconds would
showed that blasting with new starch media generally exceed dry strip process effects
generally produced larger arc height values than encountered over the life of an aircraft,recycled starch media. To minimize the residual stress when stripping
The arc height data presented in the Battelle aluminum alloy, preferred parameters with
study (bare and painted Almen specimens) were wheat starch for a 3/8-Inch nozzle are pressures
very comparable to data observeq with Type I of 25-30 psi, a stand-off distance of 8-12 inches, a
plastic abrasives (polyester resin) , media flow of 480 lb/hr, and an impingement

angle of 45'-70'. These parameters provide the
Alinen Arc Data Comparison with Type V optimum wheat starch media strip rates for

coating removal from aluminum alloys. The
A recent study conducted by the Defence DREP study also generated Almen arc data for
Research Establishment Pacific (DREP) of the magnesium alloy, comparing the effects of wheat
Canadian Forces developed Almen arc height starch and Type V medias, Bare magnesium
data on 2024-T3 bare aluminum Lnd naotnesium Almen specimens measuring 0,75 x 3,00 Inches
for wheat starch media and Type V plastic media. with a thickness of 0,042-inch (1.07 mm) were
This testing was conducted with a Pauli & Griffin used. Even with thicker specimens, substantially
PRAM 31 blast cabinet using a 3/8" nozzle, An higher arc height values were recorded for
automated screw-feed valve was used to give magnesium -"ersus the aluminum alloy. Figures
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Figure 3. Saturation Response of Wheat Starch and Type V 2024-T3 0,032" Aluminum.
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Figure 4. Saturation Response of Wheat Starch and Type V 2024-T3 0.032" Aluminum.

5 and 6 compare the effects ol wheat starch and lower stress levels to aluminum and magnesium,
Type V medias. With Type V media, arc height
values greater than 0.015-inch were recorded Beech Aircraft Corp, In Wichita, Kansas has
within the first ten seconds of blasting, Although experience with stripping thin magnesium skins
arc heights for Type V media inproved at a 45 using wheat starch'. Improperly prepared 0.025"
angle, the warpage in the magnesium specimens magnesium skins must sometimes be stripped of
was excessive, This data suggests that Type V MIL-P-23377 primer. Wheat starch media
plastic media is too aggressive for the softer removes this primer without warping the
magnesium alloy, magnesium, leaving the Dow coating treatment

intact. The porous magnesium can retain some
Residiial stresses, as measured by Almen arc starch in the pores, which interferes with Dow #7
testing, show that wheat starch media imparts reprocessing. Abrading with Scotchbrite
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Figure 5, Saturation Response of Wheat Starch and Type V Media for 0,042" Magnesium.
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Figure 6. Saturation Response of Wheat Starch and Type V Media for 0.04211 Magneslum.

removes the starch residue. Beech concluded that medias on the detection of fatigue cracks on
using Scotchbrite was economical for field 7075-T6 aluminum, both bare and clad alloys,
maintenance of a magnesium -ontrol surface, The efIects of wheat starch media were compared
even when Dow #19 treatment is required. to Type V and Type II on 7075-T6 bare
However, it Is not economical for unformed raw aluminum only.
magnesium material. The cracks were prepared on a 12 x 24-Inch panel
Crack Detection after Dry Blasting 0.25 inches thick. The cracks were placed

in the plate by fatigue using an MTS machine.
DREF studied the effects of different dry blast Stress points were applied at 30,000 to 250,000
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cycles at 21 equally spaced locations on each The following method was used in crack
plate. A variety ofcrack lengths were produced detection. Cleaer 9PR551 was applied prior to
over the entire surface, ranging from 0,07 to 1.1 treatment with fluorescent penetrant 985-P2E
inch. The plates were blasted at a 30 psi pressure and Zyglo developer ZP.9 Formula B, After
using angles of 45' and 90*, media flow of 660 each blast cyckl and LPI treatment, the plates
lb/hour, and a standoff distance of 10.12 inches. were immediately cleaned with water and alcohol
Comparative data for all three media types was to remove penetrant and developer, then vapour
only developed at the 900 angle, The plates were degreased with trichloroethane, Cracks were
blasted over the entire surfacq for two minutes, measured with a calliper under UV light to a
giving the equivalent of a 1 ft /minute cleaning precision oft±0,01 inch.
rate.
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Figure 7. Comparison of Percentage of Cracks Detected on 7075-T6 Bare Alumninum,
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Figure 8. Comparison of Percentage of Unchanged Cracks on '7075-T6 Bare Aluminum.
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Figure 7 co pares the percentage of cracks recorded at different clad-aluminum thicknesses,
detected on 7075-T6 bare aluminum after Aluminum cladding represents 5% of the front
different blast times with each of the three media and back (10% of total skin thickness) of an
types, The results with wheat starch media aiclad skin up to 0.063" thick, Beyond the 0,063"
showed that virtually all cracks remained thickness, clad aluminum is only 2,5% (5% of
detectable after each blast cycle, Of the 60 cracks total skin thickness). Reviewing the data in
blasted on bare aluminum, only two were not Table 2, we see that roughness increases with
detected after the first blast cycle, These were additional surface clad up to 0.040", On the
small cracks measuring 0,10" and 0,198" which 0,080" clad panel, surface roughness is limited by
branched from a very long crack (1, I"). All the fact that less clad is used on the thicker
remaining cracks were detectedthrough 5 blast aluminum skin.
cycles. DREP concluded that with wheat starch
media, the majority of cracks did not shorten in Wheat starch media achieves a very smooth
length and would be detectable in a production surface finish on clad aluminum as shbwn by
environment, these low surfacc roughness results,

Results with Type V and Type II medias were less Metal Fatigue Data
ravourable in this comparison, Type V media
appeared to be more aggressive on the bare Although fatigue data generated by a qualified
aluminum than the Type II media, despite a process lab is not available at this time, Boeing
similar crack distribution on the plates tested in Commercial Airplane Co. will have completed its
each case, Type V media, when tested at a 45k' study on wheat starch media by late 1992. Initial
angle, produced better results on the bare indications look favourable.
alumirnum, Comparative results at the lower
angle were not available for wheat starch, Composite Evaluations

Figure 8 presents the crack detection results on Several commercial and military composite
bare aluminum from a different perspective. The stripping programs are underway. On the
Iercentage of cracks unchanged in appearance commercial ,ide, a United Airlines/Boeing
i~e. measured by length) are compared, In the Commercial Airplane study will be completed in

case of wheat starch media, not only were most the fall of 1992.
cracks detectable, but the majority (80"n) did not
change in appearance during the first three blast In this study, the full range of Boeing coatings
cycles, and composite substrates are being evaluated,

The study's objective is to establish both selective
Crack detection on 7075-T6 bare aluminum stripping and complete coating removal on aged
proved to be better on surfaces blasted with and unaged composite test panels, for both a
wheat starch media versus the plastic medins type single and multiple strip sequence.
V and II,

The coating system used for this test program on
Surface Roughness on Clad Aluminum the graphite panels is BMS 10.103 Desoto

nonchroniated epoxy primer and BMS 10-60
Beech Aircraft Laboratory tested the surface type II polyurethane top coat. The fiberglass
roughness produced witý wheat starch media on and Kevlar panels have an initial layer of Desoto
2024-'T3 clad aluminum , Clad panels 0,020" conductive coating BMS 10.21 type III, followed
(0,51 mm) to 0,080" (2.03 ramm thick were by the BMS 10-103 and BlMS 10-60 type 1I
stripped ofa MIL-P-23377 primer without system. Composiie sub.f ates included in the
removing the Alodine 1200S chemical film, None study are the graphite, fiberglass and Kevlar
of these clad panels were deformed. Table 2 honeycomb core materialu, the fiberglass fluted
shows the surface roughness meawurements core (radome), and the graphite laminate and

Table 2. Surlace Roughness Measurements on 2024-T3 Clad Aluminum for Wheat Starch Media

Aluminum Skin Thickness Clad Layer Thickness Surface Roughness After
Blasting, (.inches)

0.020" (0,51 miml) 0,0010" (5,0%) 4__ , 1.02 Pil)

0.025" (0.63 mil) 0.0013" (5,0%) 70 (1.78 Irn)

0,032" (0.81 nm)111 0.0016" (5,01%), 90 (2,29 pro)

0,040" (1.01 mi) 0.0020" (5.0'%i) 142 (061 vim)

.080" 2.03 mn)_ 0,0020" (2,5%) 132 (3.35 mrn)
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graphite honeycomb with EMF (conductive wire I.... PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE WITH
mesh). DRY WHEAT STARCH STRIPPING

Preliminary results of the single selective strip Airframe stripping of small corporate and
cycle showed no indication of internal regional aircraft began this summer at Hunting
delamination or fiber damage. Aircraft Inc. (formerly Field Aircraft Inc.) in th1

U.S, A Pauli & Griffin three nozzle system,
An evaluation was also conducted by the U.S. specifically designed for starch media, was
Army at the Corpus Christi Army Depot installed in Hunting's new completion center. A
(CCAD), Their process laboratory concluded dedicated hanger bay, measuring 100 feet by 100
that wheat starch media could effectively remove feet, is used to dry strip entire airframes. A
MIL-SPEC coatings from composite structures, Beech King Air 200 was one of the first aircraft
primarily for military helicopters. Resin rich and stripped in this facility. On this particular
resin starved S-Glass honeycomb panels, and S- aircraft, skin thicknesses varied down to 0.016"
Glass skins from a UH-60A Blackhawk were on flight controls and 0.020" on the airframe.
stripped of MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer and MIL- All surfaces, except composites, were stripped to
C-46168 top coat, The S-Glass composites were a pristine finish. No metal warpage was
stripped both selectively (leaving the primer observed even on the thinnest skins, Seventeen
intact), and completely without erosion of the man-hours on each of three nozzles were needed
resin layer or fiber damage. This study noted to dry strip the airframe anq flight controls, An
that operator skill is a factor on resin-starved estimated strip rate of 0,6 ft /minute was
substrates. Excessive dwell times in one spot achieved, Military and commercial polyurethane
beyond 3-4 seconds would lead to damage of the paints are generally easier to remove than paint
resin layer first, and then liber damage, rystems found on smaller corporate aircraft,
Optimum parameters for stripping these
composites, using a 3/8-inch nozzle, were a The system at Hunting features several
pressure of 25 psi, a standoff distance ofl6-, important items required for any wheat starch
inches, angles between 30 -70, and a media flow system, The compressed air supplied to the three
of 480 lb/hour. nozzles (680 cfm) is dried with a refrigerant air

dryer to a 35-40OF dew point. Dry compressed
A resin-starved Kevlar formed skin panel from air is usually recommended for any dry blast
in AH-64 Apache was also included in the system, a recommendation not always respected,
CCAD study. F'or complete coating removal, With wheat starch media, a compressed air dryer
operator skill was found to be critical on the is mandatory.
Kevlar where minimal dwell time was needed to
avoid damage. Kevlar materials are best stripped Since Atlanta can encounter very hot, humid
selectively, leaving the primer intact if possible. summers, a moisture control system is used as a

precautionary measure. Dry air is fed into
DREP (Canadian Forces) investigated effects on product hoppers to control product storage
graphite-epoxy substrates similar to those found conditions, particularly during extended
on CF- 18 lighter aircraft. Coatings removed shutdowns, Moisture effects on the media have
were the MIL-P-23377 primer and the MIL-C- not been encountered at this facility.
83286. Scanning Eiectron Microscopic
examination showed no cracking of the epoxy Tit Hunting system includes a dense particle
resin layer or fiber damage. The graphite panels separator designed to remove contaminants, such
were blasted for extended dwell times beyond 60 as sand and metal, from the wheat starch media.
seconds at 40 psi pressure and a standofl' distance Because the finish on aluminum is very smooth
of' 12 inches. with wheat starch media, low levels of heavy

particle contamination are noticeable. The finish
In conclusion, there is considerable variety in the with plastic media blasting will generally mask
composite structures used on aircrafL, The tie presence of a much higher level of
experience gained in these composite evaluadtons contaminants. An effective dense particle
shows that some epoxy resin systems withstand separator is highly reconmmended for any wheat
starch blasting better than others. Several starch dry strip hanger.
programs have proven that high temperature
cured or toughened epoxy resins are not removed Experience on the first few aircraft at Hunting
from composites whetn stripping with wheat has also shown which masking materials :,nd
starch riedia, thor is fiber damage observed, With methods work best. Three masking tapes have
softer resin systems or resin-starved composites, been identified as being effective with wheat
operator skill becomes much more of a factor in starch media. A 3M YR-5005 (quite different
achieving satisfactory results. from the YR-500 used with plastic media) and a



Bron Tape BT-818 (Bron Tape Inc.) have Conflre••w Proveadi•gs
performed the best. A black vinyl tape Permacel
P.320 (Permacel Inc.) is also effective, but cannot 2. Cundifi; Charls, Dccl, Omar, and O'Sulhman,
withstand the starch blasting for the same length Robert, "Plastic Media Eviluation -- An
of thy~e. Optimization Study", Proceedings of theof te.DOD~ndustry A dvanced Coatings Removal

New Developments on Disposal Con'foreno, ApZ /1.0989.

3. L ott, R.E, Pau/i, R., "Dry Stripping With Wneat
Coisiderable work has been done in past years Sthuch, Proceedings of the DODlnIdustry
on biodegradable products. In the effort to Advanced Coatings Removal Conference, May
develop degradable products, composting 1092.
technology has received much attention.

4. Mayo, D.M., Laimbert, T.E, Cooper, C.C,
Degradation of starch dust and paint, via similar "Evaluation of Mi7at Starch Blasting Media for
composting technology, is currently being Aircrahl Coating Removal", ProcAdip of the
investigated at Archer Daniels Midland. Since DOD/Ihdustry Advanced Coatings Removal
starch media has a 100% carbohydrate content, Con/erencv, May 1992,
proper aerobic digestion in a compost system can
reduce waste volume substantially, leaving
primarily paint residues behind.

Composting experience with degradable products
show that proper aeration is essential in order to
keep the digestion process aerobic. Aerobic, as
opposed to anaerobic, would favor bacteria
which require oxygen, The effects of heavy
metals on compost activity needs to be
investigated further. Once the ideal compost
system, bacterial organism, and its required
supplements are identified, efficient composting
could degrade starch dust within days,

4 CQNLUS1Qli

The wheat starch dry stripping process has
evolved into a viable alternative to chemical paint
strippers. Both material process laboratory work
and actual production experience is proving that
wheat starch media provides the best possible
finish from a dry stripping process. Combined
with the potentil dry toxic waste reduction
possible with biodegradation of starch, wheat
starch blasting offers an environmentally and
ecologically sound option. Recent work in the
area of composting stands to substantially
minimize the dry toxic waste generated.

From a production perspective, wheat starch
blasting is one of the few processes that can
achieve excellent results in a manual system. Yet,
this process also has the potential to benefit from
robotic application.

Reports

1. Cundiuf CII., 'An Examination ofBiast.iwpar'ted
Residual Stresses Using Wihat Starch Blast
Medium ", Battell¢, Columbus Laboratories, Ohio,
April 1989,



IATA Taak~ore 'Palntstrippling'

Thoma" UoeY
CnrlEngineering Depatment SPL/CF

ICLM Royal Dutch Airlines
P.O.; Sol 7700

11 17 ZL Schiphal Airport
The Netherlands

*SU?~MMAY committee of the Association of European, Airlines
(ABA), discussed the problem of stdipping aircrft

* In 1990 the IATA established a takforce to structures and investigated the reasons behind the
stimulate the development of alternatives for slow progress made on alternatives.
chemical stripping of commercial aircraft. The It was. concluded that the main problem lays in the
IATA Task~orco 'Paintatripping' objectives are: faut that moat developers of the new proceesses ean
. to identify the moat promising, current not familiar with the aerospace industry and Its

alternatives for short term Implementation; typical requirements, This result in laborious
. to prepare a document containing requirements testing, and long presentations on test results,

for the development of alternativses without using the proper basic test methods
. to stimulate the information exchange. prescribed by the oiroraft miaufaturer (better.,

Original Equipment Manufacturers, OEM's). Test
After the September 1992 meeting the TaskForce methods often differ amongst the OEM's, but
will report beck to IATA. performing th correct teats Is essential as they form
Theo most tangible result of the TaskForce is the the basis of the OEM approval of maintenance
JATA Ouidelines containing requirements for the processes. And without OEM approval no
qualification of stripping processes. commercial airline is able to introduce*a

maintenance process of this kind.
Furthermore, the OEM's interest In stripping

1. NRMODUCTION processes was low. LAte 1980's mainly plastic
media blasting (P149) was resarchd", sometimes

The airframeo ainalteance business is encountering approved, for special applications. It is this focus on
increasing problemns with the current chemical PMB that worried the airlines, as they do not regard
stripping processes. For, thou processes are using PMB as an viable method of stripping commercial
methylene chloride and phenol conataining strippers, aircraft structures.
which are hsWurcs to the workers and emit
chlorinated hydrocarbons, known to be detrimental ')To Illustrate shisr the 1I86 DoD /1nduvtry
to the ozone layer. Advanced Coatings Nrnmowsl Caortb~nce constalnu
For several years alternatives to chemical stripping 25 technical papers on PUB, and only 3 on other
are investigated for aerospace purposes. In the mid processes (hwr stripping).
We' plustic media blasting became available, which
in its turn stimulated the development of other
mechanical blasting processes (e.g. carbon dioxide. In October 1990 tho EMAC-48 (the 48th meeting of
pellet blasting, waterjstting). the Engineering and Mainteinano Advisory
However, the progress made wus slow and the Committee) of the International Air Transport
development efforts did not result in a practical and Association (IATA) decided to establish a task fbroe
economical feasible process for stripping to deal with the problem of s~ripping commercial
commercial aircraft. aircraft. The I3ACMIT-committee wus therefore

enlarged with representatives of other IATA-
members and, also the major OEM's were

2. HISTORY OF THE TASKFORCE requested to participate in the IATA Teak~ore
'Paintstripping'.

Early 1990 members of the European Advisory
Committee on Materials Technology (BACMT), at
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3. TASKFORCE COMPOSITION 1. Airline requirements (see Appendix A):

The TaskForce 'Paintstrlpping' comprise - Stripping objects: aircraft type, frequency,
representatives of the following OEM's and airlines: substrates;

. Economyl down time, investments, costs/mn2,
Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Airbus Industrie masking;
(inal. Deutsche Airbus, Aerospatiale and British . Coatings to be stripped;
Aerospace), McDonnellDouglu, Fokker Aircraft . Waste management;
and United Technologies - USBI; . Environmental and anfety aspects, now and in
AlrFrance, Alitalia, British Airways, Iberia, the future;
Deutsche Lufthans, Northwest Airlines, Swissair, Operational environment.
Sabena, United Airlines, UTA, and is chaired by
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, 2. Alternative stripping methodsi

Ok the TaskForce meetings the aviation authorities St'tus of the development;
are also invited. Furthermore the meetings are Damage to substrates/reatrictions;
frequently attended by other IATA-members as Waste production and composition;
observers, - conomics: masking, strip rate, costs,

investment.

4, OBJECTIVES Although comparison of the alternatives is
complicated, and airline requirements vary, it is

The Tuakrorce's objectives are: concluded that, based upon the collected
information, the most promising alternatives for

1. To identify the most promissing alternative short term implementation in commercial
stripping processes for the maintenance of maintenance are (status 1991):
commercial aircraft;
2, To prepare a document, containing the technical . Automated high pressure water blasting;
requirements for the qualification of processes for . Aquastrip process, Incl. paint softening with
stripping aircraft structures; environmentally acceptable chemicals;
3. To stimulate the information exchange between Wheat starch blasting (manually for aircraft
the parties involved, i.e. researchers, suppliers, components; automated for aircraft);
OEM's and airlines. Ice pellet blasting, tncl. paint softening with

environmentally acceptable chemicals;
The objectived must lead to a harmonization and - Chemical stripping using environmentally
concentration of development efforts, to minimize acceptable and safe products, if necessary in
testing by supplying accepted testmethods and combination to a dedicated paint system.
requirements, and to accelerate the approval process
by aircraft manufacturers and airworthiness For most airlines chemical stripping still remains
authorities, the most attractive method, because the lack of a

dedicated facility for stripping large aircraft,
Stripping normally is performed in a paint or

4.1 Most promissing alternatives maintenance hangar (during mechanical
maintenance), The use of less aggressive chenmcals

It wan decided to compile information on all probably requires less chemical resistant coatings or
stripping methods available and to judge the overall the application of an intermediate strippable paint
performance against the commercial airlines' layer. This implies that the implementation of this
requirements. For this purpose two questionnaires process is not possible on short term,
were sent out to the suppliers of stripping methods
and all TaskForce members respectively, (Many Also it was concluded that selective stripping, Lie.
taskForce members themselves are involved in the stripping of the topcoat only, is an option to
development of alternatives together with the enhance stripping rates, decrease the risk of damage
industry.) and the magnitude of the repaint job.
Through the questionnaires information wag
obtained regarding the following items:
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4.2 The Paint Stripping Document TaskForce meeting (September 10 and 11, 1992),
and when accepted released as an IATA Guideline.

The development and research for alternative Furthermore the TaskForce will choose a route to
stripping methods is progressing slowly. This is come to a specification and the custodian. Proposed
partly due to the lack of standardization in the organizations are SAS and ISO.
research programs. The suppliers will investigate
according to specific methods prescribcd by the For the time the Paint Strip Documn#t is not under
various OEM's or to MIL-specifications, This the custodianship of an international standardization
means that the complete testprogram often does not organization, the route to approve a process is
meet the requirements of the individual OEM's, envisaged as follows:
thus approval for certain aircraft types will hold and
other tests are necessary, 1. the airline/supplier contact the OHM('s) to

decide from the Document which teats am
The TaskForce concludes that it is necessary to applicable and need to be performed;
enhance the developments by issuing a document 2. the test results are discussed with the OEM,
containing the requirements for the qualification of which will state to have "No Technical
processes for stripping aircraft structures of Objection" to apply the stripping proems to the
different commercial aircraft types, To fulfil this OEM-type aircraft;
function: 3. the airline contact the relevant airworthiness

I It is required that all OEM's concur with its authorities to obtain approval;
content and that their individual documents shall 4. the airline implement the process in the
be written to reflect this document; maintenance operation,
i it is understood that OEM documents and
manuals may have some deviations from the In the future, the OEM =an directly refer to the
document to address certain aspects of their own international specification in their maintenance
aircraft, its design features, materials and manuals.
coatings;

- the document needs to be approved by the 4.3 Information exchange
airworthiness authorities;

. updating of the document needs to be secured, During the TaskForce meetings the latest
Therefore an international standards organization developments are discussed on the selected
should hold the custodianship. alternatives, Where possible, comparable reserh

programs between members are linked to obtain a
The, so called, Palut Stripping Document deals with synergistic effect and consequently speeding up of
both metallic aid composite materials, It covers the developments. Also, duplication of testing is
mechanical (wet and dry) as well as chemical hereby excluded.
stripping. Included are requirements, recommended Furthermore a presentation on now developments
teatmethods, test panel preparation and test results can be brought into the meeting on request of one
on eg. media residues, damage to substrates of the members,
(fatigue, residual stress, corrosion), substrate
temperatures, roughness of surface after stripping, The large Interest of the commercial airlines in
and (chemical) degradation of composites. chemical stripping has resulted in organizing a
A minimum of five stripping cycles in prescribed, meeting with the coatings and stripper supplying

industry (September 9, 1992), This meetings'
Note that the Paint Strip Document does not judge objective is to stimulate the development of
the economliL performance of the process, nor alternative strippers, in combination to the present
describes any environmental or safety aspects, as aerospace coatings c.q, future dedicated coating
these items ar'e airline/country related, systems.

The TaskForce presents the airlines' requirements
(i.e. the technical and economical p.ocess envelope)

At the moment a preliminary version of the Paint for a chemical stripping process. From the industry
Strip Document is completed, For some it is expected to present their vision for the future
requirements, multiple test methods are included, and research involved. This way any contradictions
where the TaskForce could not conic to agreement. in the objectives pursued by the parties involved
This version will be discussed during the next will come to the surface and can be rectified,
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Furtherrmore the TeakForce trie@ to stimulate joined
research between the coatings and chemical
industry.

S. Future of the Tiakorce

On the September moeoing the TaskForce decide&
an its future.
When agreement Is obtained on the most important
'tem, the Paint Stripping Document, the TaskForce
probably in tranaformedi into a working group for
the preparation of thes specification. This working
group however will operate under the rules of the
applicable standardization organisation, and not
IATA.
Therefore, IATA (SMAC) will be proposed to
liquidate the Tusk~orce 'Paintatripping'.

Th9 achievements of the TaskForce are by that
time:

. publication of the IATA Guidelines for the
technical qualification of paint atripping
procemse;

. Joined research and information exchange by the
leading airlines in this field for the development
of alternative processes;

. supplying infortnation to the coatings and
ohemical atripper industry for the future airline's
needsa and requirementa in stripping comnmercial
Aircraft.

A4ugust 1992
Thomas Mooy
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APPENDIX A: 'AVERAGE' AIRLINES' REQUIRBMENTS

1. Ob~jects of stripping proems:
Boeing, Douglas and Airbus manufactured, Size: 600 to 2000 m2 to strip,
All types, all series upto 100% decorated. Substrates to be stripped:

Aluminium alloys., 2024T3, 707ST6, bars, cladded,
anodized and/or slodlned.
Magnesium. Titanium. 1188. Cadmium plated metals.
Coniposites: Glasn-, carbon- and kevlar-fibres/epoy (250
and 350 P cured). 250 F cured hybrids.
Thorstrand and Flameaprayed composites.

2. Economy of stripping:
Downtime of aircraft: 2 to 3 days.
Investments (present): Very low.
Total costs: 35 to 50 US$/m2
Effectivity: 2 to 3 mf/hour per man, inc. all pre- and after treatments.

3. Coatings to strip:
From metals: 1. Chromates-contalning epoxy and polyurethane primers.

Polyurethane topcoats.
2. Washprimer. Chroinatea-containing and chromatefre
primer, Polyurethane topcoats. (Polyurethane clearcat).

From composites: Epoxy conductive coating. Epoxy and polyurethane
primers, Polyurethae topcoats.

Strip cycles per aircraft lifetime: S (metals) to 8 (composites).
Selective stripping? Preferred,

4. Wuste management:
Waste treatment facility: None.
Disposal: By licensed companies.

5. Envirornenntal & Safety issues:
Operator requirements to:
Chemicals: Methylene chloride: 100 ppm (to be reduced).

VOC emission: 0 to 20 mg/in 3 (to be reduced) or 420 g/l
max. content in products.
Low Threshold Limit Values fo acids and alkalis.

Noise: 80 dD(A) max.
Dust: Total 10 mg/in max.

Cd 0.02 mg/rn. Cr 0.025 mg/in' (to be reduced).

6. Operational environment:
Facility: Normal maintenance hangar or paint hangar (telescopic

platforms available).
50 % in which large quantities of water can be handled.
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SELECRIVLY 91RWPABLE PAINT SCHEMES

by

It Stein and D..Thumna LW. Bllackon
ICI Lacke Farben, Aerospace Coatings ICI Aerospace Coatings

Flugzouglacke ICI Paints
D(isseldorfer Str. 102 Wexham Road

4010 Hilden Sloughi, SL2 SDS
Germany United Kingdom

SUMMARY

In order to meet the requirment. of momn Hence fte common use of mathylert chloride,
environmentally eooeptsbl pein stripping Ohppers sotiveted wfth agresieW
processes many different remnoval mefthds Ingredients like phenol.
wre under evaluaticn, Treae new processes With the need for methods which ae both ester
can be divided Into mechsnIW alnd chemical and more environmentally acceptable
mefthod, consIdertilon of methods other than chemnical
101 has developed a paint scheme with means Is required.
Intermaied cost end fluid inhalsant polyurethui Several meohanical metpds evaluated toda
topcoat which can be sbipped chemically In a as envlronmentalyý soceptab have the omp~illty
short period of time wit meftilene chloride free of removing todays high performance
end phenol free paint shlippers, paint systems but haem many Ilmishona

due to side effecs or high Wnvestent cost.
This paper, howewr, only deals with chemical
stripping Involving a development which makes

I. PREFACE the process much easier whilst maretang
good performce for theesseentilelpah

Conventional aircraft paint is designed properties. This ability then leads the way to
to have as good adhiesion as possible environmentally acceptabe chembWa stripping.
end to have high resisansce to fluid The fire step In this development which proms
Mtack end to mechanical dunemge. the principle Is lhe use of en intermediat cost
The.. features male a paint which which allows a Skycimi resistant polyurethan
has very good performanoe but one topcoat to be stripped in remrkafbly quick time
which Is very difficult to remove, with a non phenolic stripper but with methylene
Today paint systems ame usually removed chloride.
by# chemica stripping. But In order to By the correct choice of intermedso cost it Is
counter tie fluid resistance and possible to Introduce solubility to certain
the adhesion avery powerful stripper Is aolveratswhich could be used In astripper
needed, whIletstiall retaining resistance to aircraft flulds.
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Thus easy Wippabillty can be Introduced wiilst were satisfactory, In July 1990 the aircraft
the adhesion and fluid resistance propertai was shipped i,•ti it a inn phenol stripper
can be maintained. Lifting of the topcoat occured In 5 minutes
To do this it Is necessWy to have a very and complete removal war possible within
careful choice of resin In the Intermediate coat, 30 minutes leaving toe epoxy primer In

perf•t condition.
ICI achieved this and has ploneerd this This has oonfirmed that an Intermedllem
principle starting with applicaion to Airbus coat scheme which Is fluid resistant with a
A 300 In 1974, flexible topcoat works In practice and

that Ageing an an alrcraft doem not
reduce Its effectiveness,

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The first generation of a seleotivly strippable 3, SELECTIVE STRIPPABILITY
scheme had been developed In cooperatlon
between MBB and Wioderhold In 1974. Selective strippablilty can be ealleved
The so oalled Zwiachenschicht or Gouche X by either using an Intermedlate coat or
was used on Airbus A 300 number 10 up to a barrier coat, The main difference between
approximately number 100, Some problems these two systems Is the removability of the
of Intercoat adhesion between Polyurethane intermedlia coat whereas the barrier
primer and Ocuohe X led to the replacement of coat Is intended to stay on the primer during
this paint scheme, In 1980 Airbus moved to the slrlpplng action,
a wash primer scheme boed on test The repailnting process is similar in both
results with a similar 101 system on a cases, Since a barrier coat Is not
BAa 125 aircraft, removed In the stripping process
Because of the variable strippability with the final rapainbd scheme has an additional
the wash primer scheme 10 continued to layer of paint,
develop the orIginal Intermediate coat scheme As a consequence the coating thickness
and offered an Improved scheme for consideration builds up in multiple strlpplng/
by Fokker for the F 100 consisting of an repainting actions,
epoxy primer, intermediate coat and Work on barrier coat has shown that
polyurethane topcoat. It Is very difficult to get a good balance
This system proved to be the best in the test between adhesion and strippablilty in
program and superior to the wash primer practice, Alma for Inspection of a stripped aircraft
system, Consquently it was chosen by Fokker the barrier coat does not allow the detection
In 1986 for the exterior paint system of cracks In e primer.
for the F 100, The two principles are •hown in figure 1
At a similar time this same type of scheme was and 2,
een to be a possibility for military aircraft After conuidering the advantages and

where the comblnation of easy strlppabllty and disadvantages we have chosen at the present to
high chemical resistance was required, Painted develop the Intermedlia coat principle
panels on Harrier aircraft In flight service mainly for reasons of It worklng .ell In practice,
and evaluated by the UK MOO proved
the stripping performance,
In 1987 Airbus A320 number 2 aircraft was also
painted with the 10 Intermediate coat scheme.
using a flexible topcoat,
Application eid subsequent performance
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Figure I INTERMEDIATE COAT SCHEME OPERATION

APPLICATION OF STRIPPER STRIPPING PREPARATION REAPPUCATION
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Figure 2 BARRIER COAT SCHEME OPERATION
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4. CHALLENGE OF WEAKER STRIPPERS The Idea has been put forward that if a barrier
coat is incorporated Into the paint system the

So far the evidence has confirmed the feasibility composite can be protected from detrimental
of the Intermediate coat scheme to offer easier attack from the stripper. But in a practical
strippability with methylene chloride strippers, situation this principle Is invalid because
A further dimension was introduced when the one can not prevent the occurance of cracks
need arose to achieve this with non chlorinated In the barrier coat where penetration to the
solvent strippers. composite is possible.
Working closely with major stripper The aitemnatve solution to this problem
manufacturers ICI has developed the Is to design the paint system such that it
Intermediate Coat II system, can be stripped with achemical stripper
It consis of an epoxy primer a before which itself will not be detrimental
the 101 Intermediate Coat in a modified form to the composite.
and a very careful choice of polyurethane This is achievable using the ICI Intermediate
topcoat, Coat I1 principle.
Tests done on aged panels in a number of The Intermediate Coat II paint system on
independent laboratories confirm that composites has been successfully stripped
it Is possible to strip this type of scheme using non chlorinated strippers, These
in less than 2 hours with non halogenated strippers have been tested and they were
strippers also In neutral form, found to have no damaging effect on
At the same rime this scheme achieves other the composite in relation to the IATA
paint properties, Including Skydrol resistance, stripper specification,
It has been tested and found to meet the
requirements of Airbus specification
NT 10028,
The Intermediate Coat II system has been 6. CONCLUSION
applied on a British Airways Concorde,
on a Dornier 228 and at Lufthansa, Flight experience dating back to 1974 on
These will be used to test the strippability ICI Intermediate Coat scheme support the
alter ageing In flight service with environmentally feasibility of such a scheme offering the
acceptable strippers to confirm the combination of good paint properties and
good results which have already been obtained easy strippability,
on panels In tie laboratory. More recent work has shown that this concept
Three topcoats have been evaluated to work can be extended to allow for strippability
with this scheme In this way, They include In a short time with environmentally acceptable
options which offer UV-reslstance, UVR with non chlorinated solvent strippers, This can be
flexibility, and UVR with low VOC. done with a range of advanced topcoats offering

different properties.
This also leads to the possibility of chemical
stripping from composite without damage,

5, COMPOSITE From an economic point of view the main
advantage of an Intermediate coat system

Traditionally, painted composite areas Is to have an environmentally accetabie
have had to be treated differently when stripping process which can be operated
painted metal areas have been chemically in existing facilities without the need for
stripped, This Is because many composite new Investment,
materials are susceptible to attack
from methylene chloride,
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